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(The last sentence of the theorem follows from the 
properties of the ideal A established in the proof, 
and is not a direct consequence of the previous 
sentence. ) 
A. Kawauchi has shown that Gutierrez is wrong, at 
least in odd dimensions ("On higher dimensional links 
which are not split-cobordant", preprint). 
delete the clause 'if L is concordant to a boundary 
link.' and the following sentence ln parenthesis (See 
my paper "tocalizing the Blanchfield pairing for links", 
submitted) . 
See my paper "localizing the Blanchfield pairing for 
links" for a direct proof of the invariance under 
concordance. 
Connected sum of high dimensional links is not well 
defined. However this does not affect the argument of 
this chapter. 
(Notice that Idet(A-I) I = 1 if and only if Idet(A+I)i = 1) 
should read fibred knots with fibre L/ll - int0
3 
and at most 4 with fibre LI I - int03 , for each q 
odd q 
(i) 
ABSTRACT 
This thesis considers several problems in the theory of knots and links 
in low dimensions (locally flat embeddings of one or several copies of sn 
into n -t-2 S for n = 1 or 2 ) . 
The first chapter summarizes the standard definitions and results to 
be us ed later . The next three chapters deal with classical links (n = 1) 
In Chapter II the algebraic and geometric significance of the vanishing of 
certain of the Alexander ideals is considered . A new criterion for a ribbon 
link to be an homology boundary link is given , and a counter- exampl e to 
Smythe ' s conjecture is constructed . A theorem of K. Murasugi relating the 
viJnishj ng of (j (L) 1 [or a 2-component 1 ink to the meLaoeli ;::Jn nilpotent 
completion of the link group and to the image of the longitudes in this 
completion 1S given a new , more conceptual proof , which applies to links 
with any number of components . As a corollary , the rank of the Alexander 
module a(L) is shown to be an invariant of concordance . The concept of 
~/~-homology boundary link is introduced to show this invariant and the 
Murasugi nullity are essentially independent . 
In Chapter III it is shown that the longitudes of a ~ -component 
homology boundary link are in the second commutator subgroup of the link 
group if and only if the ~th Alexander ideal is principal , thus 
generalizing a theorem announced without proof, for ~ = 2 , by R. H. Crowell 
and E. H. Brown . In the proof of this result the technique of constructing 
covering spaces by splitting along Seifert surfaces is extended to homology 
boundary links , and this technique is discussed further . 
In Chapter IV Blanchfield duality is used to construct a primitive 
hermitian pairing on the torsion submodule of the Alexander module of a 
link , after a mild localization to kill the boundary components . This 
pairing is computable from Seifert surfaces for an homology boundary link , 
and the class of the pairing in a Witt group is an invariant of concordance 
for links concordant to boundary links . (If ~ = 1 it is essentially the 
knot concordance invariant.) After a further localization , a Witt class 
also invariant under isotopy is obtained and it is shown that the set of 
such Witt classes for boundary links is an infinitely generated abelian 
group . 
( ii) 
1n lhe la :; t c hcJp Ler (ChcJpl er v) three cJrr,unlcnLs Clre given to s how that 
not every high knot group can be the group of a 2-knot [embedding of S2 
in a homotopy 4-sphere) . Two of these arguments involve Milnor duality ; 
the third uses orientability . The 2- knots with commutator subgroup finite 
or finitely Renerated nil potent arc cons idered in detail, and most of the 
groups not excluded by the three principal re s ults are s hown to be 
realizable by fibred knots in homotopy 4- spheres . 
( iii) 
STATEMENT 
The results contain d in this thesis are my own 
except wh re otherwise statp.d . 
Jonathan A. Hillman 
( i v) 
TO ~1Y PARENTS 
Hardare~ Broder ! mitt ode ar . Jag alskar dem alla . 
(v) 
PREFACE 
I have chosen to write separate introductions to each chapter of this 
thes is rather than one long introduction , as the material falls natural l y 
into three rather d i st inct parts . Tn particular, the last chapter stands 
somewhat apart from the others , in that it deals with embeddings of one 
2- sphere in the 
the 3-spherc . 
4- sphere , rather than embeddings of several l - spheres in 
However a concordance of 3-dimensional objects is itself 
4-dimensional , and in that sense Chapter IV represents a transition between 
the 3 _ dimensional topol ogy of Chapters II and III and the 4 - dimensional 
topology of Chapter V. The one theme common to all chapters (one famil i ar 
to knot theorists) is the study of the commutator quotient G'IG" of a link 
r:roup ilS a modlll (' over the r;roup rinr; ?L[GIG 'l 
I would like to outline how I was lead to the results described below . 
On first looking at homology boundary links , I noticed that al l the standard 
examples were (essentially) slice links , and so it seemed natural to test 
whether slice links were homology boundary links . For such links by 
definition bound di s joint s urfaces (in fact dis cs) ln the 4- ba l l , and I 
hoped to push such surfaces into singular surfaces in 53 (the boundary of 
the 4-ball) and then attempt to desingularize them . I was then l ead to 
consider in particular ribbon links , for which the singularities seemed most 
tractable . When I chanced upon the counterexample of Chapter II ( Figure 1) 
I elaborated it into a criterion for a ribbon link to be an homology boundary 
link . My luck here suggested that link concordance was worth f urther study ; 
the only known invariants hitherto were (to my knowledge) the nilpotent 
quotients GIG (Stallings) and various quadratic form type invar i ants of 
n 
infinite cyclic covers of link complements (Levine, Murasugi) . Stalling ' s 
result and th~ susceptibility of the nilpotent tower {GIGn } to inductive 
attack , together with the Nakayama lemma lead me to the theorem on Chen 
groups of Chapter II , while once I realized how to deal with the boundary 
components of a link complement I could extend Kearton ' s definition of the 
knot concordance invariant to all links . [As yet I have only proved 
lnvarlance under concordance for links concordant to boundary links . ] The 
results of th last chapter r;r w out of an indepenJ nr rediscovery of Mazur ' s 
fibred 2-knot and a proof of Giffen ' s weak unknotting theorem that I found 
using Milnor duality . 
( vi) 
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CHAPTER I 
In this chapter are gathered toget her some of the definitions and 
results in topology and algebra used most frequently in this thesis . Most 
of the results are standard , and no proofs a r e g iven . On ly the most 
important definitions have been isolated from the text and labeled as such . 
TOPOLOGY 
The principal reference s for algebraic and geometric topology are the 
books Algebraic Topology by E . Spanier [8 9J and Introduction to Piecewise 
Linear Topology by C. P . Rourke and B. J . Sanderson [81J. 
1 
1\ m p f: II + B of topolor;icCll spo.ces is ClIl embeddi n~ if it induces 
an homeomorphism of A onto f(A) . (If A i s compact and B 1.S 
Hausdorff , then f 1.S an embedding if and only if it is continuous and one -
to - one . ) It will often be convenient to use the same symbol to denote also 
the image of an embedd ing . An i sotopy of an embedding f is a family of 
embeddings F' : II + B for t t E [0 , lJ such that F = f and the o 
associated map F : A x [ 0 , lJ '+Bx [0, lJ sending <a, t) to <Ft(a), t) 
lS continuous ; iL is Cl n Clmbient isotopy if F = /l 0 f for some i sotopy t t 
of such that the associated map H 1.S onto . An I - equivalence 
be tween t\-iO embeddings f, g : A + B 1.S an embedd ing 
C : A x [0, lJ + B x [0, lJ 
such that ciA x { o} = f, cl~ x {l} = g and 
C-l(B x {O, l}) = A x {O, l} . 
Clearly i sotopic embeddings are I- equivalent. 
An embedding f: M + N of polyhedra or PL manifolds is tame if there 
i s a sclfhomeomorphi sm h of N s uch that h 0 f is PL; an isotopy Ft 
i s PL (respectively, tame) if the associated map F i s PL (respectively, 
tame) . 
Til standard orientat i on of IR
n ([ 81J, p . 4 Lf) induces an orientation 
{< xl ' 
n 2 
l} of the n-disc Vn = ... , x ) E IRn I L x. S The Cn-l)-sphere n i=l 'I-
11 } ')~ < = 1 
i=l 
wjll alwLlyc ue gi ven Llte 
orientation determined from this by the convention I hdl II)( ~ l 'ollnclary of 
an oriented manifold be oriented compatibly with taking the inward normal 
L.1: ; L (ur. LfJ"ll, p. II~J ). 
? 
If X is a topological space and ~ an integer greater than or equal 
to 1, pX denotes the s poce X x {l, ... , ~} , the disjoint union of p-
copies of X 
DEFINITION. A lJ-component link is on emlleddinr, L : pSl -~ 53 . (The 
qualification "~- component" will be dropped when clear from the context . ) 
The ith component of L is the knot (l-component link) L. = L\Sl x {i} 1.-
Notice that with this definition, all links are oriented . A link is 
tame if and only if it i s locally flat , that is if the map L extends to an 
embedd in r; of a tubular ne ir;hbourhood N(L) : PSi x D2 + 53 such that 
N(L)\Jl5 1 x {O} = L <r821, p . 51) . ,The exLerior or i1 tame link 
X(£) = 53 -int N(L) i:-;., comp<:Jct :l-mi1njfold wi'lh hounc1"ry, whi ch i s well-
defined up to homeomorph i s m and which is a deformation retract of the 
compl ement of the 'link, 53 - L (All lin ks considered in this thesis will 
be assumed Lame , unless otherwjse indicated . ) Iloweve r tame embeddings of 
higher dilll'n s ional If\ i:.lIlifolds in codimensioll Lwo n eJ TloL ue locolly flaL 
([82J, p . 59 ); in particular ~ tame I-equivalence need not be locally 
fli1 t . (1'11 (' i1 hov(' result [or 1 i n kr; ho l<ls e~s('n I i i1 11 Y 1>('('" w, c tlt('re i1re no 
knott d mbecldjn~s of S° in 52 . ) 
DEFINITION. A concordance betHeen two ~- component tame links L and 
L ' is a locally flat I-equivalence L, that i s , one Hhich extends to an 
embedding N( L) : ~Sl x D2 x [0, lJ + 53 x [0, lJ s uch that 
N(-L) IpSl x { o } x [ 0, lJ = L and N(L)-1(S3 x {O, ln = ~Sl x D2 x {O, l} . 
A link L is null concordant if it i s ('onrordil n t to the trivial link, 
C '. lID2 + Dlf equival ntly if L extends to a locally flat embedding ~ such 
A locally flat PL isotopy i s a n ambient isotopy ([ 811, p. 58 ). THo 
~-component links Land L ' are locally i sotopic if there is an embedding 
of 1 \JS In 
other wordG L ' i s obtained from L by inserting or suppressing small 
knots in on~ component at u time . 
3 
THEOREM ( Rolfsen [80J) . Links L and L ' are tameLy isotopic if and 
onLy if L ' may be obtained from L by a finite sequence of LocaL 
isotopies and an ambient isotopy . 
A link type is an equivalence class of links under the relation of 
be ing amb ien t i so topic . 
COMMUTATIVE ALGEBRA 
The principal reference for this section is the book An Introduction to 
commutative . ALgebra by M. Atiyah and I.G. Macdonald [lJ . 
The ring of most interest below lS the ring of Laurent polynomials in 
variables, xj.l-1l . ... , Xj.l ' J The ring A j.l is noetherian 
(every ideal lS finitely generated) , factorial (every nonzero element can be 
expressed as a product of finitely many irreducible elements in a manner 
unique up to order and multiplication by unit s ) and is a domain (the product 
of any two nonzerO elements is nonzero) . The field of fractions of Aj.l is 
the field Q(Xl , ... , X ) lJ 
If R is a domain \-lith field 9f fractions F and S is a 
lllultipl"i c,lt ivcly c l o;.;('d ~ul>"C't or R - {oJ (lh Lll js, 1 E S unci 8 , t E S 
impli s st E S ) then the localization of R with respect to S i s the 
s ubring of F cons i sting of fractions with denominators in S , 
RS = {rls E F ir E R, s E S } The ring RS is clearly a domain , and is 
the smallest ring containing R in which all elements of 5 become units . 
Ii P i s (\ ]will1C' idC'il l lhC' omr1C'lIlcnt R - P i ;. cl multiplicatively closed 
~u1>~;(,t ; til e loccll i z-cl ti otl i ~ t il n denot c\ l?p cl nc1 i.s a loca l ring (i.t hac 
an uni.que maximal idea l) . Tn particular the field of fractions F = RO 
If M i ~ ,In R-modlllC' then rhe l O('il li zilt i on of M with respect to 5 is 
If M i s finil ely r; nerated the rank of M 
i s rhe dimens i on over P of til 
Lel M be a n R-module and d fi ne inductive ly ®r M by ®O M = Rand 
19\1"+ 1 M = (J '1) 19\,? M 'CJ ~) I' -':'J lor (1 11 i n1 ('i',cr~~ l" > 0 . 
of ~} M generated by all elements of the form 
X . = X . 
'l- J 
for some i t j (Notice that 
exterior power of M i s the R-modul 
in is denoted 
a (M) 
o 
'I 
he the s ubmod ul 
Xl ® ... ® X k 
= a
l 
(M) = 0 . ) 
where 
The kth 
The image of 
If f M -+ N lS a map 
AkM -+ AkN (If M and N of R-module s there lS a functorial map Akf 
are finit ly r,enerated free modules on bases fm. I 1 sis l.l} and 
'l-
{nj I 1 S j S v} respectively and f has matrix F with res pect to these 
bases then the matrix of Akf with respect to the hClses then the matrix of 
Akf with respect to the bases 
and {n o A ••• A n . 11 S jl < .. . < jk S l.l} is the kth compound F(k) 
J l Jk 
of F , whose elements are the k x k minors of F .) Every alternating 
multilinear map from ~ to an R-module N factors uniquely as the 
composition of the alternating multilinear map of ~ to AkM sending 
( xl ' ... , X
k
) to xl A •• • A X k with a homomorphism from ~M to N . 
Indeed this universal property characterizes ~M ([56J, p. 424). 
PROPOSITION-DEFINITION. Let M be an R-modu~e with a finite 
preaentation rP ~~ ~ -)- M -+ 0 , . The kth !t~('xmuier idea~ of M 'l-S the 
idea~ Ek(M) generated by a~~ the minors of J of order (b -k) x (b-k) if 
k is a non-negative integer ~e s than b; if k ~ b ~ Ek(M) is defined 
to be R . The A~exander idea~ of M are independent of the presentation 
matrix J chosen for M ([21J , p . 102) . C~ear~y Ek(M) ~ Ek+l(M) for a~~ 
integers k ~ 0 . 
If Ria factorial domain there is a l east principal ideal (lIk (M) ) 
containing Ek(M) " The generator of this id ea l is well defined up to 
multiplication by a unit of R . If R i s a principal ideal domain, then 
by th s tructure Lheorem for R-modul s ([56J , pp . 388-390) M has a square 
[1rc :;<' IlL<lLio/1 IIldlr'ix wh() :~(' o/lly nOll/.('I'O <'/1tri('~: .11'(' nn Ih<' cli " j',on.1 l. Tt-; ~ 
e(l;,y 0 ~e LIl<lt: jn Lhi:~ ('(1;' t11 Alexill1dcr ; cil;(1 1s or M determine M up 
to isomorphism . 
Groups 
Most of the notions of combinatorial group theory used below can be 
foulKl in tl1 book I1n InLY'oduction to /(not Theor'!) by lUI . Crowell and R. II . 
Fox [21J . (A more exhaustive treatment is given in the book Combinatorial 
Group Theory by W. Magnus , A. Karrass and D. Solitar [62J.) 
If 5 i s a subset of a group G the subgroup generated by 5 in G 
is the smallest subgroup of G containing 5 , and is denoted (5) the 
normal c losure of 5 in G is the smallest normal subgroup of G 
5 
containing 5 , and lS denoted «5» If X is a set, F(X) is the free 
group on the set X The free group on W symbols is denoted F(W) A 
presentation P = {X I R}~ of a group G consists of a set X, a 
surjective map ~ : F(X) + G and a set R of words in the symbols 
{ -1 I x , x x 
in F(X) . 
E X} such that ker ~ is the normal closure of the image of R 
(The map ~ lS often omitted from the notation . ) A presentation 
P is finite if the sets X and R are both finite; the deficiency of a 
finite presentation is the integer cardinality of X-cardinality of R . 
Let X be a set and V a set of words in the symbols 
{x, x- l I x E X} . For any group G the verbal subgroup of G associated 
to V is the subgroup V(G) generated by {~(~ ) I ~ : F(X) + G, v E V} . 
(H ere an e l ement of V has been identified with its image in F(X) . ) For 
-1 -1 [x, yJ = xyx y instance if X = {x, y } and V contains just the word 
then V(G) is the commutator subgroup of G . 
The commutator subgroup of G is a member of tHO important descending 
series of normal subgroups of G , and has another symbol in each context . 
In general if Rand K are subgroups of G, let [R, KJ denote the 
subgroup generated by {[h, kJ I hER, k E K} . The lower central series 
(G ) is defined inductively by G = G and G = [G G J for all n n_l 1 n+l ' n 
is trivial the group G lS called 
integers n ~ 1 If for some n , 
nilpotent . If the intersection G w 
G 
n 
00 
= n 
n=l 
G 
n 
is trivial, G is residually 
nilpotent . Free groups are residually nilpotent ([ 62 J, p . 311) . The 
derived series (G(n)j is defined inductively by G(O ) = G and 
. n~O 
c(n+l) = [r,(n), r,(n)] For <1l1 nOlll1C'p,ill-ivc inter, r !' n. Tf for !";orne n , 
G(n) i s trivial the group G is called s olvable . (Notice that 
G
2 
= the commutator s ubgroup of G . 
G' for G(1) .1nl1 G" for G(2) 
For ease of typing I shall 
1-1](' 11 i p,hC' l" clcri vcd f>ubp,l"o ll pS 
will not be needed below . ) The quot i ent GIG ' is the abelianization of 
G . 
Let € : ?l [GJ -+?l be the augmentation homomorphism , mapping each 
e l ement of G to 1 in ?l Let G be the augmentation ideal of ?l[GJ 
generated by {g-l g E G} ( so G = ker € ) , and l et G be the ideal q 
ge nerated by {W-l W E G } , for each integer q ~ 1 Then since q 
[x, hJ - 1 = ( ) -1 -1 (x-l)(h-l)-(h-l)(x-l) x h it _follows by induction that 
G c Gq for all integers q ~ 1 The map sending gG ' to (g-l) + G
2 
q 
gives an isomorphism of GIG ' with GIG
2 The Alexander module of G 
A(G) = GIG 2G i s in a natural way a ?l[GIG ' J-module , which 
is finitely 
, 
6 
generated and hence f initely presentabl e over ?l[GIG 'J if G is finitely 
gener ated . The quotient G' /G n also has a structure of ?l[GIG ' J-module , 
wh ere an element gG ' of GIG' acts on aG" hy conjuRat ion: 
-1 gG'. aG" = gag .G", and there i s a natural monomorphism 0 : G' IG " -+ A(G) 
sending [g , hJG" to [g , hJ - 1 + G2G , which has image G2/ G2G . There 
i s a ll-t rm exact sequence (referred to below as the Crowell sequence) 
o -+ G' I G" ~)- Jl ( G) -<L ?l[ GIG ' ] - E )- ?l -+ 0 
where the map ~ sends ( g-l) + G2G to (gG ' -l) . Crowell showed in [18J 
that i f f : H -+ K induces an isomorphism on abelianization, then the 
induced map on short e xact sequences of groups 
1 -+ H' ITi" -+ HIH " -+ HIH ' -+ 1 
is a n i somorphism if and only if t he induced map on the Crowell sequences 
of ?l [HI H' J-modules i s an i somorphi sm. 
A finite presentation P = {x ., 1 ~ i ~ a 
1.-
I r. , 1 ~ j ~ b} determines 
J 
(the Jacobian matrix of P 
a b x a presentation matr ix J( P) for A (G) 
at the abe-l iani zation) via the free differential ca l culus ([211 , p . 100) , so 
that i s exact . (The modules 
7 
as spac s of r ow vectors, with matrix multiplic~tion on the right . Hence 
J(P) is a b x a matrix rather than an a x b matrix . ) If G + n is an 
ep imorphi m tlten the induced map A(G) -~ AW) is a n ep imorphism. Ilence if 
G and H are finitely generated, so that the Alexander ideals 
E*(G) = E*(A(G)) are defined, the imo~e of E*(G) in ~[HIH ' J is contained 
J n particular if G -~ F( ~) is an epimorphisin and 
GIG ' = ~~ , then E (G) = 0 ~-l 
Several other interpretations of A[GJ and of the Crowell sequence are 
given in r871. 
A group G is Hopfian if every onto endomorphism of G is an 
automorphism . finitely generated free groups and finitely generated nil-
POLCll I 1', I 'oup~; clI'C Il o p[Lun lll ',' I, I" ."iI, ) . All!> I 11"1' iIllI'OI'L,1I11 I'" : 111 I , JI', ) III 
finitely generated nilpotent groups is that a subset 5 of a finitely 
generated nilpotent gr oup G ~enerates C jf ann only if the image of 5 
in GIG ' generates GIG ' ([ 62 J, p . 350 ) . (This may be considered as an 
analogue of the Nakayama Lemma.) 
Th ~ group of a li nk 
TIH' h,,~ic illr,cbr,lic invilr i ;mt of n link L i s the link p;roup C(L) , 
the fundo1ln n L<11 p,Y'oup of th _ cotnplemcn t 53 - L 
A 1lIl'l' idi on;ll (,IIY'VO [or Lhc il'h COlllpOllont of L is a curve in the 
A l ongitudinal 
houndary of X(L) which bounds a disc transverse to L . . 'l-
curvc for r.,. i s <1 c losNl curv<" in t l1<" bOunoilry of X( L) Hhich i s parallel 
/, 
to L. 
'l-
(intersects a meridional curve for L. 1- in just Dne point) and which 
1S null-homologous 1n 
3 5 - L . . 
'l-
The ith meridian and ith longitude of 
L are the images of these curves in the link group G(L) and are well 
definc(l up to chanr;e of s i p;n (inversion) and simul aneous conjugation . The 
s i gns ar determined by the orientation of L . 
If also X(L) has be n giv n a base point * , then representatives of 
t he conjugacy classes of the meridians and longitudes in 
may b determined on choosing paths joininp; each component of the hou nda ry 
to th base point . Of course th im g s of Lite meridians and the longitudes 
in the il l)(" i ,lIli z, JI i OIl (;([, )/(;(0) ' ::::; TIL (X(r,)) <Ire well definrcl, <lnel the 
me ridi~n s freely ~enerate Ul (X(L) ) , inducing an i somorphism with ~~ . 
8 
Th0 ith lon~ i tudp ~nd ith Inr rirl i ~n commuLe , since they both come 
from the fundalnental p;roup of the ith boundi'lry component , which is a 
torus . In the case of higher dimensional links [52] there is no ana l ogue of 
longitude , because spheres of dimen s ion greater than or equal to 2 are 
;, i Illp 1 Y CO nn0 (; [" e(1. TI1C' pr0~~0nce 0 f l:hc l onr, i 1. \lelf' :-; r, i ve:-; the :-; tudy 0 f links 
and link p;roups much of its piquancy . (Compare the sect ion " Remarks on link 
groups " of Chapter V. ) 
If the ith longitude is equal to 1 in G(L) , then L. extends to 1-
an embedding of a disc disjoint from the other components of L [7 5]. A 
link L is trivial if all the longitudes equal 1, in other words if there 
is an embedding T : ~D2 + 53 such that L = TI~l A l ink L is split 
if there is a 2-sphere 52 c 53 - L s uch that L meets each complementary 
ball , that is , each component of 53 - 52 . 
DEFINITION. A l ink L : ~5l + 53 is a boundary link if i t extends to 
an mbeddin g of ~ disjoint orientable surfaces , each with a single boundary 
cOlllponen t: . 
1\11 knots are boundary links, and conversely many arguments a nd r es ults 
about knots proved by means of s uch "Se ifert surfaces" carryover readi ly to 
arhitrary boundary' links . 
THEOREM (N . r. Smy l.he r 8(; -I ) . Il ~-comronent link L 1-S a bOW1dary 
link if and only if there is a map of G(L) onto the free group of rank 
~ J F(~), carrying a set of me.ridians to a set of genemtors for F(~) . 
fI ~- component link L fo'r which there is all epimorphis m G(L) -~ F(~) 
(with no conJ ition on meridians) is called an homolop;y boundary link ; the 
( see below in this section) . kernel of this map is then necessarily G w 
Smyth f; !lowec] in the same p'pcr that L :i s a n homo]op,y houndary link if and 
in X( L ) with 
only if there are ~ disjo int orientable s urfaces u. 1-
au . c aXeL) and such that au . is homol ogous to the ith l ongitude in 
1- 1-
aX(L) ( Such surfaces shall be referred to as "singular Se i fert surfaces " . ) 
in G 
w 
since a free 
For n homology boundary link , the longitudes lie 
group contains no abelian subgroups other than 1 or lL (ror a boundary 
link , they actually lie in (GJ I , as i s proven in Chapter III.) By a 
result. stated in the previous sect ion , the first ~ - 1 I\lexander ideal s of 
(the 1\1 xander module of the group of) a ~-component homol ogy boundary l i nk 
v,-m i s h. 
{ro} i s in good position if it lies strictly 
above the hyperplane IR2 x 0 and if the projection p : H3 + IR2 onto this 
h YIW1'pl.1I1C 1 " 
-' 
p,<' 1l 0 1' i (' wi I-h rt; r. PC' c 1- 10 TJ , lhd I- i ~ , ir plL is i1 lO C<1 1 
embeddi ng with finitely many double points . ( Any tame link is ambient 
i sotopic to one in good position . ) Given such a link, a presentation for 
the link group (the Wirtinger presentation) may be found ln the following 
way . ror each component of the link minus the lower member of each double 
point pair assign a generator. (This will correspond to a loop comi ng in on 
a straight line from ro , go ing once around this component , and returning 
to ro . ) For the double point corresponding to the arc x 
the point separating arcs y and ? , there i s a relation 
where the arcs are oriented as in the figure . 
0) 
This gives a presentation of def i ciency 0 for G(L) , of 
{xij , j j( i) , 1 I 
-1 1 1 < S S -z.. S W u .. x . . u .. = xij+l ' S J S 7-J 7-J 7-J 
crossing over 
-1 -1 
xyx = z 
the form 
j(i) , 1 s i s w} 
( wh ere ±l u . . = X for some p , q It is not hard to 
7-J pq 
s how that one of these relations is r ed undant . See Crowell and fox , or [ 26] 
for furth er details . 
As in [ 65 J the group G(L ) can be give n a "preabelian" presentation 
([ 62 ], p . 149) of the form 
p = {x ., !J . . , 2 S j S j( i) , 1 
7- 7-J 
sis w I [v . . , x . J y . . , [w., x.], 
7-J 7- 7-J 7- 7-
2 S j s j ( i) , 1 sis w} 
where th v .. and w. 7-J 7-
are word ~ in the Renerators x . 
7-
and y .. 7-J 
10 
and 
where the word Wi represents an ith longitude in G(L) . (Notice that 
the generators X . 
7-
here , and all the generators in the Wirtinger x .. 7-J 
presentLltion, i ll'(' 1 'C' l'r('~;('n1 ,1L iv (':~ o[ the ith meridians . ) 
THEOREM (J .W. Milnor [65J) . The nilpotent quotient GIG of a link n 
group has a presentation of the fonn 
where (n) w. 
-z-
longitude . 
{ xi ' 1 s: 7- s: ~ I ~ ~ n) , x J, 1 s: i s: ~ , F( ~ ) n} 
7-S a word -z-n the generators representing the 7-mage of the 
These nilpotent quotients are of particular interest because of the 
following result. 
ith 
THEOREM (J . Stallings [ 92 J) . If f : H + K is an homomorphism inducing 
an isomorphism on first homology (abelianization) and an epimorphism on 
second homology (with coefficients in the trivial module ~ ) then f 
induces isomorphisms on all the nilpotent quotients f : HIH ~ KIK n n n 
Consequently~ if l 7-S an I - equivalence of two links Lo and Ll ~ then 
the natural maps G(Lo)IG(Lo)n + G( l )IG( l )n are isomorphisms . (Here the 
links and the concordance need not be tame; G( l ) denotes 
As another consequence of Stallings' theorem, notice that if L is an 
homology boundary link , then the epimorphism G(L) + F(~) satisf ies the 
hypothesis , and so GIG ~ F(~)/F(~) for all integers n ~ 1 Hence 
n n 
GIG ~ F(~)/F(~) = F(~) (The group of a higher dimensional link 
w w 
satisfies H (G) = ~~ and 1 
by Alexander duality and Hopf ' s 
theorem, and so the inclusion of the meridians induces a map F(~) + G 
satisfying the hypothesis of Stallings' theorem (cf· Chapter V) . ) 
11 
Notation 
The expression A ~J B means that the objects A and B are isomorphic 
rv 
in some category appropr i ate to the context . When there is a canonical 
isomorphism, or after a particular i somorphism has been chosen , I shall write 
/I = B. (for instance the fund i'lIncntal p,roup of the circle is isomorphic to 
the additive group of the integers ~ , but there are two possible 
i s omorphisms , and choosing one corresponds to choosing an orientation for 
the circl . ) 
The Alexander module of a link L is A(L) =A(G(L)) its kth 
Alexand ride 1 is the ideal Ek(L) = Ek (Il(G(L))) and its kth Alexand er 
polynomial i~ .:lily gener at or 6k(L) of the sma lles t principal i dea l 
containing Ek(L) Wh e n there will be no ambiguity created , I sha ll 
abbreviate X(L) , G(L), Ek(L) , 6k(L) as X, G, Ek , 6k respectively . 
(Notice that some authors occasionally use a different index ing for the 
Alexander polynomials . ) 
l? 
CHAPTER II 
THE VANISHING OF ALE XANDER IDEALS 
1\\ LIn.! l~l(;l (;COl'!~jd CO II[ Ct'I'IlCC Oil 'i'opolo)"Y or 3-M,llli rold~, R.II. I'ox 
r~ised the ~uestion of the ~eometric significance of the identical vanishing 
of the first I\lexander polynomial of a 2-component link [27J. Boundary 
links clearly satisfy this condition , but in 1965 N. r. Smythe introduced the 
concept of " homology boundary link" to show that such a link need not be 
boundary [86J . He conjecLured in turn that "L'll(L) = 0" should imply that 
L he an homology boundary l ink. In 1970 K. Murasugi proved that this 
condition is equivalent to "each of the subquotients G G" IG G" IS n n+l 
isomorphic to the corresponding subquotient of F(2) " and to "the 
00 
lonp:itudes of L are In (,(00) = n (GnG") " [71J. D.S . Cochran in hi s 
n=l 
1970 Dartmouth thesis showed that "L'I (L) = 0 " 1 implied that H2(G ' ) = A2 ' 
if L was a nons plittable 2-component link . (H is result extended to 
embeddings of arbitrary finite graphs and was published in [1 5J.) 
In this chapter ·is given a counter-example to the conjecture of Smythe , 
as an illustration of a new criterion for a ribbon link to be an homology 
boundary link . The more general situation of the vanishing of certain of 
the I\lexander ideals of a finitely generated group with abelianization ~w 
is considerod lind it 15 shOHn that the AlexlIncler nulli.ty , defined as 
a(G) = rank
A 
A(G) = min {k I Ek(G) # o} , depends only on the nilpotent 
W 
quotients of GIG". As a consequence , the Alexander nullity of a link , 
a(L) = a(G(L)) , is an invariant of arbitrary I-equivalence . Conversely 
if a(G) = W then any map of the free group of rank W to G inducing an 
i somorphi sm on ahel i Flnization induc s isomorphisms on all such nilpotent 
quoti nt s . (Rour,hly speak ing , the Alexander ideals determine the nilpotent 
compl tion of GIG " , wh reas Lhe I\lexand r module d termines GIG " 
itse l f .) It is also showll that if G is the group of a w-cornponent link 
[, , then 0.([,) = \J if ,lnd only if the lonp,i tude'S of [, lie in G(oo) 
f'inally the concept of ?l12~ -homolor.y boundilry 1 ink is defined, and used to 
show that the Al xander nullity and Murasur,i nullity (as defined in [70J) 
are essentially independ nt . 
The re s ults or th~ f i r ~1: thrf'f' ~;(~ctions h,lVe heen published in [42J , 
and those of the fourth sect ion in [44 J. 
The Ribbon Gro up 
DEFINITION. f\. P- COIll[JO llCllL ljllk [, 1 \I~; - } LS <..l r.iblJon ljllk .if 
1 
L extends Lo an immersion R: \JS2 -}- S3 Hith no triple points , and such 
thaL the cOIllPonents of the cr.itical ~et either meet the llou ndary at both 
end points ("throughcut " ) or at neither ( " s lit " ) . In other Hords R is a 
local embeddinf" and the only singularities are double points as i n 
['igure 1 . 
( 
) --------
F I ClI lU : I 
lt is easy to see thal R may he deformed so rhat each component of 
th(' 'OlllplC'lllen L of the Lhroughcll Ls i f> l)(lllTldf'l] by <11 1110" 1 
(: ;('(' l' i )" t1 I'<"'? ror' .III ('X.lIllI'it' or llii: , :~illlpl iri cdl i () Il). 
Hill ,III·I , IY;' 1)(' ;'0 c hosen . Thvs 
Cl ~ TD 
C ) 
may be deformed to 
(I I II) 
C ) 
r: 1 GUIH~ 2 
Ll-lo Lhroughcuts 
III vlhal roll 01-1:; R 
It i s well known (and easy to :>(!" ) that every rjbbon Ij nk i s null 
concordant s lice l i nk in the strong sense ) . The converse r emains an open 
conjecLure , evon for knots ([ 27 J, Problem 25 ) . 
Each throughcut determines a conjugacy class geT) C G(L) r epresented 
by tl)(' il1lo1[,,1' Of lll! ~ or i enLed lJolJllCloiry Of ,1 :; 1110111 c1i;'f: nr. i" ,hbollrhoocl in I? 
of the corrcspondinG s lit . (The standurd orientat i on of D2 induces a n 
orientation on th i s nei~hhourhood viu the l ocal homeomorphism R.) 
DEFINITION. The ribbon group of R is the group 
fI(R) = (;(L)/« LJ a CT) I T il throll~hcul of R» . 
LEMMA. The longitudes of L are ~n « U geT) I T a throughcut of R}} 
Proof. Each longitude is represented (up to con jugacy ) by a curve on 
and near the boundary of the corresponding disc , which i s clearly homotopic 
to a product of ( con jugat es of) loops about the s lits in that disc (see 
Figure 3 ) . II 
FIGURE 3 
LEMMA. For all throughcuts T g ( T) c G . w 
Proof. CerLainl y , [or all T, 
Then Lheir i mag s geT) are central ln (;IG 1 n+ 
Suppos a ll geT) C G 
n 
It then follows that 
(;(ij') = g( T 'T where T I is either throughcut ad iac nt to T, and hence , 
lIIoving a l on the ribbon , Lhat a ll g(1' ) = {I} 
gCT) r (; ( see riRure 4). 
n+l 
By induction , all 
in other' words that a ll 
gCT) c G . 
w 
II 
THEOREM . for' any ribbon Unk 
x ;::: sy s-:l = y modS 
S(T)=J(T') mod :;(5) 
1 'i 
the r1'ojection factors a s G '-!- G/G tu 
(,' " C/< < LO l lf', i Lucl l'!; » - ~ II( I?) ,r;/(,' ) (llici II( N) Iw:; (1 pr'CGl!IlLat7:01l or 
deric I:ClICY \.l of the form 
whel'e thcl'e i ' olle gCl1epn to Y' 
tiLe thr'Otluheuts and one word 
W 
x . . 
1".7 
w . . 
7.-J 
1 < J ~ j(i) , 1 sis IJ} 
fa)' en h COmr"o/lent of the corrrplelllent of 
or len(Jtl! olle [01' each thr'OI~:Jhcut . ( Here 
(? i:: .Illy r,j 1-1 )(>1 1 \I i L li 1) {)ll ll ' \.II 'Y I. ::,) \ i :: 1 y i IlJ' \ h!' ('()nd i \ jon i 1fI1'();.C'd j,C'lore 
I' i P.IlT'C ?) 
(,' • (;/1; 1 01 Lol-I'; l'OIJl Llw ll 'mma" . It 
II) 
In .• y hI' ,.s:-umcel t li .• t in,] p.p.nct'ir: pr'o j('(~1 ion of tho ribbon thcI'c are no 
1r'il'le' !loill . ' . 'I'lli' \'lir'lin!' ~r r,,:: n el'.] I (JT" ; or Lli" link p,l' OUP cO I'r' (':~p()ncl jllp, to 
L\1\' ::I1I, . II 'C; l'[ \11\' l'I'llil'l'liOll or L111' Lillk \.JIJicIJ "I iI' Ullekr'" d ';I'I~lllp nt o l llic 
l'il,l)(11l 111,1'1 \J(' <I,'I"l,'d , oIlld LIIC LIIO d:;·;()(·t"\,,cI l'I'Lll i () lI~ l'''I'1.IC<'d 1>'/ o lle 
::\ 01\ illl' \11.11 .,i \11 1'1' 01.1 j.II'I'lll ,1;"II"l'oI\<1I' i' 1'.)11 jll" 1\" \11 1111 ' <)111"\' 1,'1 •• ]oop 
,I I "" llld III" ()VI' I , lVill jl, :: "1',11)(,11\ (;'1' " l 'i,',IIl'" ', ). 
00 
lG 
flny Joor <11>0111- <t s('p,T1I<'nt or til<' rihholl i~; kill<'d in lI(R) , [or the only 
obstructions to deforming it onto a loop around the throuehcut at an end of 
the segment are elements in the conjugacy classes of the throughcuts 
be tween the loop Clnd that end ( see rigure G). 
FIGURE 6 
Hence the remaining generators corresponding to subarcs of the boundary of a 
Riven component of the complement of the throuRhcuts coalesce in H(R) . 
Conversely the presentation obtained from the \~irtinger presentat i on by 
making such deletions and identifications has the enunciated form , and 
pr senl-s a p;roUfJ in whi c h the imar,e of each :J(T) is trivi.al, for the imap;e 
of geT) is trivial if and only if the pair of generators corresponding to 
arcs meeting the projection of T are identified . Thus this group is 
cxac tly IICR) II 
RE~1ARKS 1. Conversely any such presentat ion can be realized for some 
rihbon link . 
2. The two lpmmns and hence the first part of the theorem hold for 
rihbon links in an arhitrary 3-manifold . 
3 . In r,CIl!'l~nl C/« Ionp;itud(' s » f:. H(R) f:. CICw 
for knots . (For example , consider the square knot 
, ('v n 
as the boundary of a ribbon with two throughcuts . ) If one ribbon RI is 
obLained from a llOther R2 by knolting the ribbon or by inserting full 
twists , lh n II (Rl ) _ = II (R) as such oper at ions do not c~anp;e the pattern 
of the sinRularities . Can H(R) be c haracterized link - or group-
theoretjcally? 
4. fl s a pdT'Lidl <1l1 s wer lo lhe allove flues tion, 1/( R) j s the group of a 
link of )JS2 , ,,, in " 5 of l.Jhich L i s a slice , and wher the longitudes 
17 
(, 1 . !. Ir ' I y , I i, ' . 
4 D , .1 
2 'I C : pD ' . ~ D of L i :~ ollLd i.neu ; doublinG th i s null 
concordance gives an embedding 2C 115
2 
_L 5 11 ~ ~ of which L is ~ slice, and 
1'110 r ,rollr of !lli ~: "ll -compon0n!' ?-l.ink " Inoly ])0. comp\l!r(] 1'0 he fI(T?) hy 
fox ' s m thod r 26] . ) Thus in particular the knot 
is a slice of a 2-knot (embedding of 
2 11 ) 5 in 5 with group II . Is it in fact a 
non rivial slice of the trivial 2-knot? 
5. Si nce fl(Jr) has a pres'l1 ta t ion 01 de [iciency \.I , t; l(/JUl)) = 0 , \.1 -
and hence E\.I_l(G) = 0 (This is true of any null concordant \.I-component 
link _ see below . ) In particular , 2- component ribbon links have 61 = 0 , 
and so are examples on which to test Smythe ' s conjecture . 
Alexander Ideals and Deficiency 
Let H be a group wi h a presentation of deficiency \.I , and wiLh 
abelianization H/H ' = lllJ Then E.(H) = 0 for i < lJ and E (H) ~ (1) ~ \.I 
modulo ker E: where . E: : 1\ = II ~lJJ +ll is the augmentation homomorphism . , lJ 
If \.I = 1 , then H maps onto II and El(H) is principal , and 
H/H " =ll if and only if El(H) = 1 ([72J, p . 46) . 
THEOREM . If 11 //lap" onto F(p)/F(p) " J them F: (TI) \.I 1:$ principaL . 
Proof. Let J : 
map A(J) : /lUi) + I\lJ 
pres ntation s quence 
is short exact . Let 
epimorphism , 
I\ N+P and ,,0 
there is 
II F( lJ ) / F( lJ ) 11 be an epimorphism . Then the induced 
= A (F( \.I ) / F( \.I ) ") is onto . Since F: (ll) :f. 0 , the \.I 
for A(H) , 
0 I\N M -+ --t- I\N+\.I L A(H) + 0 
q = A(t) o p 1\ N +\.1 + 1\\.1 Since q is an 
a splittjne 1" : I\lJ + I\N+lJ (th t is, q o 1" = id I\lJ 
The s qu n ce 
/)"/JY' 2 
----~ II( I/) + 0 
) 
1 fl 
I :; d 1 ~;o (! x' 1 C L, d lid i III( j d CD M) c: 1<1 ' 1' (q 0 [iY'2) = "ll (i) k . r rr , vlhj ell i s <l frcc 
d ircc l ~;UlJ llll iJ ll(J 0 f 1J N+1J 11 A @ A = A <D kcr' q CD im l' of ra nk N + 1J with free 
complerne n t . Le t M de note the m p id @ M , cons idered as a map from 
t o (M = rp 0 (i (1 ill M) 1 
A(H) = im l' <D Coker M ~ ,,1J <D Coker M 
wlwY'C! 
and so E (H) = Eo(Coker M) which i s principal , generated by the 
]J 
determinant of a (N+1J) x (N+1J) matrix . II 
i s tIll" 
Remarks 1. By ·appealing to a r esult of Sus lin quoted below in this 
section the stabl y free A- module ker q could be assumed free , and so the 
stratagem of adding a s table complement AlJ would be unnecess ary . 
2. I f L i s a ribbon link bounding a ribbon R , then ElJ(H(R)) 
principal does not imply E (G) lJ principal. 
for example , cons ider the link 
of figure 7 (the simpl est nonsp l it homolop;y boundary link) whi ch has 
FIG URE 7 
There i s a partial converse . 
THEOREM. If lJ = 2 J !-hen E
2
( II) principal implies 11 ' lfi " maps onto 
" ~, F( 2 ) , I FC 2 ) " 2 rv 
Proof. The Rroup 11 may he Rive n a preabcljan presentation 
1 f] 
p = {x , y , ak ' 1 5k _ N I r l , 1 ~ l < N}~ 
where <p (a
k
) E H' and the images of x , y generate H IH ' =?l2 As in 
[19 J the Alexander matrix of P has the form M = II(y-l)M ' , (l - x)M ', M211 
where M' i s a n N x 1 column matrix and M2 is an N x N square matrix , 
-
and then M = 11M ', M211 i s a presentation matr ix for H' IH " over A Now 
so 
i s exact (since El(M) t o), and E2(H) (= E2(M») principal implies 
El(M) c E2(M) and so El(M) = E~(M) = (6 2(H ») i s principal . Let 6i be 
t he ith N x N minor of M Then 6 2(H) divides each 6 . -z.. Let 
N+l 
q : fl.N+l - ~ fI. m,l[l ( (ll ' .. " a ) to ~ ( - 1) -z.. (/\ • 1/\ 2 (! I) I a . '/.. ' '/.. ThC'n q i s n+l i =l 
on to (since l S principal) and 
-q 0 M = 0 (s i nce for each of the 
standard generators ,e j of AN, 62(H) . . q 0 ~(ej) is the determina nt of a 
(N+l) x (N+l) matrix with two rows equal), so q induces an ep imorph i sm 
q : H' IH" -+ A II 
Remark. As I n the proof of Theor em 2 , H' IH " ~J A @ Coker M , where rv 
Lilc ll f1 ' lfI " ~ P(2) ' 110'(2)" . 1I0wever Lllere is a ll exLe nsion proulcm to be 
so l ved before it can be conc luded that Hill " ~ F(2)IF(2) " 
A 
M 
More e nerally , if Hill " ~ F(jJ)/F(jJ) " then E (H) = 1 , and there i s jJ 
ugai n a partial conv r se . 
THEOREM. If E (H) = 1 ~ then jJ 
Proof. There ' is a short exact sequence presenting A(H) , 
o 
Let P b a prime i deal of A Then EjJ(H)p = 1 , so at least one of t he 
N x N s ubd - rmini1nts of Mp lS a unit in t he local ring Ap . Ther efore 
20 
the localized exact sequence 
splits . Thus A(H) p is a finitely generated projective Ap-module (in fact 
free , by Kaplansky ' s theorem ([2J, p. 91)) for all primes P, and so A(H) 
is projective (in fact stably free of rank ~ ) ([2J, p . 127-128). But by a 
recent result of Suslin every finitely generated projective module over A 
(which is a ring of Laurent polynomials over a principal ideal domain) is 
free [ 96 J. Therefore A(H) ~ A~ . II 
A Counter-example 
The ribbon link in Figure 1 (which has 2 unknotted components and 4 
ribbon singularities) is a counter-example to Smythe's conjecture . The 
ribbon group H(R) for this ribbon has a presentation 
which is Tietze-equivalent ([21 J, p . 43) to 
so H(R) has a preabelian presentation 
{ I -1 -1 -1 - 1 -1 } x , y, a xy xyx = a x y xayxa 
The Jacobian matrix of this presentation is 
and so 
E
2
(H(R)) = ((y-l) (x2_1), (l-x) (x2_1), y-l-xy) 
= . (x+l ,y-l-xy) (s ince x - 1 = y-1(1_(y _l_Xy))) 
= (.1:+1 , 2!J-l) 
1 • l' ] rl Il0t pr';'lc 'll lul Thus l/(R) C<lnllo L 111(11) onto F(2)/F(2) " VI llC 1 l S Co. (l y .>. < . 
a fortiori, the group of the link cannot map onto F(2) 
Remark 1. A recent result of R.H. CroViell and E . H. Brown asserts that 
?l 
rOY' a 2-component hOJnolor;y 1>oundiJry link the second Al xander ideal has the 
form E'2(L) = (6
2
(L) ) (x - l)b(x) , (y-l)C(y) , b(x)+c(y)-l) where 
bel) = c(l) = 1 . (Their result is as yet unpublished , but in the next 
chapter is given a genera~ization to ~-c~nponent links .) The second 
AJ ex~nder ideRl of this link is (x+l , 2y-I)(x+l, y-2) , and so 62(L) = I 
If this ideal were of the form of the Crowell-Brown result the polynomials 
b(x) and c(y) could be computed as the generators of the images of the 
ideal In ?l ex, x-I], ?l[y , y-lJ via the ring epimorphisms sending x , 
x , 1 and to 1 , y respectively . This ideal has image the unit ideal 
under both these maps , but clearly is not itself equal to 
(x-l )l, (y-l)l , 1+1-1) = (l) . 
2. Any r ibbon "("J lln t(~r(' }:,11T1ple must have at least 4 ribbon 
singularities . 
3. It lS easy to give counterexamples to the higher dimensional 
analogue of Smythe ' s conjecture . For G. Baumslag has shown that if 
ij i: 0 , Lhe r,roups H(i, j) with present;::l"tion 
y to 
(1) 
{a , b , c I a = [e I , a] [c· l , bJ } are residually lJilpotent and have the same 
nilpotent quotients as F(2) (tha t i s , H(i , J' )/lI(i , j) ~,F(2)/F( 2) n '" n for 
a ll integers n ~ I ) but are not free [3J . lIence they cannot map onto 
F(2) . On the other hand these 8roups are of weir,ht 2 and vi sibly have a 
presentation of deficiency two, and so can be realized as the groups of 
links L : 2~ + ~+2 for any n ~ 2 ([3 7J , [S 2l , cf . Chapter V) . It is 
clear that for these groups El'( G) = 0 , but it is more generally true that 
E l(C) = 0 for G the group of any ~-component n-link L : ~ + ~+2 jJ-
for any n ~ 2 as follows from Stallings' theorem (Chapter I) and the 
theorem of the next section . 
Ale xander Ideals and Chen Groups 
In [71J Murasugi prov d, inter alia , tha-t for G the group of a 
2-component link the followinf, conditions are equival nt : 
( 2 ) the Chen p.;roup Q(O ' q) = C G" /G Gil , q q+l lS isomorphic to 
Q(F( 2 ); q) for all in egers q ~ I 
( 3) the longitudes of the link are in 
00 
G(oo) = n 
q=l 
(G G") . q 
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In the course of his proof , which involved delicate computations in the free 
differential calculus , he found presentations for the (finitely generated 
abelian) groups Q(H; q) for H free of finite rank and for H the group 
of a 2-component link . 
In this section I shall give a proof of the following generalization: 
THEOREM. If G ~s a finiteZy generated group with GIG ' ~~~ then 
the foZZowing two conditions are equivaZent : 
(1) E~_l(G) = 0 j 
( 2) Q(G ; q) ~ Q(F(~) ; q} for aZZ integers q ~ 1 
Furthermore
J 
if G is the group of a ~-component Zink L then (1) and 
( 2) are equivaZent to : 
( 3) the Zongitudes of L are in G(oo) . 
Instead of calculating free derivatives , I shall use Nakayama ' s lemma 
repeatedly, in the following form . Let R be a commutative ring and I an 
ideal of R contained in rad R (the intersection of the maximal ideals of 
R) . If p is a submodule of a finitely generated R-module N such that 
P + I.N = N (equivalently , P® (RII) = N ® (RII) 
p . 22) . 
then P = N ([1], 
For any group H ,let H ·= H IH" . Then HIH H" q , and HIH q 
are naturally isomorphic . (Incieed , if p : H + K is a group epi morphism 
and V(H) , V(K) are verbal subgroups corresponding to the same set of 
words V, then it is easy to see that 
f : H + K induces maps f: H + K and 
p-l(V(K)) = V(H) .ker p .) A map 
f : HIH + KIK , and (f)q is q q q 
naturally equivalent to -rD . q By abuse of language these naturally 
isomorphic quotients of H (respectively , naturally equivalent maps ) will 
be identified . There are short exact sequences 
1 ~ Q(H · q) + HIH H" + HIH H" + 1 , 
, q+l q 
by definition of the Chen groups, and so by the five lemma and induction a 
map f : H + K induces isomorphisms on all Chen groups if and only if all 
The arguments below will be in terms of the 
t he maps -f are isomorphisms . q 
groups II/II 1/ " exceptinp, for one Clppcal to the computation of the Chen 
" groups of a free group by Chen and Murasugi . 
The "th truncated Alexander module of 1I is the ?Z[H/H ' J-module 
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IIq(1l) = H/ I1 -/1 -I- IIq ; In particllJnr 1t 2UJ) = H/ 11 2 l;.i :-;omorphic to IIIH ' 
( see Chapter I) . Given a finite pr sentation for II , the Jacobian matrix 
of this presentation at the ahelianization map is a presentation matrix for 
A(H) over ?Z[H/H ' J , and this matrix reduced modulo (ker E)q - l is a 
presentntion matrix for A (T-I) q over 
?ZrH/II ' l/(ker E)q-l , where 
E : ?Z[H/H ' J~?Z lS the augmentation map [87J . Hence Aq(F(~)) = (A/~-l)~ 
where I is the kernel of the augmentation map E : A ~?Z , generated by 
{l-X
l
, ... , l-X~} . If f H ~ K ,let f: ?Z[H] ~?Z[K] be the induced 
map of group rings, and l et A(f) , A (f) be the maps induced on A(II), q 
A (H) respectively. In particular , the quotient map p H ~H induces q 
i somorphi sms It(p) and /I (p) q 
Proof of th e th eorem. Choo"'c (1 Inup 0 : F( \J) -~ C induc inr, an 
isomorphism 8
2 
(Such a map shall he referred to below as a "meridian" 
map.) Then 8 induc~s an isomorphism of 
with ?Z[G/G ' ] . These rings shall hence forth be identified , and F(~) and 
A shall be abbrcviated as F ' and f\ respcct ive ly . 
~ 
(1) implies ( 2) . 
R/rad R =?Z Since 
Suppose E~_l(G) c I q - l 
A / 8) ®R?Z = A 2 ( 8) = 8 2 
Let R = f\/~-l Then 
is an isomorphism , the map 
A (8) : R~ = A (F) ~ A (G) lS onto by ~lakayama ' s lemma . The kernel of this 
q q q 
map i s finitely ge n rated, since 
has a presentation 
R i s a .noeth erian ring, and so 
A (8) 
q ~ II (C) 
q o 
A (C) q 
Since E 1 (A (G)) = E l( G) reduced modulo 
...a-l __ 1 . 0 , the matrix M must 
~- q lJ-
be null, And s II (e) q 
i s , lTI i somorphi sm . Thus iF E l(C) = 0 , the mups lJ-
/1 (8) are i s omorphi sms for e very q 
q 
By the r esult of Crowell quoted I n Chapt er I, to s how that the maps 
e are i somorphi sms (and hence that the Chen groups are i somorphic), it 
q 
wi ll su ffice to s how that each /1( 0 1 q' /1 (PIPq) + A (GIGq) is an 
?4 
isomorphism . Since 62 lS onto , 8 q 
FIF + GIG is onto ([62J, p . 350) q q 
and so A(8) i s onto . On considering (for each r) the commutative 
q 
diagram 
/1 (FIF 1 ~ A (F IF ) q' r q 
1 1 
A (GIG) q ~ A (GIG) r q 
In which eac h map is onto, it will suffice to s how that the map 
A (F IF ) + A (GIG) i s a monomorphism for eac h r , and that 
r q r q 
00 
n ked: A(FIFq ) -)- Ar(FIFq)) = 0 . The map Ar( O) : F/Fl + FY' + GIG 2G + GY' 
1"=1 
O(F 2F+Fr+Fq} ~ G2G + Gr + G , and s ince 8 q 
G C 0 (F ) Y' iL lollow~ ' lhd t + G , for edc h s - s 
l or some f E F ' and s s , 
he nce 
Therefore G2
G + Gr + G c G2G + ~ + e (F 1 q - q' 
that i s , the map 
Cl early 
F + G i s onto modulo G r 
s (I 'or if Us E G then s 
by induction on s , a nd 
and so 
A (GIG I 
r q' 
i s a monomorphi sm ( and hence a n isomorphism) . Now A(F) = AW and 
A (F) = (AlT-1)W = A(F)IT-IA(F) so on considering the commutat ive diagram 
r 
A(P) + A(P( l 
11 (P) + !1 (PIP) Y' J' q 
it follows that ked: A (FIF ) + A (FIF)) = Ir-l .A(FIF) . Since q r q- q-
A (FIFq) is finitely generated over the noetherian ring A , 
~ [r-1A (F IP ) I = {a E A (FIP) I (ltj) a = 0 for some j E I} 
r=l . q J q 
by Krull ' s theorem ([lJ, p . 110 ) . 
Now A (FIF ) sits in the Crowell sequence: q 
o ~ F I / F F" + A (F IF) + A ~ 7l + 0 q q-
so if a E A(PIPq) is such that (l+j)a = 0 for some j E I , then 
a E F'IF F " q 
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and 1 + j i s invertible in A/~-l , for all j E I. Therefore a = 0 . 
This completes the argument for (1) ~ ( 2). 
( 2 ) impli es (1). Suppose ~ : G + R induces an isomorphism 
A lGIC ) + A lfj/ii) 
r q- r q GIG + lTIH q q Then the induced maps 
are ~q 
i somorphisms for all r Since Ar (KIKq) = KIKl + KY' + Kq and 
r :: q, 11Y' (KII(q) = Il
r
(K) j f Y' :: q . It follows that 
the induced map Aq(C) + Il q(H) is an isomorphism and so 
..a-l 
modulo l' lI ence if ~ induces isomorphisms on all Chen groups , so all 
the maps ~ q nrc i somorphi sms ( as above ) then 
00 
E .( G) = 0 
J 
if a nd only i f 
E .CR) = 0 
J 
(since n ~-l = 0 ). In particular , if the Chen groups of G 
q=l 
are " fre " , th n the maps '8 q induc d by a "meridian " map 
e , which are 
always epimorplli sms , are isomorphisms by induction , the five lemma and the 
hopficity of t.he fini e l y g nerated abelian groups Q( F ; q) (app lied to the 
commutative diagrams 
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1 • ~(F; q ) + FIF F" + F/F~~' 
1 Vq+l 
-----++ 1 
1 >- Q(G ; q) 
-
GIG G" q+l + GIG G" q 
------++ 1) 
and so E l( G) = 0 . ll -
( 3 ) implies (2) . Suppose now that G is the group of a link L . 
Then by the theorem of Milnor quoted in Chapter I , GIG has a presentation q 
{Xi ' 1 S ~ S II 1 [xi ' liJ , 1 sis ll, commutators of weight q+l} 
where l . i s a word representing the image of the jth l on gitude in 
J 
GIG q 
so if the longi t udes are all in G(ro) GIG G" is " free ", and a q 
"mer i dian " map induces i somorphisms of Q(F ; q) with Q(G; q) . 
(2) impliE;s (3) . 
LEMMA. Let generate FI F F " . q Then the centraliser of 
in FIF F " is generated by q 
and F F"IF F " . q - l q 
Proof. 
Without l oss 
that A .( c ) 
J 
obtained by 
it is c l ear . 
Suppose . ~c = c~ . Let A. : FIF F " + 7L by A. (X.I = <5 •• ~ q ~ J' ~J 
of generality , it may be assumed that A (c) II = 0 
To show 
= 0 for all j it suffices 
killing X. 
~ 
for al·l i -# j , 
So it may be assumed that 
t o pass to the 
II and then to 
c E (FIF F"I I • q . 
quot ient group 
F(2)/F(2)3 where 
Now 
induces an injective map Q(F; r) + Q(F ; r+l) for r ~ 2 (it maps distinct 
standard elements [14J, [71J of l ength r to distinct standard e lements of 
l e ngth r + 1 ) and so by induction c E F F"IF F" and the l emma is q- l q 
proven . 
Consequently if the Chen groups of G are "free ", then the quotients 
GIG G" are " free ", and since they are generated by the meridians , and since 
q 
the jth longitude commutes with the jth meridian , it follows by 
induction that all the longitudes are in G(ro) II 
Remarks 1. 
...a-l 
In general J l = J 2 modulo l' 
for all q does not 
impl y J
l 
= J
2
; for instance, if J i s coprime to I (the idea l 
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generated by I u J i s the unit ideal (1) ) then J :: (1) modulo 11-1 
for all q , but s uc h a J need not itself be the unit ideal . (For an 
explicit example take J = (xl - 2) .) 
2. If G has a prese ntation of deficiency ~ and G/G ' =~~ then 
E~_l (G) = 0 so the Chen groups are " free" . In fact the nilpotent quotients 
G/G are then also "free" ([ 62 J, p . 353) . 
q 
3. For link groups G, s imilar arguments show that all the nilpotent 
quotients G/G are " free " if and only if all the longitudes are in G q W 
In particular , this is the case if the link is I-equivalent to an homology 
boundary link, for the nilpotent quotients G/G are invariant under q 
I-equivalence , by Stallings' theorem . If G is a link group with all Chen 
groups " free" , are all the nilpotent quotients G/G q "free"? This is 
certainly false for other groups, for instance the group presented by 
{x , y I [[x , yJ , [x , y-1JJ } . (I cannot prove that this is not a link 
group . ) More geometrically , does t he vani s hin g of E~_l(G) for G the 
group of a ~- component link L im ply that L is r:{) llcoy'clant to a boundary 
link , or at least I-equivalent to an homology boundary link? 
The argument used to show that (2) implies (1), together Hith the 
invariance of the nilpotent quot i ents under I-equivalence, actually g ives 
the stronger 
COROLLARY. The Alexander" , nullity of a link L , defined as 
a(L) = min{k I Ek(G) # o} where G ~s the gr'oup of L, is invariant under' 
concordance . (Notice that a(L) is also the rank of the A-module A(L) .) 
In the course of studyin g the quadratic form on the total linking 
number infinite cyclic cover of a link complement, Murasug i defined the 
nullity of a link L , ll(L) , to be 1 + nullity (v+vtr') where V is the 
~;e i r e l ' l: m trix for any connected spannin g surface Cor L [70J . He s howed 
tha ll(L) l ay between 1 and ~ , and was equal to the nullity of the 
Jacobian mat rix evaluated at (-1, ... , -1) , and L. Kauffman and L . Taylor, 
in a rederivation of hi s res ults, s howed that ll(L) is invariant under 
arbitrary I-equ iv alence [4 8J. The Alexander nullity shares some of these 
properties, and i s de fin ed in a simi lar fashion: In the remainder of this 
chapt er it shall be shown that' , n vr· rthe l e;,s , the two invariants are 
?f! 
rli~;tiJl(:I, Clne] C<l 1l hr chor;0.11 illrlcpe'l1r]"1l1: 1y ["r,Trt frolO the ObVlO1]S condition 
1 S a(L) S n(L) s W ) . That they are not always equal may be seen already 
for tilc l.ink a [ l'.i.i~urc 8 , which has a = 1, r) = 2 . 
FJGUHE 8 
~/~-Homology Boundary Lin ks 
1 3 L : p5 -~ 5 i" a 7l/2~ bounrlnry DEFIN IT ION . A p- colllponcnt link 
W 1-1 Ui + 53 of W disjoint surfaces 
1-=1 
link if there i s an embedding P 
such that L . = piau. 
1- 1-
U. 
1-
TIl(' " UY'L1 C(,;, ,lY'C not Y'cqujred to be orien1-,lhle, in contrast to the 
definition of boundary links [86J . For instance , the link depicted in 
l'igure (3 clearly i s spanned by two Mobius bands, and so is a ~(2~ boundary 
link, but it is very far from being a boundary link , for it has linking 
number 4 (This is the link 1n the tables of Appendix C of [79J . ) 
The link of fiEure 1 i s a more suhtle example . There 1S a characterization 
of ~/2~ boundary links in terms of the link group, analogous to that 
given for boundary links by Smythe . 
THEOREM. L is a ~/~ boundary link if and only if there is a map 
W f : G -~ * (lZ/?71 ) eaY')'!/1:nr; Uw i th meY'idirm to the aeneY'atOl' of the i th 
factor . 
Proof. Ass ume fj Y'st tllilt L 1S a ~(2~ houndnY'Y link with spanning 
surfaces U. By the Tubular N ir,hbourhood Theorem each s urface U. has 
'/.. '/.. 
an open regular neighbourhood in the exterior X of L which 1S 
homeomorphic to the total space of the normal bundle v . of U. in X 
'/.. '/.. 
[98J . Crushing the complement of a disjoint family of such neighbourhoods 
to a point collapses X onto the wedge of Thorn spaces ([4GJ, p . 204) , 
v 
X -+ V T(V.) 
i=l '/.. 
line bundle 
The normal bundles v . are induced from the canonical 
'/.. 
over I~ (for N l arge) by classifying maps 
ni Ui -+ RpW , and these maps induce a map 
)J )J 
T(n) = V T(V .) -+ V T(nN) i=l '/.. 
Now T(n N) is homeomorphic to 
Rtfl+l by a homeomorphism carrying the zero 
section to the hyperplane at 00 ([46J, p . 205) , and the inclusion of 
RPN+l 00 into RP = K(ll!271 , 1) is an (N+l)-connected map, and so the 
)J 
inclusion of = K (* \.1L!211J, 1) is ( N+ l) -connected . \.I 00 V RP into 
)J 
The composi tion of these maps gives a map X -+ K (* CJl!21ZJ, 1) which 
)J 
determines a map f: G -+ * CJl!~) This map carries the ith meridian to 
the gen rator of the ith factor , for the map of spaces 
\.I N+l 
X-+ V IRF 
carries a meridian curve onto the Thorn space of the restriction of to a 
point, in other words to a curve which intersects the zero section hyperplane 
_N .. ' . () jJ+l d . RF in one point , and hence Wh1Ch 1S essent1al 1n T nN = RF , an so 1n 
00 
RP 
jJ+l 00 (since the inclusion RF -+ RP is 2-connected) . 
)J 
Conversely, given a map f : G -+ * \.1L!ZZ) , it may be realized by a map 
)J 00 F : X -+ V RP , since the l atter space is an Eilenberg-Mac Lane space 
)J ]( (* (ll!2?l), 1 } By general position ([ 81J, p . GO) i.L muy he ass umed 
)J 
that f maps X to VRpW with N large . (In fact any integer N ~ 2 
will be possible , since X ha~ the homotopy type of a 2 dimensional 
complex .) If f maps meridians to generators of the separate factors , then 
30 
i 1- mu ::-;t I1h1 r nll th(' l o nr: i t ud .s to 1 11(' idr.ntity ( ::-; ince tlley erich commute with 
a merid ian, but lie in the commutator subgr oup mod ulo all the other 
meridians) . It may the n be assumed that FI ax . maps a loneitudinal curve 
t, 
into the hyperplane R?-l of the corresponding R? , and is transverse to 
Lila t hypl.)[·p l a ne . On moving F Lransverse Lo L11 union of these hyperplanes 
i _I IRPN-l _ (which may be ass umed disjoint from the sole s ingularity, the 
~ 
wedge point, and hence from each other) the inverse image F-l(~ H) is a 
family of di s joint surfaces spanning the link . II 
Remark. In th e original theorem of Smyt he characterizing boundary links 
the spanning surfaces had trivial normal bundles , and the universal trivial 
line l>unlle n (with hi1;, ~; p()ce u loint) 110;' Thom ;, flilce 7'(1<) = Sl , which 
there played the role which T(nNJ = RPN+l plays in the above theorem . 
<Xl 
I have used finite dimensional approximations to Rp to 
facilitat e the dist inction between the base space 
(R?+l) of the universal line bundle . 
and the Thom space 
Smythe ' s characterization of homology boundary links suggests two 
possible definitjons for a ?lIm-homology boundary link . 
DEFI NITION. ( a ) A ~- component link L is a ?l/~-homology boundary 
link if there are ~ di s joint s urfaces (not necessari l y orientab l e ) U. in 
t, 
X(L) with au. c aXeL) 
t, 
and s uch that au . 
t, 
i s ?l/~-homologous to the ith 
l ongitude in aXeL) 
( b ) A ~- compo ne nt l i nk L is a weak ?L12?l-homology boundary link if 
JJ 
there is a n epimorphism GeL) ~ * (?l/~) 
The above theorem then has the following analogue (with a similar 
proof, wh Lc h I s ha ll no t g j ve ) : 
TH EOREM. L is a ?l12?l-holJ/ology boundary link i f and only if ther e 1..S 
~ . 
an epimol'phislJ/ G ~ * (?lIm) such that the composition 
~. JJ 
G ~ * (?l/~) ~ EB (?l1'llZ) 
carrie s the i th meridian to the generator of the i th summand . 
11 
(Th o l il~ l c l <lW~O is sllpcT'flu()\ \ ~~ ill th e C,y;C of hOTnolor:y hoununry links , 
for <l ny ilu 'l ornoT'[1hi sm of ?llJ can be l i fted to an autornorph i s m of F( p) 
([6 2J, p . 1 68 ), and so any epimorphisrn of G onto F(p) can be changed so 
as to carry me ridians to standard Eenerators of the abelianization . 
MUr'CVV~ l ' Lll c kC l ' l l c l vl <.Illy [; \l c ll 111 .11> i:.: L II (' ::\IIJj',['()UP r,' 
w 
(IJY :; 1 d11 i JI g s ' 
theorelJl , ChdpLcr I) which i s fully invarianL ([ 62 ], p . 7l!) ; the analogous 
s tateTTlcnt j:-; hlse for IZ/27l-hoJnolop.y boundary links , i) lready in the case 
G = F( 2) . ) 
Th e three notion s ?l/27l boundary link , ?l/2?l-homolop;y boundary link , 
a nd weak ?l/271-homol ogy boundary link are probab l y distinct , although I know 
of n o examples to show this . However there is the following p leasant fact . 
A ?l/2?l-homology boundary link with 2 components is a ?l/271.. boundary link . 
This follows from the algebraic characterizations of such links , and is a 
con seque nce of the theorem to be proved next, but can be seen more directl y 
by cons i derin g how the s ingular Se ifert surfaces meet the components of 
ax In Figure 9 is s hown a c ross -section throur,h a neighbourhood of the 
first compon e nt of s uch a ljnk, a nd vi sihly all but one of t h e (odd number 
on hnlln(1.1T'Y COTnjJo J\ ~nL s o f the ~eifcrt :::; urf'3 c~~ ]Jdr" ll e l to th i s compon e nt 
may be s uccessively paired off and desingularized . 
foTGURE 9 
(1I e 11ce in pnI' l-icuJ.<'lT' 't he homology boundrtry link of !'igure 7 must be 
~; p <J IIndiJl(' by d i. :;jo lIlL 11 0 11 :; il1)',II Ln' lI o Il or i e nldl ,l (' ~;\ lrl ',J('''~; ' ) Mor'oovcT', wholh<'T' 
a 2-colJlponcIlt l in k i s <l ?l/2?l houndary link i s dciermined by its Murasugi 
null i y . 
TH EO REM. Jf L is a ?- compon n-t link su h tha-t n(L) = 2 -then 
3? 
61 (-1 , -1) = 0 and L ~s a ~/~ boundary link . Furthermore the linking 
number is divisible by 4 . 
-Proof. Let B denote the J\2-module C' IG " , and let ~ denote the 
J\ 2-algebra J\2/(1+Xl , 1+X2) (As a ring ~ is isomorphic to 
~ = J\2 / (1-Xl , l-X2) . ) As in [19J, B has an n x n presentation matrix 
of the form 11M ', M211 Hhere M' i s an n x 1 column matrix and M2 is 
an n x (n-l) matrix , and where II (1-X2)M' , (Xl-l)M ' , M211 is a 
presentation matrix for A(G) . Therefore El(C) = EO(B) (l-Xl , l-X2) and 
Ea(B) is principal, hence equal to (61(G») . The Jacobian matrix of G 
evaluated at (-1 , -1) is a presentation matrix for the ~-module 
A(G) ®J\ii ,so n(L) = 2 if and only if El(A(G) ®J\ii} = a if and only if 
61 ( - 1 , -1) = a Assuming this is the case, then Ea(B ®J\~) = a and so 
B ®J\ ~ maps onto ~ . (The kernel is the LZ- torsion submodule of B ®J\ ii , 
for El (B) ~ E2( G) and E2 (A( G) ®J\~) is the unit ideal (1) of ~ , so 
E2(A(G) ®J\ ii) must be nonzero, as these two ideals have the same image 
E2 (A( G) ®J\ ~/m) 
El(B ®J\:.2) f: a . ) 
in the common quotient J\2-algebra ~/2~ Hence 
Hence there is a J\2-epimorphism p : B +~ , and ker p , 
being a J\ 2- submodule of B = G' IG" , is a normal subgroup of GIG". Let 
r = GIG" / ker p . Then there is a commutative diagram 
1 ----~ c' ___ ~--++ G ___ a___ ~2 ____ --+~ 1 
1 q1 11 
1 -----+> ~ ____ --+~ r _____ +~ ~2 -----1 
where a carries an ith meridian (chosen once and for all) to the ith 
standard generator of ~2 ( for i = 1,2) . Therefore r is generated by 
the images q (xl) ' q (;:C 2) and by a generator of ~ , and the J\2 - module 
structure on ~ = f ' i s given by conjugation with the images of the 
meridians . Therefore r has a presentation 
{Yl' 
-1 -1 -1 [1;1 ' Y2] }} Y2 ' Z YlzYl = Y2 zY 2 = z = 
for s om 7< , wh lch clearly mus t he' ±l since r Ir ' = 112 . Thus on 
replacing z by its inverse if necessary, r has a presentation 
where the g ll eriJtor corres ponds Lo the e l e me nL q(x . ) 
7-
, the image of 
the ith meridian. This presentation is Tietze-equivalent to 
and so the centr of r is the s ubgroup \!J~ ' !J~!' Let s be the 
projection of r onto r/centre r ~ QZ/~) * QZ/~) then 
s 0 q : G ~ QZ/~) * QZ/211) carrie s the ith meridian to the generator of 
the ith f ctor , and so L i s a 111211 boundary link . 
To prove the second statement , notice first that ~l(-l , -1) is even 
implies that ~l (1, 1) is even . (Consider the images in ll/~ . ) Since 
wher e l S the absolut e value of the 
linking number, and ~l(Xl) lS the Alexand er pOlynomial of the first 
component knot of L (and analogou s l y for ~l (1, X2) ) [ 99J, this in turn 
implies thCl t ,\(1, -1) = 61 (-1, 1) = O . On expandin r; 61 (Xl' X2) about 
(-1, -1) a s 
61 (Xl' X2 ) = ~(-l, -1) + c(Xl+l) + d(X2+1) 
+ (te rm s of ord er ::: 2 in (\+1), (X2+l)) 
it follows that ~ (-1, -1) = 0 implies that 
o = 61(1, -1) = o + c . 2 + d.o 
+ (t erms of order ::: 2 ll1 (\+1) = 2 and (X2+1 ) = 0 ) 
and hence that c i s even , and similarly d i s even . Hence 
'\ (1, 1) = 0 + c. 2 + d.2 + (terms of order ::: 2 in (Xl +1) = (X2 +1) = 2) 
is divisible by 4. II 
COROLLARY. If a 2 - component link has Alexander polynomial zero, then 
it is a 7ZJ211 boundary link. 
Tt seems unlikely that in ~enrr~J neLl = u shou lrl imply that L be a 
~/~-homology boundary link . (In the case W = 2 (ll/~ ) * (ll/2~ ) i s 
fortuitiously metabelian , a nd t hus amenable to discussion in terms of 
Alexander ideals .) However the converse is true in general. 
THEOREM. Tho Mu}'([uuUi i'll/flU!! oJ a P-C:OIII/IO /W II!, 71/'l1l -hol/lolo(lY bOIA/If/flY'Y 
link '1-8 W. 
Proof. If G is the Rroup of a W-component link L, then the 
meridians determine an i somorphism ~[G/G 'J ~ Aw ' and the total ~/~ 
l i nking number homomorphism : G -+~/~ = {±l} , sending each meridian to 
-1 , deL~nllilles an epimorphism : ?l [G/C '] -)-ii = Aw /(l~Xl ' ., .. , l+X) There 
i s a canonical isomorphism ?l [~ (ll/?ll) ] ~ A/(l-X~' ... , l-X~J ' s o 
w 
A (* (ll/~)) has a canoni ca l A -module structure , and the map sending each W 
W 
standard ge nerator of @ (ll/~) to -1 E {±l} i nduces the projection of 
W 
onto ?l . lI ence if there i s an ep imorphis m r: G -+ * (ll/2?l) 
such that composition with the map sendin~ the ~enerator of each factor to 
-1 E {±l} i s the total ?l/~-linking number homomorphism , then the 
W 
epimorphi sm A(t) : A(G) -+ A(* (ll/~) ) gives rise to an ep imorph ism 
A(C) ®A ii -+ !l(~ (?l/27L)) ®A iL =illl 
w W 
Since Lhi s is t he case for L a 
?l/~- homolo~y boundary link , a nd since the ,Jacohian matrix evaluated at 
(-1, ... , -1) i s a presentation matrix for !leG) ~A ?l over ii. , the 
lJ 
theorem follows . / / 
Remark. The proof actually shows that if L is a weak ~/2~-homology 
W 
bound21ry link , 21m] if th(' epimorphi s m t : G -+ * (?Z./2?l ) i s s uch t hat 
W 
composition with the map sending the generator of each factor of * (ll/~) 
to -1 E {±l} i s the tota l ?l/2?l-linking number homomorphism of L , t he n 
neLl = w It is easily seen that if lJ = 2 s uch a weak ?l/2?l-homology 
boundary link i s a ~/2~- homology boundary link, and hence a ~/2?l boundary 
link . In t heir discussion of the Murasugi nullity, Kauffmann and Taylor 
used br nched coverings associ ted wi t h the totul ~/2~-linking number 
homomorphis m [4 8J. 
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COROLLARY. The Alexander nullity and Murasugi nullity are essentially 
independent. Given integers 1 ~ a ~ n ~ ~ > there is a ~-component link 
with Alexander nullity a and Murasugi nullity ~. 
Proof. Assume first that a ~ 2 . Let Ll be a (l+n-a)-component 
u.:/2?l-boundary link all of whos e pairwis e linking number s are non-zero. Let 
L2 be a (l+~-n)-component link all of whose pairwise linking numbers are 
odd . Let L3 be a trivial (a-2)-component link . Suppose that the images 
of Ll , L2, L3 are contained in disjoint balls in then 
L = Ll U L2 U L3 has ~ components , the Alexander nullity of L is a and 
the Murasugi nullity of L is n 
If a = 1 this example must be modified . Let Ll be an n-component 
?l/2?l boundary link all of whose pairwise linking numbers are non-zero, and 
adjoin ~ - n further components whose linking numbers with each other and 
with the components of Ll are all odd. The resulting link has the 
required properties . II 
Stop pre 
The link has groutJ G ( a, x I (a x) 2 2 (xa) ) 
-1 
which maps onto lZ * (lZ/2lZ) = ( u,vlv2 = 1) via a 1+ u , x 1+ u V 
and thus is in parti c ular a weak lZ /2lZ -homology boundary link . However 
it is not a lZ /2lZ (-homology) boundary link, as it has linking number 2. 
In general a 2-component link is a weak lZ / 2lZ -homology boundary link 
if and only if it has linking number 0 mod 2 . (The proof proceeds 
as in the characterization of 2-component lZ / 2lZ boundary links) . 
A concordance between two 2- component links one (and hence both 
(48 ), (70 ) ) of whi ch is lZ /2lZ boundary extends to a lZ /2lZ boundary 
concordance . This is not true in general for concordance s between 
boundary links (cf. ·Remark 3 p . 21) . 
0" t he r ue-d/o." o~ fllJe F1, I,~e 8 Yes. See the paper "On ribbon 
2-knots III: on "the unknotting ribbon 2-knots in S4" by T . Yanagawa 
(Osaka J. Math. 7 (1970), 165- 172) . 
Eve rt{,bOI'/I(r1l< II"! &tvr~ oIintet1)";or'l l·t ll.S'<.JI./,;'1< o~a., IrOYl1D{O)'f 
bou",d:Y7 1,-.., 1< . ~~ "Tr'''{&(/'3''nt; f«( /'boH k~kr 1.1 1<'11'""'/ (YIov-er" I ,., p,....P(HQ~'O., . 
CHAPTER I I I 
LONGITUDES, PRINCIPALITY AND SEI FERT SURFACES 
In contrast to the situation discussed in Chapter 11, the Uth 
Alexander ideal of a W-component link never vanishes. Indeed it is 
necessarily coprime to the augmentation ideal of A , for evaluating the 
W 
Jacobian matrix at (1, ... , 1) gives a presentation matrix for ~W (the 
abelianization of the link group) . If L is a W- component homology 
boundary link then E (L) 
w 
is the first nonzero Alexander ideal . In a 
letter to N. F . Smythe (dated May 1976, [20J), R.H. Crowell announced the 
following results on this ideal, for L a 2-component homology boundary 
link (from joint work with E.H. Brown) : 
"Let L = II U l2 be a 2-component homology boundary link with group 
G = 1T (53 -L \ 1 ' Let s, t E GIG ' be the classes of the meridians . Then 
~[GIG ' J =~ [s, -1 s 
THEOREM 1. There are polynomials b(s) E ~[sJ ~ c(t) E ~[tJ such 
that bel) = c(l) = 1 and E2(L) = (~2(L») . I where 
I = ((S-l)b(s), (t-l)c(t) , b(s)+c(t)-l) 
Algebraic properties of the ideal I: 
1. r; . c . cJ. (cs-l)b(s), ( t-I)c(t ), b(s)+c(t)-l) = 1 ; 
2. I principal ~ I = (1) b(s) , c(t) units in ~[GIG ' J 
3. I determines b(s), c(t) 
4 . E2 determines I (since it determines ~2 ' and 
THEOREM II . If L is a boun~ary link~ then b( ) and c(t) are 
units in ~[GIG ' -I 
COROLLARY of Theorems I and II . If' L is a boundary link~ then 
E2(L) = (~ 2 (L») . 
THEOREM III. b(s) 1.-S a unit (r'espectiveZ!J ~ 
~ [GIG ' J ~ the longitude of Z2 (respectiveZy~ of 
c(t) is a unit ) in 
1 ) lies in Gil 
"1 . 
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COROLLARY of Theorems I and ITI. T principnl ~ the lonaitudes of L 
lie 'Z-n G" " r • 
Hjs only comment on the proof wa s that a mixture of algebraic and 
geometric t echniques were used . 
In trying to understand these results, I found the proof given below of 
the following generalization: 
THEOREM. Let L be a ~-component homology boundary link with group 
C . Then E (L) = (~(L)) . A where A is an ideal contained in t he 
II II 
annihilator ideal of the image of the longitudes in the 
and A is contained in no proper principal ideal . Hence 
A -module 
~ 
E (L) i s 
~ 
principa l if and on l y if the longi tude s of L lie 'Z-n G" 
G' IC " , 
The interest of this theorem is in that it relates two properties of 
boundary links which had been separately hypothesi zed as characterizations 
of boundary links [ 86 J. (However an example of Lambert appears to show that 
these conditions are not s ufficient [ 55 J . ) The ma in idea i s to construct 
the maximill abcl ian covering space X, of the exter i or X of an homology 
boundary link Jy s plitting X alonp, the "s ingular Seifert surfaces " 
provided by Smythe ' s theorem . The techn ique of constructing covering spaces 
by splitting along Seife"rt s urfaces is familiar in the theory of l inks 
(cf . [ 26 J, [ 39 J); indeed one of the principa l virtues of boundary links is 
t hat t hi s t echnique can be appli ed to construct t he maximill ahe lian cover . 
However it does not seems to have be en noticed hitherto that it works equally 
well for homol ogy boundary links . The construction is discussed in a 
general sett ing l ater in the chapt r . 
A s hort paper containi ng t he main theorem of th i s chapte r is to appear 
in the Proceedings of the American Mathematical Society [lf 5 J. 
Longitudes and Principality 
In this section I s hall prove the theorem asser ted in the introduction 
to this chapter. Let L be a ~-component homology boundary link with 
gr oup C and with ext~rior X Choose a base point Xo EX-aX , and let 
X~ E p-l (xO) ,where p : X, 
C ~ TfJ.(X, xo) C ' ~ Tfl(X ' , 
X i s the maximal abe lian cover of X . Then 
C ' IC " ~ H (X ' ) . ~ 1 By definition of 
homolof,Y boundary link th ere is an ep imorphi sm C F( ll ) , which may be 
38 
a s s umed to car'ry the ith meridi ,m to the i th ::;tandiJrd e;enera tor of 
~~ = F(~)IF(~) ' . This epimorphism may be realized by a map 
f : (X, x ) + (~ 51, *) and then p is the pullback via f of the 
0'1 J= 
maximal abelian cover of 
~ 
V 
j=l 
Thus X , may be constructed by splitting 
X a l ong "singular Seifert surfaces ", as was done in [41J for boundary 
links . For each j such that 1 ~ j ~ ~ , choose P . in the jth copy of 
J 
distinct from the wedge point 
homotoping f if necessary , each 
and let V . = f-l(P .1 . After 
J J' * 
V . may be assumed to be a connected , 
J 
locally flat submanifold and V . has an unique orientation such that av o 
J J 
(oriented by the convention of Chapter I) is homologous to the jth longitude 
in ax . Let 
~ 
y = X - U 
j=l 
neighbourhoods of the V . 
J 
int W . , where the 
J 
W. 
J 
are disjoint regular 
in X as a codimension o submanifold of 
Y i s naturally oriented . There are then two natural embeddings of each V . J 
and ay are compatibly oriented i . J + in ay ; call the one for which V . J 
and the other 'Z- . J-
The manifold Y is a deformation retract of X - V , 
~ 
where V = U V . Then 
j=l J 
X , = Y x~IJ/(i. (w), n l , ... , n.+l , 
.7+ .7 
... , n } ~J ( i . ( w) , n , . .., n ., 
IJ .7 - 1 .7 
... , nIJ } 
for all w E V., 1 S j 's ~ . 
J 
The A-module C ' IC " = H (X ' ) 1 then appears in the following segment of a 
Mayer- Vi c toriA sequence: 
H (Y) ® fI. + H (X') + H ( V) ® fI. 
1 1 0 
where d * I H * (V . 1 ® fI. = (i, L ® X , - (i . L ® 1 . J' J+' J J-
H ( Y) ® fI. + ~ + 0 
o 
The map f induces a map 
from this Mayer-Vietoris sequence to the corresponding one for the maximal 
abelian covering space of 
~ 
v 
j=l 
o -- F( IJ ) 'I F( jJ )" -~ fI jJ ->- fI ~?l ->- 0 . 
Since each V. is connected , the maps on the degree zero terms are all 
J 
isomorphisms, and so K = ker(: Hl(X ' ) ->- HO(V) ® A) is equal to 
ker (: G' IC " + FCjJ) ' IFC\I) ") 
sequence for G : 
roi k w Lsc f ind1Jcc ~; <l mllJ1 from the Crowell 
to the corresponding sequence for F(IJ) (which i s just the above Mayer-
39 
Vietoris sequence for the maximal abelian covering space of 
IJ 
V 
j=l 
and so 
K is also the kernel of the epimorphism A(f) A(G) ->- A(F(IJ)) = fI\J . 
Hence A(G) ~ K ffi fI\J and so Ek(L) = Ek (A(G)) is equal to the ideal 
k 
generated by U El(K) .Ek_l(fl lJ ) 
l=o 
EjJ(L) = EO(K) . 
in particular E\J _l(L) = 0 and 
By the exactness of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence , K has a presentation: 
d 
H1CV) ® fI ~ H1CY) ® A ->- K ->- O . Now the fI-submodule of Hl(X ' ) 
generated by the longitudes is the image of Hl(aX ' ) via the inclusion map, 
and is contained in the image of Hl(Y) ® fI and so 1S contained in K 
Let B be this submodule , and let Q be the quotient fI-modu l e , so there 
is an exact sequence 
LEMMA. The A- module Q has a presentation with an equal number of 
generators and relations . 
From the following commutative diagram of A-modules 
.. 
"l(av) ® A ~ "1 (V) (59 A .~ Jll. ( V, aV) ® A 
I 1 1 
Hl(aX-V) ® A ) H (X-V) ®A 1 ) H1(X-V, aX-V)®A 
1 j I 
Ii 1 (ax ' ) -+ Hl(X ' ) ~ Hl(X ' , ax ' ) 
(with rows from exact sequences of pairs and columns fr om Mayer-Vietoris 
sequences of ~~- covers) may be deduced a commutative diagram: 
111 (a V) ® A H 1 (V) ® A 
j j 
"1 (aX-V) ® A ) [f 1 (X-V) ® A Jfg;V -----+) 0 
j 1 
Ii J( ax ' ) ~ K Q ---~~ .0 
j j j 
0 0 o 
in whi ch 011 r ows and the first two columns are exact . It follows that the 
t hird column lS exact, and so Q has a presentation 
Let p:.: rank~ li l (V) and a = rank~ Hl (aV) . Since Hl (V)/Hl (aV) i s a 
subgroup of Hl(V, av) it i s free as a ~-module , and since 
o -li
2
(V, av) -+ Hl(aV) -+ Hl(V) is exact , rank~(lil(V)/Hl(aV)) = p - a + ~ . 
Similarly J is a s ubgroup of Hl(X-V, ax-v) which is i somorph i c to 
II 1 (S3 - V, L) by exc ision . Now each component of the link is the homo 1 orr:v 
boundary of a singular s urface in S3 - V , and so the natural map 
li
l 
(L) -+ Hl (S3 -V) is null. Th 'refore 
--
I 
-
is exac·t , and so H 1 (S3 - V , L) is fr<:!e as a ?l-module , and 
( by Alexander duality [ 89 ], p . 296) . Thus J is a free ?l-module , and from 
t he exact sequence 
it follows that 
ranl<?lJ = ranl<?l Hl(X-V , aX-V) - ranl<?lHO(aX-V) + 1 
= P + ~ - 1 - 8 + 1 = P - a + ~ . 
Thus Q has a free presentation 
with an e qual number of gen rators and relations . 
A first consequence of this lemma is that Eo(Q) is principal, 
generated by the determinant 6 = det P of such a square presentation 
matrix . A second consequen ce is that Eo (K) = EO(Q) ·Eo(B) , for a 
prescn flt i on for 13 with lnntrix B tor;ether with the above presentatjon for 
rBo ;1 rise to a pres ntation for K with matrix of the form ~ I5J 
( eJ . [ 59J ) . Thus to complete the proof of the theor Ill , it will suffice to 
s how that A = EO ( B) has the properties enunciated . 
LEMMA. Let N be an R-moduZe with a finite presentation 
Ra ~ If ~ N + 0 
(Here M i s an a x b R-matr ix . ) Then ( Ann 
b N) ~ EO(N) c Ann N . 
(Recall t hat Ann N = {r E R r .n = 0 for all n E N} . ) 
Proof. Let a. . E Ann N , 1 :::: i :::: b and l et e . be the jth 
'/.. J 
standard generator of If 1 :::: j :::: b Then <p (a. .P .1 = a. .<p (e .1 = 0 in 
'/.. '/..' '/.. '/..' 
N and so N also has a pr ~ ntation , -' 
-M 
-~ N -+ a 
where M i s the (a+b) x b R-matrix (MD) , and D is the , b x b diagonal 
b 
R-matrl' x Wl' th dJ',agonal {a. a.} Therefore n a. - det DEE (N) l' ... , b . . - 0' 
i=l 1-
and so (Ann N)b C E (N) 
- 0 
Now let 8 E EO(N) be the determinant of the b x b submatrix M of 
M . Then N is a quotient module of the R-module N presented by 
b 
Now i f L r;e; E ~ , then by Cramer ' s rule ([56J, p . 330 ), 
i=l "" 
b b 
S/j] 8 I r .e . = Mf I where s . is the determinant of the matrix 
i=l 1- 1- ·j=l J 
obta ined by replacing the jth row of M with the row of coeffic ients 
{ri } . (Recall that ~ is considered as a space of row vectors , and the 
matrix of M acts on the coefficients by multiplication on the right .) 
Hence 8 annihilates N" and a fortiori, N . Therefore EO(N) , which is 
generated by such determinants , is contained in Ann N . This completes the 
lemma. 
(The fo llowing generalization of this lemma is to be found in [lOOJ, 
p . 6 . L t 0k(N) be the ideal , in R generated by all r E R such that 
r.M is contained in a submodule generated by k elements . Then 
Ek(N) C 0k(N) and vEk(M) = VOk(M) , where 
Vi = {r E R I 
for any ideal I.) 
n 
rEI for some integer n ~ O} 
For each i 1 ~ i ~ ~ , choose a base point in V . n (the ith 1-
component of ax and ' choose paths from these base points to Xo 
(Equivalently , X' contains copies of V. indexed by ?l~ Choose one 1-
such lift, V! for each i . ) The longitudes are then unambiguously 
1-
defined as elements of G Let l. be the image of the ith l ongitude in 1-
I. 
f] . S j nce: UH' 
(X.-l\ z-'=O 
1.- • 1-
itll ]onr:iturie COlnlfll ll-('S with 'Ihe ith m(!r iriiiln, 
I n contrast to the case of boundary links , av o 
,7 
will in 
general have several components; howe ver avo is always homologous in ax 
J 
to the ,jth lonr;i tu(le . Th e houndary of the 1 i. ft av ~ 1S a union of 
,7 
translates of loops in the homology classes ... , l 
\.l 
Hence there are 
\J 
relatiolls 0 Llie form L p .. (Xl , ... , X ) l. = 0 in /3 , LInd oy the aGove i=l 1-J lJ J 
= remarks on av o , p . . (1, ... , 1) = 0 for i t j and p .. (1, ... , 1) 1 
Since 
involve 
X . l. 
1.- 1.-
X. 
1.-
= 
.7 1.- ,7 
1.1-. it 
1.-
Cl earl y 
may be assumed 
p . TT (X .-1) 
1- jli ' J 
matrix of r e lations for B : 
Pi l 
0 
o 
X -1 2 
Pi 2 
0 0 
1-1-
that p . = p . . (x l , X ) does not . .. , 1.- 1-1.- lJ 
i s the determinant of a 
o 
p . 
1- PilJ 
X -1 lJ 
and so is in !!"O ( /3 ) . (l 'or what follows it would s uffice to ooserve that 
i l c l early annihilates B , and so the lJth power is in Eo(B) 
lemma above .) Let ( c ) be a prillcipal ideal containing EO(8) 
is a factoria l domain , c may be assumed irreducible . Therefore 
Pl TT (X .-1) E (c ) j >l . J implies c divides or some X . - 1 J for 
by the 
Since II 
lJ 
j > 1 . 
If c = X . - 1 , t hen c can not divide p . TT (Xk-l) which does not 
J J ktj 
involv X. 
J 
T (' c divides p . 
1.-
for each i 1 ~ i ~ lJ , then 
S in c(' 
p . (l, ... ,1) = ] , c = ±l 
7. 
nd so (c) = f\ . Therefore the ideal 
c 
A = EO(a) i~ co nLained in no proper principa l ideill , a nd since A c Ann B , 
-
f::,. (L) 
IJ 
(up Lo mul L.i.pl.i.ci) t LOll by uni ts of f\) und so thc 
theorem i s proven . / / 
Th e more precise r esult of Crowell and Brown for the case IJ = 2 can 
be obtained in t il e follow Lng way . Let [Ji be the !\2- s ubmod ule of K 
generated by the class of the ith l ongitude. Then B i s the submodule 
'1'1 
generated by Bl U B2 and so Ann B = Ann Bl n Ann B2 Now by an argument 
analogous to one used in the theorem , Ann Bl = (S-l, c(t») and 
Ann B2 = ( t-l), b(s)) for some pOlynomials b(s), c(t ) s uch that 
be l) = c (l) = 1. Ther efor e Ann B ~ (s-l)b(s), (t-l)c(t), b(s)+c(t)-l} 
Suppose a (s, t) E Ann B Then 
a (s, t) = m(s, t)(s-l) + n(s, t)c ( t ) (since it is in Ann Bl ) 
= m(s, l).(S-U + n(s, l)(l-b(s)) + (m(s, t)-m(s, l)}.(S-l) .b(s) 
+ (s-U(m(s, t)-m(s , l)) . c(t) - (m(s, t)-m(s, 1»). (b(s)+c(t)-l) 
+ (n( s, t)-n(s, 1)) .c(t) + n(s , U(b(s)+c(t)-l) 
Therefore ( invoking the Remainder Theorem to conc l ude t - 1 divides 
m(s, t) - m(s, 1) and n(s, t ) - n(s, 1) } m(s , l)( s-l) + n(s, l)(l-b(s)) 
is a l so in Ann B and so equals some p (s, t)(t-l) + q(s, t)b(s) (since 
it is in Ann B2 ) . On setting t = 1 it follows that 
m(s, l)(s-l) + n(s, l)(l-b(s)) = q(s , Ub(s) , 
and on then se tting s = 1 , it follows that q (l, 1) = 0 , so 
q(s, 1) = r ( s ).( s-l ) (by the Remajnder Theor em Clr;ai n). Thus 
a (s, t) = (m(s , t)-m(s, U+r(s)) .(s-l)b(s) + (s-U(m(s, t)-m(s, U) c (t) 
+ (n(s, t)-n(s , l)) c (t) + (n(s, l)+m(s , l)-m(s, t)) (b(s)+c(t)-l) 
Therefore Ann B = (CS-l)b(s), (t-l)c( t ), b(s)+c(t)-l} . 
If L i s a IJ- component boundary link, then its l ongit\ldes all lie in 
(G
w
) ' , for l ongitudina l curves bound disjoint Si efert s urfaces which lift 
to the covering space associated with the s ub gr oup 
by constructed as the pullback of the universal cover of 
G 
w 
s ince 
IJ 
v Sl by 
j=l 
may 
splitting a l ong s uch Se ifert surfaces . (This construction may also be made 
when L is merely an homology 'boundary link , and then a computation as in 
the theor em s how s that if the longitudes are in (G I' , then G / (G I' has 
. w' w . w· 
il prc~wn L.l Lion 
with an equal numbe r of generators and relations over the ring of non-
COIllIIIU L,'\ L i. VI' 1 ,,111 1' C ll l P01YllOIll.i.} L:..; I' = 7Z ef.'(p)] ~~7Z [(,'j(; J , l)UI. i L does noL se III 
w 
clear in general how to describe the image of the longitudes in G I (G ) , . \ 
w w . 
Fox and Smythe conj ectured that a link L satisfying the weaker (but more 
tractable) condition "all l ongitudes lie in the second commutator subgroup" 
s hould be a boundary link [ 86 J. (Th Y a l so asked whether a homology boundary 
link with E (L) principal need be a boundary link . ) However H. W. Lambert 
W 
has constructed a 2- component homology boundary link (with 51 crossings!) 
which is not a boundary link , as a counterexampl e to this conjecture [55J. 
(Figure 1 of his paper , as published, is incorrectly drawn: the shorter 
l ongitude of the link depicted there does not map to 0 in the Alexa.l1der 
module v i a Crowell ' s inclusion 0 - G' IG" + A(G) , and hence that link is 
not such a counterexample . Lambert has advised me in correspondence that 
his argument i s based on a slight different figure . ) In fact it i s not even 
clear that a link with all its longitudes in the second commutator subgroup 
need be an homology boundary link, but it is at least true that a(L) = W 
for such links L since G" C G(oo) NO Set> "'r P"fe,r "A ft./t Wi lL /lI~r:a.H~" m oJvle .fr f'r 
",/' ;e /. if not GO< It" ... . (., y bo~""Il"f (, ., 1(" T.p."I'r Il1, . 
A digression on such examples : to show that an homology boundary link 
is not a boundary link , without using either of the above knmm properties 
of boundary links , it must be shown that no set of meridians maps to a set 
of generators of GIG ~ F(W) . ' There is an algorithm due to J .H. C. wrv 
Whitehead for deciding whether a given set of elements of F(W) generates 
the group ([ 62 J, p . 166), but here the poss i bili ty of replacing e lements by 
conjugates must also be allowed . If W = 2 , a theorem of J . Nie l sen l eads 
to a simple answer . 
DEFINITION. The element ... , x I ¢ ) W is primitive 
if there are el ements W2 ' . . . , Ww E F(W) such that {Wl' . . . , Ww} 
generates F(W) ; equlvalentl , if there is an automorphism ~ of F(W) 
s uch that ~ (Wl ) = Xl . 
TH EOREM (Nielsen [ 62J, p . 169) . There is at mo s t one conjugacy cZass 
of primitive eZements of F(2) with given image in F(2)IF(2) ' = ~2 . 
Til e r'e rOY'~ 'I f E 1'( 2 ) ,- W1 ' w? ' _ p,f'Il"rille F( 2) modulo F(2) ' , some 
conju ~ates of wi and generate F(2) if and only i f they are each 
primitiv . r or cl early this i s neces ary . Suppose and are each 
ilnel modulo F( 2 ) , Since and generate 
modulo F( 2 ) ' , b mus t be ±l . 13u l the e l e men t iG clearly 
primitive , and so for some z . Therefore and 
If L j s trj ViLll , then E (L) = (1) , but the conve r se i s false, e ve n \J 
for knots (\J = 1) for the re exist nontrivial knots with Alexander polynomial 
1 ( for ins tance , doub l ed knots with twist number 0 [79J, p . 167) . 
DEFINITION. The singular genus of a knot k : Sl + S3 i s the intege r 
rJs(k) 1" l l i ,'ll i :: II,, ' 1",1 :: 1- r,cnu:-; o f Cln or iC'nt il1)lc s llr fClce in the knot 
e xterl or X with boundary homol or;ous to i1 l onr,itude of k in dX 
(Recall that if V is a surface with boundary , genus V = genus V where V 
i s the closed surface obtained by capping off each boundary component with a 
disc . ) 
I n the theorem above , wh n \J = 1 K = G' IG " and B = 0 , so it 
fo llows tilat Eo(K) is p;enerated by a polynomial of der,r e at most 
I J = '2 !~ '1 111:; V , ill 0 Lhl~ l' ,Hon i :; 1'<1 11 (ll ' -- i :: (:'1l1 i V.lL<' IlL lo :~ u c11 ,1 
polynomial . The que s tion of whether there are a ny nontrivial knots wi t h 
g = 0 !las h en raised by R. C. Kirby <r ')II J, Pr'ohJC'm ],17) , wilo s!lm,eel Ll l()t if 
s 
s urgery on a longitude of a knot k gave 
Constructing Covering Spaces 
The technique of constructing covering spaces of link complements by 
s plitting along Se i fer't s urfaces is particular useful because it usually 
l eads to pres ntations for the first homology modules of such covering 
spaces whi ch are much more efficient then the Jacob i an presentations , in 
that few er generators or relations are needed . This method has been used to 
cons truct the in f inite cyclic cover associated with the kernel of an 
ep imorphism : G +ll [c f . 70, 72 J, and to construct the maximal abelian 
cover and Lh (JJ-cover of the comp 1 Clwnt of a boundary link, associated with 
the subgroups G' and G
w 
respectively [39J, [41J . The latter two 
constructions work equall y well for homology boundary links , as evidenced by 
the above theorem , but lack of an adequate structure theorem for ~[F(~)J­
modules at present inhibits closed investigation of the w-cover of homology 
boundary links, on my part . 
Let M be a connected m-manifold (possibly with nonempty boundary) 
and let V. 
1-
1 sis ~ , be a collection of ~ disjoint codimension 1 
submanifolds, such that av o = V. n aM , for all i . 
1- 1-
Then as in Chapter II 
there is a map M -+ ~ K(C., 1) = Kl ~ C ., 1) , where 
i=l 1- li=l 1-
C. =~ 
1-
or ~/'lll 
as V. lS or is not 2-sided in M , given by collapsing M onto the wedge 
1-
of Thom spaces of the normal bundles V . , and composing with maps to the 
1-
Thom spaces of the universal C . -orientable line bundles 
1-
\l 
M -+ V 
i=l 
T(V .) -+ 
~ 
(The restriction of 
\l 
V 
i=l 
over 
~ K ( C ., 1) = K I . ~ C i' 1) . 
i=l ~ l~=l 
is the line bundle denoted by 
nN in Chclpter II . ) This mel]) induces an epimorphism of fundamental r;roups 
if there are closed curves y . , 
J 
1 S j S \l , in M such that y. meets 
J 
V. 
1-
trunsvers lly in O •. 1-J 
po in .. t s , for suc h <1 curve is mil pped on to 0. 
gu ner<.l t or of the fundilmentill group of the jth factor . Conversely , if 
there is an epimorphism p 
l \l 1) \l P M-+ K * C ., = V T(n(C.) ) 
i=l 1- i=l 1-
disjoint union of the zero sections 
* i=l 
C . , then it l S induced by a map 
~ 
and on moving P transverse to the 
\l 
in v T(n(C .)) , the inverse images 
i=l 1-
of 
these zero sect ions g ive such a sys t em of codimension 1 submanifolds of 
M . If these equivalent conditions hold , and if q 
\l 
* i=l 
C . -+ H 
1-
epimorphism , the cover "ji -+ M associated to the kerne l of q 0 p 
is an 
can be 
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constructed by pulling back the con s Lruction of the corresponding cover of 
K\ ~ C., 1) 
li =l '" 
(which will be a graph with copies of 500 or adjoined 
to the vertices) . For simplicity, assume that the submanifol ds V . are 
'" 
euch connected . Let W., 1 S j S ~ , be cJ set of disjoint regulur 
J 
neighbourhoods of the V . in M Then there is a 2-sheeted covering map 
J 
aw . + V . (which pulls \J . 
'" 
back to a trivial line bundle , in other words is 
'" '" 
induced by : V . + KCZl/2?l , 1) ) . 
'" 
Let V. 
'" 
be a connected component 
of aw . 
'" 
covering 
so V. ~ V. if \J . is orientable and 
'" '" '" '" 
V . + V. is associated to the kernel of 
'" '" 
Vi = aWi otherwi se . (The 
Wl(\Ji) : TI l (Vi) +?l/2?l 
If aw . is not connected , choosing one component corresponds to choosing a 
'" ~ generator of C . • ) Then the inclusion of aw . into MO = M - U int W. 
'" J i =l '" 
g i ves rise to two embeddings of V . 
J 
into aMo ' given by 
i = iOT I v. , where 
- J 
and where 1 S the inclusion 
transposition that interchanges the two sheets of the covering 
Then Ji 1S the equal'i~er of the maps 
x H 
I 
+ 
-)-
-r 
M x H o 
where I (v ., h) = (i (v .) , hg .) and IJv
J
., h) = (iJv
J
.) , h } 
+ J + J J 
= i IV. 
J 
and 
T i s the 
aw . + V . 
'" '" 
for 
v . E V. h E tll e' imu~e under q of the chosen ~enerator of Ii and g . J J J 
~ 
the jth factor of * C. i =l '" 
In other words 
for all v . E V . h Eli . 
J J 
This description of Ji enables the immed i ate computation of its 
(co)homology in terms of that of MO and the 
Vietoris sequence: 
V. , by means of the Mayer -
'" 
Whr.1l M l ;' In 1.1 c t till! 
homolop;y of MO Ctl II be 
aml t he mc ps dl< Cc1n be 
IIO IIIOi.(») '.Y (' lol :::I(':: O il v 
cOlllplcm . 111 
rela ted to 
described 
ill ,,3 
" 
o [ ,1 II 110100 .1 or,y bO\lndary link, the 
that of V by means of Alexilnder duality , 
in terms of tile (self ) linkinp, of 
Remark. An explicit manifold approximatinr, the space K[ ~ C., 1) 
i=l 1.-
may be oiJttli lled iJy taking tile connected sum of copies of MNCZl) = 51 x ~ 
~ M N (C .) + K ~ ~ C., 1) 
i=l 1.- ti=l 1.-
_N+l 
and NNCZl/2?l) = IRP' , for the map: which 
induces an i soTnorphism of fundamenta l groups is actually N- connected . 
The above construction would work equally well if M were merely a 
simplicial complex and the V. 
1.-
were subcompl exes with "normal line bundles" 
(regular ne ighbourhoods which are locally products with IR ). The manifold 
structure of M is reflected in the algebra via Poincare duality , in the 
s trong form of [6'1] and [1 03 J . 
In genera l, if p : X + X i s a regular covering of a finite 
"'-
s implicial complex with covering group H, then X has a natural simplicial 
structure obtained by lifting the simplices of X through p. The 
covering group then acts by simplicial automorphisms and the simplicial chain 
groups C * (X) are finitely generated free l eft ?l[HJ -modules , which shall 
be denoted C*(X;?l[fJ]) . 
?l[!J]-modules C*(X; ?l[li]) 
The complex of finitely generated free right 
= I lom,;z [JJJ (C*(X; ?l[!i]), ?l [1l]) then corres ponds to 
the cochains of X with 'compact support . If ?l[HJ is a noetherian ring , 
for instance if H =?l~ , then both 1l.*(X ; ~[HJ) = H.*(C*(X ; ?l[HJ)) and 
H*(X ; ?l[HJ) = H*(C*(X; ?l [HJ)) are finite ly generated ?l[HJ-modules . The 
cohomology modules H*(X ; ?l[Ii]) may be related to the homology modules 
ll*(X; ?L LIl J) v .i.tl tile Univer <' al Coefficient Spectro.l Sequence ([33J, p . 100): 
If P : (X, y) (X , Y) is a regular covering of a s implicial pair , the 
s ituc1tion i s r imjlclr . 
Now i M .l a compact , triangulable, orient d m-manifold (possibly 
with non mpty boundary) the n there are " POinCdre Dua lity" isomorphisms : 
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TlcM, ?l[H]) + Hm_kCM, aM; ?l[H]) 
given by cap-product with the orientation class in H CM, aM ; ?l) . 
m 
Here, if 
A i s a right ?l[HJ-module , A denotes the l eft ?l[HJ-module with the same 
underlying abelian group and ?l[HJ action given by -1 h .a = a . h for all 
h E H , a EA . CSee [103J for details of a more general result , 
applicable Also to nonorientable manifolds . ) This map may be interpreted 
geometrically in terms of intersections of dual cells in M [ 67 J; this 
interpretation shall be used in the next chapter , in a special case first 
discussed by R. C. Bl anchfield [ 5J . 
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CHAPTER IV 
LOCALIZ ING THE BLANCHFIEL D PAIRING 
A high dimensional knot k : 5 2q - l ~ 5 2q+l (q ~ 2) is determined up 
t o locally f lat concordance by the equiva l ence class of its Blanchfield 
pairing in a certain Witt group [ 50 , 53 , 60 , 93 ] . (Kervaire had earlier 
shown that all knots of even dimens ion are null concordant [ 51 ] . ) This 
pairing 1S also defined and of considerable interest in the class ical case 
q = 1 , although it i s no l onger a complete invariant of concordance [13]. 
In this chapter I shall propose s imilar invariants for class ical tame 
links . (A S Gutierre z has shown that any high dimensional link 
L: 5n ~ 5n+2 (n ~ 3) i s concordant to a split link [4 0 ] , t he high 
dimensional case reduces to knot concordance, except perhaps f or ljnks of 
2 h . 54 . } - sp eres 1n Murasugi and others have extract ed concordanc e 
invariant s from infinite cyclic covers of link compl ements , [4 8 , 70] , but it 
seems more natural t o me to work with the maximal abelian cover . It i s 
shown that the Bl a nchfield pa iring on the A - torsion of the first homology 
Jl 
module of the maximal abel i an cover of the complemcnt of a link 
L : Jl~ ~ 53 , after l ocalization with rexpect to 5 , the multiplicative 
system in \.1 = II ~l ' 
(i-Xl) ' ... , ( l-XJl) , 
-lJ ... , X , X Jl Jl generated . by the monomials 
is a primitive pa iring , whose Witt class in the Witt 
group of primitive hermitean tor sion pair ings into ~ (Xl' ... , XJl}/AJl 5 
depends onl y on the concordance class of L , if L is concordant to a 
boundary link . ( I have not been abl e to remove this l ast clause . ) If loca l 
knotting i s factored out , by pass ing to the coarser equivalence relation of 
weak concorda nce , generated by loca lly f l at concordance and i sotopy , the 
appropriate invariant is the n obtai ned by localizing further with r espect to 
L , the multiplicative system genera t ed by all the non zero polynomials in 
Jl 
one variabl e U II [X. ] - {O} 
i=l 1..-
This more thorough go ing localization was 
motivated by Rolfsen ' s result that the Alexander invariant l ocalized at L 
i s invar iant und er isotopy [ 80 J . 
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These invariants moy be compu led for a boundary link from a Seifert 
matrix for the link, and hence it can be seen that a 2-split link [88J with 
null concordant components has invariant 0 in either case . (Thus these 
invariants throw no light on Casson ' s quest i on ([ 54 J , Problem 1. 39 ) on whether 
clflY o r t:lle Jlip,her doubles of the Whit e lieud ljnk be null-concordunt . ) The 
invariant of locally flat concordance specializes to the knot concordance 
invariant of [ 50J for i-component links; the weak concordance invariant is 
clearl y trivial for knots . For 2-component links , the coefficient ring AE 
is a princ ipal ideal domain , so a primitive AE-torsion pairing is perfect , 
and the Witt group of linking pairings over AE can be expressed as a direct 
sum of Witt groups of Hermitian forms over involuted fields . The image of 
the class of two component boundary links in this Witt group i s a s ubgroup 
which is not finitely generated . 
Lin king Pairings on Torsion Modu les 
Let R be a commutative noetherian domain with an involution 
R+R and let F = R(O) be the field of fructions of R . An 
R-module M is a torsion module if 
M = tM = {m E M I rm = 0 for some nonzero r E R} 
Let E = ±l An E-Hermitian pairing on a torsion module M is a map 
b M x M + FIR such that b(m, n) = Eb(n , m) and such that for each 
n E M the map sending m to b(m , n) is R-linear . The map 
Ad(b) M + 1!0m
R
(M , FIR) defined by (Ad(b)(n))(m) = b(m , n) is called the 
adjoint of b , and lS R-antilinear, that is , 
Ad(b)(m+n) = Ad(b)(m) + Ad(b)(n) 
and Ad(b) (r .m) = r . Ad(b) (m) for all m, n E M and r E R . The pairing 
b is primitive if Ad(b) is injective , and perfect if Ad(b) lS bijective . 
LEMt~A. If R is a principal ideal domain~ then a primitive E-
I1erlllitian pairing on a f inite1-!} gener'al;ed i,oroion module if] perfect . 
Proof. Let M be ,1 [,jnLt Jy p,ell'l'ut d torsjon module . Then by the 
s tructure til orem for fjnitely r;enerilted modules over P . LD. ' s , 
direct s um of cyclic module s , M ~ @ (RI(e i )) say (where the 
M 
e . 
t. 
is a 
are all 
CCl IlOll icdl.ly .i ~omor pld c to M As M 11<l S rin.i.t lcnr;th , any injective 
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(antilinear) endomorphism is easily seen to be bijective (cf . [1], p . 78 , 
Ex . 1) . / / 
DEFINITION. An E-linking pairing over R is a finitely generated 
torsion module M with a primitive E-Hermitian pairing b . The sum of 
two such pairings (M, b) and (M ' , b ' ) is the pairing (M , b) (B (M ', b ') 
with underlying module M <B M' and with map sending (ml <B m{, m2 @ m2> to 
A pairing i s neutral if M contains a submodule 
.1 
N such that N = N = {m E M I ben, m) = 0 for all n E N} Two pa ir ings 
(M, b) and (M ' , b ' ) are Witt - equivalent if there are neutral pairings 
(N, c) and (N ' , c ' ) such that (M, b) <B (N, c) ~ (M ', b ') @ (N ', c ' ) 
PROPOSITION-DEFINITIO N. The set of iVitt- equivalence classes of 
E- linking pairings~ with addition de fined by sum of representative pairings~ 
and with (M, -b) representing the inverse of the class of (M , b) ~ is an 
abelian group~ denoted WE(F , R, - ) 
Remark. The Witt groups of greatest interest to the algebra i sts are 
based on perfect pairings with an add itional quadratic structure . If 2 lS 
invertible in R , any perfect pairing can be endowed uniquel y with such a 
quadratic structure , and so the relative Witt group ~(F/R ) of Pardon [76] 
then embeds in WE(F , R , -) ( since in any case the definition of neutral is 
the same for primitive and perfect pairin~s) . All these distinctions vanish 
when R is a P . I . D. containing ~ , as is the ring A~ = ~[X , y]~ discussed 
below In connection with 2-component links . 
Blanchfield Duality 
Let X be a compact oriented n-manifold with bou ndary , and suppose 
p : X + X is a connected covering with cover ing group G free abelian of 
rank W Then the homology groups of X are finitely generated modules 
over the (noether ian) ring ~ [G ] , which may be id ent ified with the ring of 
Laurent polynomials in 11 variabl es Aw = ~ ~ l' X~l, ... , Xw' XC J on 
choosing a basis for W .G ~~ . The ring A w 
generated by inversion in the group , so that 
has a natural involution 
-1 X . =X . , a nd its fie l d of 
"l- "l-
fractions l S K = ql (X , ... , X ) . W 1 W w s hall be omitt ed from The s ubscript 
the symbol s A , K W W 
where no ambiguity may be created . 
ILe' . 1l1ilTlchField s howed thnt ll lC' J"e is a paiJ"illr; 
V : tH (X) x tH (X, aX) + KIA which is linear in the first entry and p n-l-p 
conjue;ate linear in the second entry and which i s primitive on both sides 
[5 J. If X is a p-cycle of X such that ax = au for some (p+l)-chain 
u a nd some non-zero a E A , and y is a relative (n-l-p)-cycle such that 
By = av for some 
vex , y) 1 = - S(u 
a ' 
(n-p) -c hain 
y) 1 = - sex , v) 
S 
V and some non-zero B E A , then 
wher e S(p , q) = r I(p, yq) .y and I 
YElf 
is ordinary intersection of chains . From this definition , it is not hard to 
see that if n = 2p + 1 then V induces a (l+l . . pairing on , - 1 -Hermltlan 
tH (X) by [x, yJ = vex , j*y) ( where j is the inclusion p 
(X , <jJ) + (X , aX) ), which however may not be primitive . He showed also that 
intersection numbers give a non-singular pairing of the "Betti" modules 
H (;<)ltH (X) and H (X, aX)/tH (X , aX) into A . (These results of p p n-p n-p 
Blanchfield may be regarded as special cases of Poincare duality with local 
coefficients, and may thus be in part recovered via the Universal 
Coefficient Spectral Sequence . ) 
Now let L : ll~ + S3 be a tame link with complement X , and 
p : X , + X be the maximal abelian cover of X Then the meridians 
determine an isomorphism of the covering group with llll Then the 
Blanchfie ld linking pairing is a map tHl(X ' ) x tfll(X ' , aX ' ) + KIA 
case of knots Hl(X ' ) is a Al-torsion module and the natural map 
let 
of L 
In the 
Hl(X ' ) + fil(X ' , aX ' ) is an i somorphi s m. In eeneral however , the two outer 
maps of the followinc seGment 
of the lon~ exact sequence of the pair (X ' , ax ' ) are non-zero . Nevertheless 
dnu vc.lni s h aft er localizing wiLh res pect to 
fortiori, with respect to si nc e both are quotients of 
Thus tile locc.llized Blanchfield pairings 
[ - , - ] S : tH 1 ( X ' ) s x tIll (X ' ) s + K/ A S 
and 
II 
ED 
i=l 
S (and , a 
(AI (X . -l)) 
t. 
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are pr.i.mi tivc , (+1) -llcrmi tian pu.irinl~s . (Notice that the As-torsion of 
MS is the localization of the A-torsion of M , so the notation tMS is 
unambiguous . ) 
DEFI NITION. ror L a ~ component l ink , BS(L) (respectively , 
(respectively , Br.(L ) ) is the class of 
(tHl (X' )r.' [-, -Jr.)) ln W l(K , A S' - ) 
+ ~ ~ (respectively, W+l(K~, A~r. ' -) ) . 
For knots multiplication by 1 - t induces an automorphism of Hl(X ' ) 
[ 51 J and so essentially no information is lost on localization with respect 
to S in that case . Localization with respect to r. annihilates Hl(X ' ) 
for X, the infinite cyclic cover of a knot complement; but that is all 
that is lost; Rolfsen showed that any tame isotopy of a classical link 
coul d be achieved by introducing or suppressing local knots , and that hence 
localizing with respect to r. the homology of the maximal abelian cover of 
a link complement gave an isotopy invariant [ 80 J. It is easy to see that 
the r. - localised Blanchfield pairing is also invariant under (local ) 
isotopy . 
It follows from the Crowell sequence: 
that tHl (X ' ) = tA(L) . (In fact A(L)S = AS EB Hl (X ' )S ' since llS = 0 , 
and similarly A(L)r. = Ar. EB Hl(X ' )r. ' ) This fact will be useful below , as 
for links other than boundary links it is easier to describe the Alexander 
module A(L) than the module Hl(X ' ) . 
Computation from a Seifert Matri x 
The computation of the Blanchfield pairing for a knot in terms of a 
Seifert matrix, as done by Kearton [49J , may also be carried through for 
boundary links . be a boundary link , and let 
1 S j S ~ ,be ~ disjoint orientable surfaces spanning L 
orientations for the surfaces U. J 
compat ible with those of the 
u . , 
J 
Then 
L . 
J 
are 
determined uniquely by the convention inward normal last (equivalently , by 
insisting that for each j the orientation class [u ., au .J in J J 
112 (U ., aU .) 
J J ' 
melp to 
pair (U ., au .) ) . 
J J 
[1, .J 
J 
Let 
in 
Y = X -
U. 
J 
There are two natural embeddings 
i=l 
of 
5f) 
ill the l Ollg cx c L sCllu e nee of the 
W. 
J 
are disjoint open W. 
J 
where the 
x , 
each U . in Y 
J 
; call the one for 
which U. i s COlllputibly oriented witll ay 1- . t lJld th e other i . Then 
J J+ J -
as 1n Chapter III the module Hl(X ' ) 1S contained in the following segment 
of a Mayer-Vietoris sequence : 
].l 
where U = U U. and d* I H* (U .) ® A = (i · L®X .- (i . L ® 1 
j=l J J J+ J J -
LEMMA. Coker dl = tH (X ' ) 1 
Proof. Clearly tHl(X ' ) ~ Coker dl ' since HO( if) ® A 1S free . On 
l ocalizing the above sequence with respect to K , one obtains the exact 
sequence 
On the other hand a similar localization of the Crowell sequence relating 
Hl(X ' ) to the Alexander module gives 
a nd A(L) ®A K = KiJ for a iJ-component boundary link (since then 
E l(L) = 0 and E (L) t o ). Hence (Coker dl ) ®A K = 0 and so Coker dl ]1- ]1 
i s a torsion module. II 
Let By 
Alexander duality , the ordin ry linking pairing 'l in fi3 ([8 9J, p . 361 ) 
establishes a duality betwecn III (U) and Hl (Y) = III (53 -U) l et 
{" I 1 < < ( . ) 1 < J' <]1 } be the dual basis , so that a . _m_mJ , --JIn 
Let A be the matrix of 
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\J 
(i+)* = j~l (i j )* : IIl(U) + fil(Y) 
with res pect to t hese bases; then dl i s r epresented by the matrix 
fj, = 0A - A i-r 
a nd det fj, -j: 0 
where 0 1S the diagonal matrix diag (Xl 1m(1) , ... , \/m(~ ) 
since it generat es EO (Coker d l ) . Then there is an exact 
seque nc e 
~ 
(where M = L m(j) ) . 
j=l 
Using the same symbol s to denote l - chains in U, Y representing the 
classes '" Ct . , Ctk Jm n respectively , cons i der the [ -1 , IJ x Ct . Jm 2- cha in in 
X ' . Then a([-l , 1] x Ct . ) = x .i . (Ct . ) - iJ.J Ct
J
.
m
) and so Jm J J+ Jm 
a l[-l, ~J x iqjmCtjm) represents L (fj,q\/J.kn · Therefore , if 0 = det fj" 
is the class of al [-l, 1] xL (fj,-lo .r) . Ct .) , where the l Jm Jm 
matrix fj,-l . o has coefficients in A, and so the Bl a nchf i el d pa iring on 
tHl(X ' ) is given by 
= v(tp(r) , j*tp(s) ) = ~ 5 [[ -1 , IJ x L (fj,- l or). Ct . , L s7 &, ) 
u Jm Jm en 1m 
= iisk' L (fj, - lcSr) . 5 ([-1, IJ x Ct . ' &k ) 
u n ~ Jm Jm n 
= 1 '\ - )' (-1 ) () -tr -1 T L Sk fj, or . l-X. 0 'ko = S (I - 0) . fj, r mod A 
u n ~ Jm J J mn 
(where rand S are column vectors in AM). Thus for boundary links the 
Hermitia n pairing on tHl (X ' ) is primit i ve , and in fact perfect , even 
before localization . 
If L is merely a n homology boundary link , then the module Hl(X ' ) 
has a similar Mayer Vie tori s descriptioIl , [0(' tile In ximal abelian cover nlcly 
be constructed by splitting along Seifert surfaces , as in Chapter III . It 
may be verified that the above construction of the Blanchfi eld pa iring still 
goes through , but hl're l ocalization with r espect to 5 must be made, for 
t he argume n t of Chdpter III giv s a squ.::tre presentation matrix for 
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-t(Hl (X ' )/Jll (aX ' ») , rather than for tHl (X') , while 
tH ( X ' ) = t(H (X ' )/H ( aX ' ») 1 5115 There is a further good reason for carrying 
out the localization, besides uniformity of treatment of all links , and that 
i s that the set of (homology) boundary links is not closed under concordance, 
as the central example of Chapter II shows . 
From the above description , it can be seen that for a 2- split boundary 
link [ 88J , for which the Seifert matrix A is block-diagonal , the Blanch-
field pairing is essentially the direct sum of the pairings of the 
ind i vidual components . If these components are unknotted, as is the case' 
for the higher untwisted doubles of the Whitehead link (cf . [ 54J , Problem 1 . 39) 
then tHl(X ' ) = 0 and the Blanchfield pairing is trivial . 
Invari ance under Concordance 
The above construction of the Blanchfield pairing for boundary links in 
term s of Seifert surfaces can be used to show that BS(L) = B5 (L ' ) if there 
is a concordance L : ~Sl x I + 53 x I from L to L ' with group 
s uch that G/G is freely generated by a set of 
w 
meridians , by imitating Levine ' s proof that when ~ = 1, B5(k) depends 
only on the concordance class of the knot k [60J . As it is not true in 
general that every concordance between boundary links is a "boundary 
concordance" in this sense , let alone that every link concordant to a 
boundary link is a boundary link (cf . Chapter II), an argument which does 
not rely on Seifert surfaces is to be preferred . Nevertheless , my proof 
that B5 (L) depends only on the concordance class of L , at least when L 
is concordant to a boundary link, is similar in broad outline to that of 
Levine (which in turn follows a pattern laid down by Thom in proving the 
invariance under cobordism of the sign ture of a 4k-manifold [98J) : in 
this section I shall prove a vanishing theorem for slice links and in the 
next section combine this with an "additivity" result to reach my 
conclusion . 
TH EOREM. Let L : ~~ + 53 be a nuZZ concordant Zink . Then 
B5 (L) = 0 . 
Proof. Let L 2 V4 ~ + be a locally flat null-concordance of 
L = L I jJr;l . L N( L ) J ~ c l: ) c ull OIJl' 11 l'cl.!,ul<.lr' IlcigJluOUI' ltoud or l:lte iJrlcJl.!,e of L 
ll1 
LJ D ,cJnd Ie t 'I Z = D - NC L ) . where Then 
x = Z n S3 is the complement of L . 0 1 1" h 1 n oca l Slng t e ong exact sequence 
fOl' Lilc pol .il' (uZ
'
, X ' ) willi l'e:Jlll.'ct Lo S , .i.l follows LildL 
lilCaZ ' )S = Hl(X ' )S ' and clearly the I3lanchfield pa irings on tJI1caZ ' )S a nd 
tlil(X ' )S are isomorphic . Hence to show BS(L) = 0 it will suffice to 
show that tlilCaZ ' )S contains a submodule equal to its own annihilator with 
respect to the pairing . 
Let d : li2CZ ' , aZ ' ) ~ lilCaZ ' ) be the boundary map in degree 2 of 
the long ex ct sequence of the pair (Z ', az ' ) . Let P = im d . Then it 
will follow from the next three lemmas that Ps lS such a submodule . 
LEMMA. Let e : F(IJ) + G 
with GIG G" for aU n E IN 
n 
is an isoll7orphiDm. 
induce isomorphisms of F( IJ) I FC IJ) F( IJ) " 
n 
Then the induced map 
Proof . The rank of the l ocalized Alexander module A(G) ®A Kover K 
l S at mo s t since GIG ' = lLP , and thus E (G) t o . IJ jJ 
Chapt er II that the map of truncated Alexander modules 
A (e) q 
It wa s shown in 
is an isomorphis m for a ll q E IN , and hence A(e) : A(F(IJ») = AIJ ~ ACG) is 
00 
injective , since n Tl = 0 (Her e I denotes the augmentation ideal of 
q=l 
II. . ) Therefore Ace) ®A K is an isomorphi sm , and the result now follows by 
localizing Crowell IS 4 term exact sequence (Chapter I) and the 5-lemma . II 
If X and Z are as above then the inclus ion s of the meridians into 
nd into 1T
l
(Z) each satisfy the above hypothes is, by Stallings ' 
theorem, Chapter I, and so there is a commutative diagram of isomorphisms : 
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If-l 
-+ Hl(Z ' )®fI K 
1 1 
Hl (X ' ) ®fI ]{ ) Hl (az ' ) ®A j( • 
Hence from the long exact sequence of the pair (Z ' , aZ ' ) it follows that 
H 1 (Z " a Z ' ) ®A K = 0 Blanchfield showed that intersection numbers give a 
primitive pairing of H (Z ' aZ ' )/torsion and p , H (Z ' )/torsion n-p into A 
[ 5J, and so it follows that H3(Z ' ) ®A K = O . Clearly also H4(Z ' ) = 0 , 
since Z ' is a non - compact 4 - manifold . 
LEMMA. H2(Z ', aZ ' ) is a A- torsion module . 
Proof. The compact manifold Z is (homotopy equivalent to) a finite 
cell complex. On lifting the cellular decomposition to the maximal abelian 
cover, it follows that H*(Z ' ) is the homology of a chain complex of 
finitely generated free A-modules 
C : 0-C4 -C3 -C -C -+ C -+O 2 1 0 
where c i = rankA Ci i s the number of i-cells of Z Hence 
4 
L 1.-(-1) c . 1.- equals the Euler characteristic of Z , which 1S easily i=-O 
computed to be 1 - ]..J On the other hand 
4 
L: 
i=O 
i ( - 1) c . is also the Euler 
1.-
characteristic of the complex of K-vector spaces C ®A K which in turn is 
4 
L (_l)i rankK Hi(C ®A K) i=o 
by the homology invariance of Euler 
characteristic . Since j( is a flat A-module , this is just 
4 L (_l)i rankj( Hi(C) ®A K = 
i=O 
Therefore = 0 
4 
L (_l)i rankK Hi(Z ' ) ®A K i=O 
and the lemma follows from the above mentioned 
result of Blanchfield . II 
This s hows that P = im d is contained in tHl(aZ ' ) . 
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1. 
LEMMA . P = P . 
Proof. Let Q, R be re l ative 2- cycles on (Z ' , aZ ' ) representing 
(tor s ion) classes in H2(Z' , aZ ' ) and let q, r be the relative boundaries 
of Q, R re spectively, i-cycles on az ' representing classes in P 
Then ar = as for some nonzero a E A and for some 2-chain s on az ' 
Then 
1 
= =L Iaz , (q, ys)y = ~ LIZ ' ( Q, y~) y 
a y a y 
= VZ , ( Q, y.) 
l. 
Thus PcP 
(where r, s denote r, s cons idered as chains on Z , ) 
o In K/A since r bound s R in Z , . 
Now let w be a l-cycle on az ' representing a t orsion 
class in tHl(aZ') (so that Sw = aw for some nonzero B E A and for some 
2- cllclin W on az ' and suppose Vaz ,(q , w) = 0 for every l-cycle q as 
above , repre senting a class in P Then V Z ' ( Q , w) = VaZ ' (q, w) , and 
" hence by the primitivity of the Bl anchfield pairing for (Z ', aZ ' ) , W 
bounds in Z'. lIence the class represented by w i s in the image of d , 
l. 
and so P = P . / / 
Additivity 
Let L , L : ~sn + Sn+2 be oriented ~-component n-dimens ional links . 
- + 
1\ftcr a n Clmbicnt isotopy of cCl<;:h link , it mClY be suppose that im L c Vn+2 
im L c: Vn +2 
+ + 
(wll 're 
1 ::: 1- ::: ~ , the ith 
contained in the ith 
orientations from L 
component of lm L 
component of im L 
+ 
and L Then the 
im L 
+ 
u im L 
+ 
im L 
i , 
meets im L only in an 
+ 
, which receives oppos ing 
c l osure of 
n im L 
+ 
n-disc 
i s the image of a compatibly oriented link . If ~ = 1 , or if n ~ 2 , the 
ambient isotopy type of this link is well defined by the ambient isotopy 
types of L a nd L (For ~ = n = 1 tlli s is classical (ef . [2 5J, 
+ 
[ 83 J); for n > 1 , it fo l lows from a general posit ion argument . ) This 
connec t ed sum induces an addition on e ll , the set of concordance c l asses of n 
suc h l inks , so that e~ becomes an abelian group . The result of GuLierrez 
n 
quoted in the introduction is then that clJ = (c ) lJ 
n n 
if n ~ 3 , where 
c = Cl is the knot - concordance group . If n = 2q + 1 is odd , the 
n n 
Bl anchfield pairing on the middle dimensional homology of the maximal 
abelian cover of a knot complement (necessarily a tors ion module [51J) 
gives rise to a homomorphism from C to 
n 
(where 
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c- -_ (_l)q+l) h ' h ' " , ' f ~ W 1C 1S 1n]ect1ve 1 n > 1 . It is not true in general that 
the connected sum of two classical links is well defined , even modulo 
concordance . Already with L = -L+ = ~ (the two component abe lian 
link) connecLed s ums may be formed i n at l eas t t wo non- concor dant ways , 
The link of Figure la is trivial, whereas the -link of Figure lb has first 
Alexander ideal nonzero, and so these two links are not even I - equivalent. 
(a) (b) 
FIGURE 1 
Furthermore, the Alexander module of the link of Figure 2, which is a 
connected sum of the abelian link with itself , is AI (1+X1X2) which when 
FIGURE 2 
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localised wi til r espect to E ha s lunp,th 1 as a AE-rnodule, and so can not 
s upport any pairing whose Witt class is divisible by 2 , as would be 
expected if the Blanchfield pairing were always "additive", for modules 
admitting such pair ings necessarily have even length . Nevertheless some 
additivity results may be obtained by restrictine the clclsses of links 
considered . Let denote any link formed in the above fashion from 
two links 
In the first place , if L : ~51 x I -+ 53 x I is a concordance then 
L I jJ >l- X I embeds ~ disjoint arcs , and so by general position and by the 
isotopy extens i on theorem ( [81] , p . 56) it may be a ss umed that im L is 
contained loll D3 x I and lJIeets 52 x I In (~ apcs) x I Ilence if Ll 
and L2 are concordant to L' 1 and L ' 2 respectively, then any link of the 
form Ll # L2 is concordant to some link of the form L{ II L~ . In 
particular the set of concordance c l asses containing split links forms an 
abelian group, isomorphic to (Cl)~ , which acts on In fact is 
(Cl)~-equivariantlY isomorphic to ~ 1 is t he set .of 
weak concordance classes of ~-component links . (The map sends 
the weak concordance class of L to the concordance class of L # ru (-L .) ) 
l i =l 'l-
~ 
where U (-L.) is the split link whose ith component lS the reflected 
i=l 'l-
inverse of the ith component of L . ) 
Secondly , if Ll and L2 are both boundary links, and if Ll 
(respectively L
2
) bounds a system of disjoint Seifert surfaces Vli in 
(r espectively in 3 D + ), then is a boundary link with a 
system of Se Lfert s urfac es give ll by Vli 1/ V2i . It is then clear from the 
interpretation of the Blanchfield pairinG in terms of Seifert surfaces that 
B5 (Ll II L
2
) = B
5
(£1) + B5 (L 2) · (Not every s uch connected sum is a boundary 
link though, for the ribbon link of Chapter II , Figure 1 , which is not even 
an homology boundary link i s the connected s um of two copies of the trivia l 
link 
For this link , and for the trivial link , the Alexander module is torsion 
free, and so the Blanchfield pairings still add . ) Thi s shows that the image 
of the class of boundary links in W+(K , AS' -) is a subgroup (since 
BS( -L) = -BS(L ) it lS clearly closed under taking inverses) . In fact this 
rather specialized result may be extended sufficiently to show that the Witt 
class i s well def ined on concordance classes containing boundary links . 
THEOREM. If L ~s a ~-component Zink which is concordant to a 
boundary Zink L ' ~ then BS(L ) = BS(L ' ) 
Proof. It may be assumed that L ' bounds W d i sjoint or ientable 
Siefert surfaces u . 
~ 
. D3 In . , s uch that u . 
~ 
meets only in 
an ar c Let -L ' = p 0 L' o r denote the refl ected inverse of L ' 
( where r : i s given by a fixed orientat i on reversing map on each 
across S2 ) . Then component, a nd where p is th~ reflection of 
the connected sum L ' # (-L ' ) (the a- spin of L ' [8J) i s null-concorda nt 
[ 28 J. A concordance from -L' to -L may be ambient i sotoped , as above, 
to have image in D3 x I and to meet S2 x I only in the constant 
+ 
concordance (~ arcs ) x I Hence there i s a connected sum L ' # (-L) wh i c h 
i s null concordant , and so has neutral Blanchfield pairing: 
BS (L' # (-L)) = a . It will follow f r om the following lemmas that 
BS(L ' # (-L)) = BS(L ') + BS(-L) = BS(L ' ) - BS(L) and so that 
BS(L) = BS(L ') . 
LEMMA. Let L , L be W- component Zinks in D3 , D3 respectiveZy~ 
+ + 
as above~ and suppose in addition that L bounds a system of W disjoint 
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OY'ien tab Lo SoiFer't DUr'FacoD u. 1, /1 D'J Duch thai U. moeio ",2 = D3 n D3 ,:) 
'Z- 'Z- + 
only in the ar'c L n 52 for 1 ::: . < ).J Then 
-i , 
'Z- _ 
tA(L # L ) = tA(L ) @ tA(L ) , 
+ - + 
where L # L+ is the connected sum formed as at the beginning of this 
section . 
Proof. Let x . 
'Z-
1 ::: i ::: ).J , be generators for a Wjrtin ger presentation 
of the group G of the link L such that x . corresponds to a loop 
'Z-
about the ith arc of L n 52 which is otherwise disjoint from the 
Seifert surfaces . 
G IG '" F().J) 
- -w '" 
Then the images of the meridians X. 
'Z-
generate 
Moreover G has a "preabelian" presentation 
(x ., x .. I x . . = [x., u .. J, [x., w.] = 1, 1 ::: j ::: j(i), 1 ::: i ::: ).1) , 
'Z- 'Z-J 'Z-J 'Z- 'Z-J 'Z- 'Z-
where W . 
'Z-
i s a word in the generators r epr esenting the ith longitude, for 
A 
1 ::: i :::).1 [6 5J. The group G presented by 
(x., x . ./ I x .. = [x. , u .. J, 1::: j::: j(i), 1::: i:::).1) 
'Z- 'Z-J 'Z-J 'Z- 'Z-J 
lS the fundamental group bf int D3 - im L 
t he link L has a "preabelian" pr esentation 
+ 
Similarly the group G 
+ 
of 
( Yk' Ykl I Ykl = [Yk' Vkl ], [Yk' zkJ = 1,1 ::: l < l(k), 1::: k:::).1) , 
where the generator Yk corres~onds to a l oop about the kth arc of 
2 L+ n 5 , nd zk is a word repres nting the kth l ongitude , and the group 
A 
G+ presented by 
is the fundamental group of . 3 . L lnt D - 1m + + 
Let H be the group with presentation 
( x . , Yk' x . . , Ykl I x . . = [x . , Ui ), Ykl = [Yk' Vkl ] , [x . , w.] = [y . , Z .J, 'Z- 'Z-J 'Z-J 'Z- 'Z- 'Z- 'Z- 'Z-
l :::j:::j(i), 1 ::: l < l( k) , 1 ::: i, k ::: ).1) 
Then 
1-I/( ( [x., w. J, 1 ::: 'Z- ::: ).1» = G * G 
'Z- 'Z- + 
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and 
the group of the connected sum L # L+ Each of the groups H, G * G + 
G# maps onto ?llJ via maps sending the generators x . and y . to the ith 1- 1-
standard generator of ?llJ , and all the other generators to 0 (This is 
of course only the abelianization map in the case of G# . ) The Jacobian 
matrices of the above presentations at these maps are as follows : 
J(H) = 
where J and 
Since the words 
an isomorphism, 
rows of J 
respectively, 
A 
J 0 
-
0 J 
+ 
J(G 
a[x,W] a[y,Z] 
* G ) = 
+ 
A 
J 
-
0 
a [x ,w] 
0 
A 
J 
+ 
0 
0 a[y,Z] 
J 
+ 
w. 
1-
and 
A 
J 0 
-
A 
0 J 
+ 
a[x,W] a[y,z] 
I 0 -I 0 
lJ lJ 
are the Jacobian matrices of C and 
map to 1 in G", the natural map 
C respectively . 
+ 
A(C ) + A(G) is 
so each row a[x ., w.] is a linear combination of the 
1- 1-
hence the above 3 matrices have the same row spaces as, 
'" J 0 
A 
J 0 '" J 0 
-
-
-
'" 0 J 
+ 
" 0 J+ 0 J+ 
0 a[y,z] 0 0 0 a [y ,z] 
0 a [y ,Z] I 0 -I 0 lJ lJ 
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Thus Coker J(JJ) = A(G ) (±) A(G ) , and tilere is an exact sequence 
- + 
fl.ll + Coker J(Ji) + A (G#) + O . The composite map fl.ll + Coker JUt) + A(G 
i s just the map induced by the inclu s ion of the meridians since this 
set of meridians freely generates G IG rv F(ll ) , the composed map 
- -w rv 
fl.ll + A(G_) + A (G_IG-w) = fl.ll i s an isomorphism . Therefore 
t Coker J(H) = tA (Git ) , and so 
To show that the pairing is well 
any element of tA(G) (respectively 
of tA(G) (respect i vel y tA(G+ )) 
behaved it will suffice to show that 
tA(G ) ) is the image of an el ement 
+ 
for then the pairings may be computed in 
t he covering spaces of v! - im(L±) 
LEMMA. Let L 
+ 
l emma and suppose that 
be a ll - component link in 
a(L ) = ll . Then tA(G) 
+ + 
V 3 as in the previous 
+ 
maps onto tA (G) 
+ 
Proof. Certa inly the natural map A(G ) + A(G) is onto , with kernel 
+ + 
K say . Since a(G+) = a(L+) = II 
maps A(G+)/~A(G+) + A(G+)IInA(G+) 
(and since also a(G+) = II ) the induced 
are i somorphi sms for all n (c f· 
Chapter II) and so Ke n rA(G ) 
+ 
n=l 
Now if B is a finitely generat ed 
A-modul e , then BitE embeds in a free modul e AP for some p (choose a 
suitable l attice in xP = (BltB ) ®A K ) and so 
L~l ~B) ItB c n~l ~ ( BltB) c n~l ~AP = 0 . 
He nce K c tA (G ) 
- + 
and th~ l emma follows easily . II 
Suppose now that the hypot heses of both l emmas are f ull fil led . Let 
x, y E tA (G# ) = tA(G_) ~ tA(G+) Then by the last l emma , x = x + x+ ' 
y = y 
-
+ y+ where xi' y± may be represented by tors ion classes in the 
maximal abelia n covering spaces of V
3 
- im L± Hence the Bl anchfield ± 
pairing for Lfl may be evalua ted on ( x , y > by computing intersections in 
these covering spaces , a nd the Blanchfi e ld pa irings for each of L± may be 
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computed likewise . Clearly [x_.1 YtJ#S = eXt' Y)#s = 0 , and 
[x , y_J#s = [x , y_J_s ' eXt ' y+J#s = eXt' YtJ+s ' so 
[x, yJ#s = [x , y J s t [x , y J s . 
- -- t tt 
Since a(L ' ) = ~ for any link L ' 
concordant to a boundary link, this suffices to complete the proof of the 
theorem . / / 
Remark. It would be interesting to know whether every link L with 
a(L) = ~ were concordant to a boundary link. The set of links wi th a = W 
contains all boundary links, is closed under concordance (more generally in 
Chapter II it was shown that the Alexander nullity is an invariant of 
I-equivalence ), and by an examination of Jacobian matrices it can be shown 
that if a(Ll) = a(L2) = W then a(Ll # L2) = W also . (More precisely, if 
a link L' is obtained from a link L by one saddle point amalgamation 
[26J then a(L') ~ a(L) - 1 , and so a(Ll # L2) ~ a(Ll ) t a(L2) - W if Ll 
and L2 are both ~-component links.) 
2-Component Lin ks 
In this sect ion I shall specialize to the case ~ = 2 , and consider 
there the [-localized pairing . As the coefficient ring is then a P. I . D. 
the algebra simpl ifies greatly. 
firstly, the Blanchfield pairing may be reinterpreted via the Universal 
Coefficient Theorem and Poincare Duality . Let 
-+ 0 
be the cellular chain complex of X, (the maximal abelian cover of the 
complement of a 2-component link L ) with respect to a cellular structure 
lifted from one for X The groups C. 1- are then finitely generated free 
A-modules, and HO(C*) =?l, H3 (C*) = 0 [ In fact as X is a connected 
3 - manifold with nonempty boundary, and thus homotopy equivalent to a 2 
dimensional complex , it may be assumed that c = A o and c3 = 0 . J Let 
be the dual cochain compl ex: Ci = HomA(ci , A) . Then there are Poincare 
duality isomorphisms (antilinear with respect to the involution of A) 
HP ( C* ) -+ H (X ' , ax ' ) [103J, which induce (anti - )isomorphisms 
3-p 
C* 
Jf (CI ) + H3_p (C*L) s ince localization is exact , and since 
as above . Furthermore 
and so H*(Ci) may be computed from the Universal Coefficient sequence: 
For any finitely generated module M over a P . I.D . R with field of 
fractions F there is a natural isomorphism 
[ 61 J, and so composing this with the inclusion map of the above sequence 
and the Poincare duality isomorphism gives an isomorphism (for p = 2 ): 
which is just the inverse of the adjoint map of the Blanchfield pairing 
[61J . 
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Secondl y 
then M = (f) Mp 
if M is a finitely generated torsion module over a P . I.D . R 
(summation over nonzero primes P of R ) where 
P 
v(P) e . 
Mp = (f) (R/P 1,) 
i=l 
is the 'P-coprimary submodule , and Mp + M ®R Rp is an 
isomorphi sm . If b is an E-linking pairing on M , then it is easily seen 
that if 1t,,6 are primes such that ,6 f: It , then Mit and M,6 are 
orthog~nal , that is b(MIt , M,6) = O . Hence M is an orthogonal direct sum 
M = [q!q- M q) (f) L~IL (Mit (f) MIL)) . 
If then 
.l 
M = M It It in Mit (f)MIL ' so t he second big summand is 
neutral . This splitting of linking pairings induces a map 
WE(F, R, -) ~ (f)_ r"'E(F , Rq , -) 
q=q 
Furthermore, since Rq is a discrete valuation ring ([lJ, p . 94) , 
W (F R , -) = W (k , -) the Witt group of nonsingular E-Hermitian 
E ' q E . 
forms over the residue field k = R /q = R/ q q q of R q This is a 
standard result , which may be proved in the following way . There is a 
natural monomorphism WE(k
a
, -) + WE (F, R q , -) , since a vector space over 
. { 
kq may be regarded as an R-torsion module and a nonsingular E-Hermitian 
form on such a vector space may be regarded as an E-linking pairing with 
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-1 q RIR rv k 
rv q values in the submodule of KIR. That it is onto follows from 
the following l emma (also well-known) : 
LEMMA. If b is a primitive E- Hermitian 
generated R-torsion module M , and if N is a 
of M 
(M , b) 
.I. 
such that N c N = {m E M I b(m, n) = 0 
pairing on a finitely 
finitely generated submodule 
for all n E N} then 
is Witt - equivalent to (N.l.IN, bN) , where bN ~s the primitive 
E- Hermitian pairing induced on .I. N IN by b 
.I. 
on N IN , defined by 
.I. 
Proof. The induced pairing bN 
bN(nl mod N, n2 mod N) = bN(nl , n2) for all nl , n2 E N is clearly a 
primitive E-Hermitian pairing. Let 
.I. 
p = {(p, p mod N) I pEN} be the 
.I. .I. 
image of N in M e (N IN) via the diagonal embedding . Then P is 
selforthogonal with respect to the pairing b e (-bN) , for if 
.I. 
be (-bN)(m, n mod N) , (p, P mod N») = 0 for all pEN , where m E M 
.I. .1. 
and n EN, then b(m-n , p) = 0 for all pEN , and so m-n EN . In 
.I. 
particular mEN 
(M, b) e (N.1. IN , -bN) 
and (m, n mod N) = (m, m mod N) E P Therefore 
is neutral. I I 
Now if (M, b) is an t -linking pairing over a discrete valuation ring 
R and M is annihilated by qm where m > 1 , then b takes values in 
q 
-m the submodule q RIR of KIR . Hence m-l N = q M is such a submodule of M 
(for beN, N) c q2!II-2(q-mRIR) = 0 .1 N IN i s annihilated by m-l q , so and 
on using the l emma repeat edly, (M, b) i s Witt-equivalent to some (M ', b ' ) 
where qM ' = 0 Cl early M' is then a vector space over kq , and b ' 
takes values in Q{-lRIR rv k , so may be regarded as an E-Hermitian form on 
rv q 
M' Thus W (F R -) = E ' , @ W (k , -) , where - E; q q=q k = Rlq q 
and the summation 
i s over all primes of R l eft invariant under the involution . 
The ring !l.l. is a l ocalization of the ring ({l(Xl ) [X 2] of polynomials 
ln one variable X
2 
with coefficients in the field ({l(Xl ) , obtained by 
invertine all polynomials in X2 with constant coefficients , and is thus a 
principal ideal domain . It may also be described as the subring of 
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Thus a prime ideal in A[ is 
generated by an irreducible element p(X X ) E m[x X ] l' 2 'I' l' 2 of positive 
degree in each variable, and those invariant under the involution 
correspond to ;,uc h p for which also p [X~l, X;l) = 
for some unit s a(xl ) E ql(Xl ) 8 (X2) E ql(X2) • In fact it follows easily 
from the irreducibility of p and that it involves each variable, that 
a(Xl ) 8(X2) = rx7x~ for some r E ql and m, n E ~ ; furthermore since it 
must also be true that p(Xl , X2) [-1) [-1) [-1 -1) 
2 
= a Xl B X2 P Xl ; X2 , r must 
equal 1 . Thus [-1 -1) P Xl ' X2 = ±x7X~P(Xl' X2) The residue field of such 
a prime ideal is an algebraic extension of <D(Xl ) k = <D( \)CyJ say 
(where y satisfies P( Xl' y) = 0 ), and admits a non-trivial involution 
generated by -1 -1 The el ement X _ rl Xl + Xl , Y f-+ Y a = 1 1 satisfies 
a = -a and consequent l y k = kO[aJ wher e k = 0 {f E k I f = f} is the 
fixed field of the involution , by Galois theor y ([5 6J, p . 1 92 ) . Hence also 
if B is an E-H ermitian form on the k-vector space V , then aB is a 
(- E)-Hermitian form on V , and so in discussing Witt groups of such fields , 
"it suffices to consider E = +1 , which a nyway is the case relevant for the 
applicat i on to c l ass i cal links . Any (+l)-Hermitian form (V, B) may be 
diagonalized , that is to say V splits as an orthogonal direct sum of 
l-dimensional s ubspaces , and so there is an epimorphism 
~ [k~/Nk/kok · J ++ W+( k , -) L53J . Furthermore, by a theorem of J acobson, the 
c l assification of Hermitian forms over k may be reduced to the classifcation 
of quadrat ic inner product spaces over kO ([ 69J, p . 115) . 
Not every pr ime ideal of A[ invariant under the involution is thus 
associated to the Alexander module of a boundary link ; there is an 
' i ntegr ality ' condition that must be sa tisfied . In eenera l , for L a 
lJ-compo nc llL lJoundilry link , E (L) i s principal , ge nerated over A by a n lJ lJ 
e l ement 6. such that £(6. ) = 6. (1, ... , 1) equals 1 and 6. = 6. 
lJ jJ jJ jJ lJ 
[41J. It follows that Eo(tHl(X ' )[) i s generated over Ar. by 6. (since jJ 
A(L) = AjJ@tHl(X ' ) for any jJ -component homology boundary link) . Now if 
e . 
M = (j)RIP.'I-
'I-
e . 
is a torsion module over a P . I . D. R then EO(M) = r-r Pi'l-
and thus the primes occuring in the direct sum decomposition are just the 
divisors of EO(M) (Notice that M is in fact determined up to 
isomorphism -by its Alexander ideals , for if 
f -f 
f k(P) 
= r-r P then 
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M = P (j) RI(P k k+l) .) k~O 
Assuming once again that u = 2 , if i s a 
direct summand of tHl( X')L with P = P ,then P is generated by SOme 
P E A2 such that p = ±X:~p and pel , 1 ) = 1 , for by the Gauss Content 
lemma ([56J, p . 127) any factorization of ~2 into irreducibles in AL 
COmes from a factorizat ion into irreducibles in A2 
On the other hand , if q E A2 is such that q = q and q( l, 1) = 1 
then according to Gutierrez there i s a 2-component boundary link L with 
~2(L ) = q [41J. In particular, if q is irreducible, then 
tHl(X ') L = AL I(q) is of l ength 1 , and so BL(L) maps to a nonzero 
element of W (k ,-) Thus the image of the set of all 2 component 
+ q 
boundary links in W+(K2, AL' -) is contained ~n 
(p) for some p E A2 such that pel , 1) = 1 , 
p is irreducible and p = ±x7X;p} 
and maps non trivially to infinite l y many factors of th i s direct sum , and so 
i s not contained in any finitely generated subgroup . 
CHAPTER V 
TWO-KNOT GROUPS 
Pou~ Zes noeuds de S2 en S4, on ne sait pas grand chose 
A. Gramain, [36] 
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It is a problem of great and continuing interest to characterize knot 
groups algebraically. Many necessary conditions are known, but the problem 
is far from being so lved [72]. 1I0wever in 1 965 M. Kervaire showed that 
several of these necessary conditions were also sufficient to characterize 
the groups of n-knots (locally flat embeddings of Sn in ~+2) whenever 
n ~ 3 [52]. Although he found SOme more stringent conditions which 
sufficed (but were not necessary) for a group to be the group of a knot in a 
homotopy 4-sphere, his methods did not give a complete result for n = 2 , 
and he left undecid ed the question of Fox [ 27] : "I s there a 3-knot group 
which is not a 2-knot group? " 
In this chapter three arguments are given to answer this question 
affirmatively . Two of the arguments use Milnor duality to restrict the 
possible fi nite or abelian commutator subgroups; the third uses orientability 
to restrict the possible extensions when th commutator subgroup is the 
f undamental group of an aspher ic a l c losed 3-manifold (for instance, ~3 ). 
After writing up these results for pUblication in the l3ulletin of the 
!\ustralian Mathem tical Society [Lf3J I learnt thllt M. S. rarber had earlier 
(1974) invoked Milnor duality (in yet another fashion) to settle this 
question [2 2] . (His result is quoted below and used to complete the 
discussion of several exampl es .) !\fter anllouncing my results in the Notices 
of the American Mathematical Soc i ety , I received a preprint from M. Gutierrez 
in which he proved that if the commutator s ubr;roup of a 2-knot p;roup is 
finitely presented, then it i s a s ubgroup of the fundamental group of a 
suitable Se if rt surface for the knot , and so is the fundamenta l group of a 
compact 3-m.Jnifold [38J. · lIi s theorem implies immediately those of the 
above mentioned results which I prove below via Milnor duality , and goes 
considerably further, but the proof is correspondingly more difficult. 
In view of the as ye t unre solved 4-dimensional Poincar~ conjecture, 
SOme of the homotopy 4-spheres constructed below may not be standard . Hence 
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for the rest of this chapter the term "2-knot" shall be extended to mean a 
locally flat embedding of 52 in an homotopy 4-sphere . 
Mil nor Dua 1 ity 
A regular covering map p : M -+ M is an infinite cyclic cover if the 
covering group is' isomorphic to ?l The paradigm is the expc'nential cover 
exp : IR -+ 51 (~IR/ll) and any infinite cyclic cover is induced from this 
universal example by a map 1 f : M -+ 5 
P 
There is then a commutative diagram: 
M-- -----+M x R 
51 
p pr'j 
M 
which is unique up to homotopy . 
PY'2 
-------+~ R 
eXP j 
___ fJ-p __ -+ ~ . 
The space M 1S the homotopy fibre of fp , 
([89], p. 1 00 ). In general, if F -+ E -+ ~ 
since R is contractible 
is a fibration, there is a long 
exact sequence (the Wang sequence [ 89J, p . 45 6 ) relating the homology of 
E to that of F: 
<p -1 
-+ H (F; R) q ~ H (F; R) -+ H (E; R) -+ H (F; R) -+ • q q q q-l 
In the case of the fibration sequence M -+ M -+ ~ associated to an infinite 
cyclic cover p the automorphisms <p * are g i ve n by the action of a 
generator of the covering group ?l on the homology of M (AS 
-1 -1 . <p* - 1 = -<p* (<p*-l) , the cho1ce of generator does not affect the exactness 
of the sequence . ) In particular, if 
1-11-+G-+ ?l-+ 1 
is an exact sequence of (countable) groups the n there is a fibration 
sequence K(H, 1) -+ K(G, 1) -+ KQZ, 1) = ~ and the action on 
H*(K(H, 1); R) = H*(H; R) is induced by conjugating H by a n element of G 
which maps to a generat or of ?l . (The action is well-defined, as inner 
automorphisms ( of H) induce the identity on homology ([12], p . 1 97) . ) 
There is a similar Wang cohomology sequence, and bot h are closely related to 
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tile Mayer-Vie tor i s sequence . 
The example of most interest in this chapter is the maximal abelian 
cover q X, + X of an n-knot exterior X = Sn+2 - int N(k) (where 
N(k) i s a regulilr neighbourhood of the image of an n-knot k 
[OY'l )I'(' vity , t ile co vering s pace X ' will b e culled the infinjte 
cyclic cover of the knot . For any field F, let flp = fll ®ZZP = p[t, t-1J 
(a principal ideal domain) . On choosing an isomorphism of the covering 
group with ~ , the homology groups H*(X ' ; F) become finitely generated 
flp-modules in a natural way . An argument of J .W. Milnor, using the Wang 
sequence of X, + X + ~ shows that the modules H*(X ' ; F) are finite 
dimensional as vector spaces over F [68J . (If q ~ 2 , H (X; F) = 0 by q 
Alexander duality in ~+2 , so then (t-l) : H (X", F) + H (X " F) q q' is onto, 
and hence the H*(X '; F) are torsion flF-modules, thus finite dimensional 
over F. It is clear that HO(X '; F) = F , and examination of the Wang 
sequence then shows that (t-l) Hl(X ' ; F) + Hl(X ' ; F) is also onto.) 
An n-knot k : ~ + 5l+ 2 lS fibred if the exterior X is the total 
space of a fibre bundle over the circle S ·l . The infinite cyclic cover of 
the knot is then homeomorphic to the product of the fibre (an (n+l) -
ma nifold. with boundary ~) with the real line IR . For a general n-knot 
it rema in s true that the infinite cyclic cover is algebraically much like 
such a product, by virtue of the following theorem of Milnor [68J: 
THEOREM. Let p : M + M be an infinite cyclic cover of a compact 
(n+2)-manifold with boundary~ and suppose that M ~s F-orientable and that 
H (M ' P) ~s finite dimensional ~or some field F 
*' " J' 
Then ~+l(M , aM; F) ~ F 
and cup pr'oduct gives a per f eet pa~nn(] 
Remark. This theorem has various generalizations , due to Wall , Quinn 
and others , of the form: if P + E + Bis a fibration with E and B 
finitely dominated (homotopy equivale nt to a retract of a finite complex) , 
a nd some filliLeness assumption on P , then F and B sa tisfy Poincure 
duality with (lOCil l) coefFicienLs in some rinp., if and only if E does 
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[78J, [102J. 
-In the situation of the above theorem, if the homotopy fibre M is 
finitely dominated, there is a single obstruction T(f
p
) E WhtTI1(M)) to 
homotoping f p t o a fibre bundle projection, so that M splits geometrically 
as a product of a compact manifold with the r eal line, provided n ~ 4 
-[ 24J. If N is a closed manifold then M x N is the homotopy fibre of 
q = fp 0 prl : M x N + Sl and on examing the construction of the 
obstruction and applying Theorem 23.2 of [1 6J, it follows that 
T(q) = x (N)T(f) ,where X(N) is the Eul er characteristic of N q Thus it 
follows that if M is finitely dominated then (M, aM) x sk = (P, ap) x R 
for SOme compact (n+k+l)-manifold P whenever k is odd and greater than 
or equal to 5 , and hence that (M, aM) is a Poincare pair in the sense of 
Wall [1 02 J. (This argument seems rather artificial, in t hat there should be 
a purely a l gebraic argument involving chain complexes over group rings, but 
I have been una ble t o construct such a direct proof of this last fact.) 
Let n ~ 2 and let k : sn + sn+ 2 be an n - knot with exterior X 
Define the closed orientabl e (n+ 2) -manifol d Y by a ttaching Dn+l x ~ to 
X along their common boundary sn x ~ Since every automorphism of 
sn x Sl extends to an automorphism of Dn+l x Sl if n ~ 2 , Y is well 
defined [47J, [ 57 J . The fundamental group of Y is the group of the knot 
k , by general position , s ince X is homotopy equival ent to 1 Y - S , the 
complement of a submanifold of codimension great er t han 2 ( [ 81 J, p . 69 ). In wha t 
follows it will sometimes be convenient to deal with the closed manifold Y 
rather than the knot exterior X itself . Not i ce that if y l is the 
infinite cyclic cover of Y , then Y I '" X I lJ Dn + 1 x IR 
rv snx R 
One other s tandard result of algebraic topology used frequently in this 
c hapter is lI opf ' s theorem : 
THEOREM. Let f: X + K(G , 1) 
groups . Then for any coe fficients 
induce an i somorphism of fundamental 
R ~ H2 (f; R) : H2(X; R) + H2(G ; R) 
222 
an epimorphism and H (f; R) : H (G; R) + H (X; R) is a monomorphism; 
is 
moreover the kernel of H2(f ; ZZ) is the image of TI 2(X) under the Hurewicz 
homomorphism . 
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Proof. The map f is 2-connected since TI 2 (KCG, 1») = 0 and so the 
first two assertions fo l low from Whitehead ' s theorem ([89J, p . 399); the 
last assertion follows from the homology spectral sequence of the fibration 
-X + X + K(G , 1) , where X is the universal cover of X for 
H2(X , ~) ~ TI 2(X) = TI 2(X) by lIurewicz ' theorem ([12J, p . 356) . 
Cha racterization of Knot Groups 
If G = TI1CX) is the group of an n-knot k sn + sn+2 with exterior 
X , then it is finitely presentable (s i nce X is a compact manifold) of 
weight one (by Van Kampen ' s theorem , since sn+2 = X u ...l sn x D2 ) and 
If-X0~ 
its first two integral homology groups are Hl (G , ~) = ~ and H2(G , ~) = 0 
(Hl(G , ~) = Hl(X,~) and H2(G , ~) is a quotient of H2(X , ~) by Hopf ' s 
theorem and Hl(X , ll) =ll H2(X , ll) = 0 by Alexander duality in sn+2 
([89J, p . 296») . Conversely Kervaire showed that any group G satisfying 
the above conditions is the group of an n-knot , provided n ~ 3 [ 52J. He 
showed also that if the conditiolls on the homology were replaced by the 
stronger condition that G have a presentation of deficiency 1 then G 
is a 2-knot group (in SOme homotopy 4-sphere) , and Guti~rrez showed 
subsequently that such groups could be realized by 2 -knots in S4 [37J . 
However by an example of Fox, given below, these more stringent conditions 
are not necessary . 
DEFINITION . An automorphism ~ of a group K is meridional if 
« k -l~(k) IkE K}} = K; it 1S weakly meridional if Hl (~) - 1 is an 
automorphism of H (K) = K/K ' 1 
If ~ is an automorphism of K , then H1CK) may be considered as a 
A-module , with tEA =ll [ t , t-1J acting via Hl(~) ' If Hl(K) is 
finitely p,enerated as a i\ -module (and thus noetherian), and if also ~ is 
meridional, then it is weakly meridional, for Coker(Hl (~)-l) is the 
-1 I abelianization of K/«k ~(k) k, E K}} = 1 , and noetherian modules are 
Hopfiall ([lJ, p . 78, Ex . 1) . Conversely if ~ 1S a weakly meridional 
automorphism of a solvable group K , then ~ is meridional , for 
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KI< < k -1<p(7<) IkE K» i s then a perfect quotient group of K, and so must 
be 1 If <p is a (weakly) meridional automorphism of a group K (with 
Hl(K) finitely generated over A ) which maps a normal subgroup H to 
itself , then <p induces a (weakly) meridional automorphism <p of 
K = KIH 
If now K is the commutator subgroup of a knot group G, then 
conjugating K by a meridian induces a meridional automorphism <p of K 
such that H2(<p) - 1 maps H2(K) onto H2(K) . (The first assertion 
holds because G 1S the normal closure of (any) meridian and the second 
follows immed iately from the Wang sequence of the extension K + G +~ 
It is also true that H2 (<p) 1 is an automorphism of H2(K) since G 
finitely presented implies H
2
(K) finitely generated over A but this 
fact will not be needed . ) Conversely if <p is a meridional automorphism of 
a group K such that H2(<p) - 1 maps H2(K) onto H2(K) and such that 
the I-lNN extension G = K~<p = (K, t I tkt-l = <p(k) for all k E K) is 
finitely presentable, then G satisfies the criteria of Kervaire, and so 
K is the commutator subgroup of an n-knot group for any n ~ 3 lror 
G finitely generated implies Hl(K) i s finitely generated as a A- module, 
and so the homological conditions follow from the Wang sequence and I-lopficity, 
and G 1S of weight 1 since GI«t» = K/«k-l<p(k) IkE K» = 1 .) 
Stronger restrictions must be placed on K for it to be the commutator 
subgroup of a 2-knot group, as I shall show below . 
The following result will be useful in determining the various knot 
groups with given commutator s ubgroup . 
THEOREM. If <p and ~ are weakly meridional automorphisms of a group 
K , then the HNN extensions and are isomorphic if and only if 
<p 'l-S conjugate to ~ or Out(K) (H ere Out(K) = Aut(K)/In(K) 
where In(K) is the normal s ubgroup of Aut(K) consisting of the 
conjugations by elements of K.) 
to 
Proof. Suppose that h is an i somorphi sm [rom 
-1 K!) = (K, s I sks = <p(k ) for all k E K) 
<p 
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K,'1t/J = ( K, t I tkt -1 = t/J C k ) for all k E K} . 
Then there is a commutative diagram of isomorphisms: 
1 
---------- K --------~) K~ --------~) ~ 
1: 
--------~) 1 
1 ---------- K ---------- K~t/J --------~~ ~ --------~~ 1 
sinc'e K is the commutator subgroup in both cases . Thus hCs) = t Ek for 
some k E K Therefore , for all g E K , 
where ck denotes conjugation by k , and so <P = h-lt/JEckh in AutCK) 
Hence <P is conjugate to t/JE in OutCK) 
Conversely if is conjugate to t/JE in OutCK) then -1 E <P , <P = f t/J f' C l 
for some f E AutCK) and l E K . Then FCs) = t EfC l) FIK = f defines , 
an isomorphism from K5 to K~t/J II 
<P 
Metabelian Two-Knot Groups 
In his thesis, S . Cappell constructed fibred 2-knots with fibre 
1 -1 -1 3 · S x 0~ x S - int D ,the punctured 3-torus [8J. For such knots the 
3 
commutator subgroup of the knot group is isomorphic to ~ . In higher 
dimensions knots may be constructed with commutator-subgroup finitely 
generated free abelian of any rank not equal to 1 or 2 by using an HNN 
construction analogous to that of Cappell and invoking Kervaire ' s 
characterization of high dimensional knot groups . In this section I shall 
show that if the commutator subgroup of a 2-knot group is abelian then it 
is of rank 0, 1 or 3 (where the rank of an abelian group A is the 
dimension of A ~ q> as a, vector space over q»; in particular , if it is 
also finitely generated , then it is isomorphic to ~3 or is finite . 
If V is a module over a ring R ,let Sym2V denote the R-module 
V ®R V I W , w her e W is the submodule of V ®R V generated by 
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{u ® v - v ® u I u , v E V} and let u G v denote the image of u ® V in 
Sym2V , If F is a field and X a topological space (for ins t ance 
K(G , 1) for some group G) then cup product 
u : ~(X; F) ~ ~(X ; F) + H2(X; F) 
induces a map: A2(~(X; F)) + H2(X; F) if char F t 2 , and a map 
Sym2(H ' (X , F)) + H2(X , F) if char F = 2 , since in either case 
a u S = -S u a for any a, S E ~(X ; F) . 
LEMMA. Let A be an abeZian group and F a fieZd such that ~(A; F) 
"s of finite dimension over F , where F "s considered as a triviaZ 
A-moduZe . 
(1) If char F t 2 , then cup product 
"s injective . 
has kerneZ isomorphic to the kerneZ of the Bockstein map 
p : 
: ~(A, ?ll'lll) + H2(A , ?lIm) 
~(A , ?l/4?l) + ~(A , ?ll'lll) • 
, that is the image of reduction moduZo 2 , 
Proof. The fir s t three cohomology groups for a group G with 
coefficients in a ring R which is trivial as a G-module may be computed 
o _ 
as : H (G; R) - R , 
~(G ; R) = {f : G + R f (h) -f(gh)+f(g) = 0 for all g , h E G} = Hom(G , R) , 
and 
H2 (G; R) = {F G2 + R I F(h , j)-F(gh , j)+F(g , hj)-F(g, h) = 0 
for all g , h , j E G}ID 
where 
D = {Ff : (g, h> 1--+ f(h )-f(ghhf(g) for all g, h E G I f: G + R} . 
1 The cup product of two elements f l ' f 2 E H (G ; R) is represented by t he 
function sending (g , h > E G2 to fl (g)f2(h) E R . (This may be seen for 
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instance by considering the standard complex of inhomogeneous cochains with 
coefficients in R C[12J, p . 174). 
Cl) There is a natural map , ~ : A2 (H 1CG, R») + A2CGIG', R) (skew-
symmetric bilinear maps from (GIG') x CGIG') to R) given by 
~[r f · 1\ g .)CXG', yG t ) = ~ (f.Cx)g,CY)-f.Cy)g.Cx» i ='1 '1- '1- i;'l '1- '1- '1- '1- . 
This map is always i ,njective if R is a field, and is an isomorphism if 
also H1CG, R) is finite dimensional over R ([25J, p . 20) . 
Now suppose is such that 
= 0 . Then there is a function h A + F such that 
n 
I f·Ca) g . Cb) = hCa) + hCb) - hCab) for all a, b EA. Therefore 
i=l '1- '1-
~[I f· 1\ g .)Ca, b) = hCa) + hCb) - h(ab) - (hCb)+h(a)-hCba») 
i=l '1- '1-) 
= hCba) - hCab) = 0 
since A i s abelian. By the injectivity of ~ , it follows that 
n 
I f· 1\ g . = 0 . 
i=l '1- '1-
(2) Similarly there is a natural map a : Sym 2 (H
1 CG, R») + Sym2(GIG', R) 
(symmetric bilinear maps from CGIG') x (GIG') to R) given by 
ar ~ f · 0g.)CXG t , yG t) = I (f.Cx)g.Cyhf.Cy)g.cx») . 
• ~l '1- '1- '-1 '1- '1- '1- '1-
'1-= '1--
If R =?lI'llZ. , there is also a map 6 : H1 CG,?lI2?l) + sym2(H\G,?lI2?l») 
gi ven by 6h = h 0 h Clearly 6 is injective and a 0 6 = O. Suppose 
that ar.~ f i 0gi) = 0 
''1-=1 
n n 
)' f·Cx)g .( y) = ') f .C y)g.Cx) 
i~l '1- '1- i '=l '1- '1- for all 
Then 
x, Y E G. The fi may be assumed linearly independent, and so there are 
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n 
x . E G such that f · (x.) = o .. Then gi (y) = I f.(y)g .(x .) for all J 1.- J 1.-J j=l J J 1.-
Y E G and I S i S n , and so g. (x.) = g . (x.) for all 1.-, J Therefore 1.- J J 1.-' 
n 
L f~· 0 g~. = 
i=l'" .. 
(gk (xk ) 2 = gk (xk) since R = ?l12ll) . Thus ker a = Im 6.. Now as before , 
L.f .u g . =o 
J J 
then A abelian implies that if 
Therefore the kernel of cup product is isomorphic to 
{h : A -+?l12?l I huh = o} = {h E H\A; ?l12ll) I Sqlh = o} 
= Im (p 
(More generally, the kernel of cup product from A2(H
l (G; F») or 
or is closely related to the 
See the appendix to this chapter . This more general 
result was asserted (without proof ) for F = ~ by D. Sullivan in [94J.) 
THEOREM. Let 2 . k : S -+ L4 be a 2- knot in a homotopy 4-sphere L4 
with group G such that G' is abelian . Let F be a prime field (that 
1.-S ~, ?l12ll or ?llp?l with p odd) . Then the d-imension o f G' ®-ziF over 
F~ denoted by GF~ is less than or equal to 3 ~ and if char F t 2 ~ then 
Proof . Let Y be the closed 4-manifold constructed as above by 
surgering the knot k . Then TIl(Y) = G , and the infinite cyclic cover y l 
has finite dimens ional homology with coefficients in F (since 
y I = X I U D3 x n , or morc J il'cc tly by ap plying the a rgument of Milnor 
S2x R 
given above). So Y' sat i sfi es Poincar~ duality over F with formal 
dimens ion 3 by Milnor' s theorem and hence 
? II ( G ' ;F) If ? (y '; F) . Tllerefore by the l emma , if F = ?lIm , it follows 
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that 
Hence that SF S 3. If char F t 2 , then 
~SF(SF-l} = dimF A2(Hl (G'; F)) S dimF H2(G'; F) = SF 
hence again SF S 3 . If SF = 2 , then cup product A2H
l (y,; F) + H2Cyl; F) 
would have to be null, otherwise there would be an element of HICY'; F) 
nontrivially paired into H3CY'; F) with the image of cup-product , and 
hence a nonzero element of A3(H
I CY I ; F)) = 0 II 
Remark. The argument of the last sentence is due to Sullivan . 
COROLLARY. If G' is a finiteZy generated infinite abeZian group 
then G' =;;Z 3 . 
Proof. Byassumption S$ > O. Since G' must admit a meridional 
automorphism, it cannot be i somorphic to ;;Z ® (torsion); so S~ > 1 
Hence B$ = 3 that is, G' =;;Z3 @ T with T a finite group . If there 
were a prime p dividing the order of T ,then ~/P;;Z > 3 , contradicting 
the theorem. Therefore G' =;;Z3 . II 
The argument that S t 1 shows in fact that ;;Z cannot be the 
commutator s ubgr oup of any knot group . Likewise ;;Z2 can admit no auto-
morphism <.p such that H2 C<.p) - 1 maps H2~2) =;;Z onto itself, and so 
can not be the commutator subgroup of any knot group . Thus the answer to 
Problem 28 in Fox's list [27J is no, for if k : 51 + 53 is a fibred knot 
of genus 1 (for example the trefoil knot or the figure eight knot) with 
group G ,then TI = G/G " is a finitely presentable knot group quotient with 
abelianization ;;Z , which is not the group of a knot in any dimension, since 
2 
TI' =;;Z . 
The commutator s ubgroup need not be finitely generated even if abelian, 
r, = (II, t I Ln i - l = r.?) , 10 1' wil j e ll r, I = 7/ f ~" I I Ill ' .1clcJ j L j v r ,T'Ollfl of 
rational numbers with denominator a power of 2, sat isfies the criteria of 
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Kervaire and Guti~rrez . ( A 2-knot with this group was constructed by D.W. 
Sumners in [95J . ) However by the above theorem the rank of an abelian 
commutator subgroup of a 2-knot group must be 1 or 3, and by a result 
of Kervaire, its torsion subgroup must be finite . (Kervaire showed that the 
~-torsion submodule of Hl(X ' ) is always finite , for X , the infinite 
cyclic cover of a knot In any dimension [51J . ) Modulo the torsion subgroup, 
the example just given is the only such of rank 1 . 
For suppose more generally that A is an abelian group of rank rand 
is an automorphism of A such that G = A~ 
<p is a knot group. Let 
A = A/T where T is the torsion subgroup of A , and let <p be the induced 
automorphism of A . Then C = AS- equals G/T and is finitely presentable 
<p 
since G lS so and since T must be finite . (In fact C is also a knot 
group, for it is clearly of weight 1 and the homological criteria follow 
from the 5-term exact sequence of low degree of the Hochschild-Serre 
spectral sequence ([12J, p . 350) for the extension T + G + G : 
+ HO(C; T) + H (G) + H (rr) + 0 1 1 
since Ho(C; T) = T/(<p-l)T = 0 . ) Let generate A over A . 
Then it may be assumed that V = r , since every finitely generated subgroup 
of A is free abelian of rank less than or equal to r The elements 
a a determine a basis for A® Ql ~ Qlr over ffi , and so let M be l' .. . , r ,_ 'v 
the matrix of <p ® idQl with respect to this basis . It follows that 
A = U ftf ~r) , with <p acting via M 
nE~ 
Now assume r = 1. Then M = p/q for some relatively prime p , q 
and A = ~[p/q, q/pJ = ~[l/pqJ as a group under addition . 
also an automorphism of A , (p/q) - 1 is invertible in 
Since M - I is 
End(A) = ~[l/pqJ 
( as a ring), and so (p-q)/q = Cp/q) - 1 = ±pmqn for some m, n E ~ . 
Since p and q are rela~ively prime, it follows that p - q = ±l , and so 
on replacing <p by its inverse- if necessary, G is a quotient of the group 
H presented by p+l ) a . In fact 
G = H/H n = Ca, t I taPt- l = aP+l , p n) 
(since H' /H " = A/ [tp-(p+l») = A as a A-module) . (Here P" denotes the 
set of all words in the second commutator subgroup of the free group P on 
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(a, t>.) Therefore since G is finitely presentable, it has a presentation 
p+l of the form (a, t I tclt- l 
= a ,1"1' .. . , where the 1" . 
1-
are words 
in taPt-la-p- l and F II . Now any word in F' is of the form 
L k. +1 -k . 
r-r (t Ja- t J) , and so there is an equivalent presentation for G of the j=l 
form (a, t I taPt- l = cl+l , [tkat- k , a] = 1, 0 s k S N> for some 
sufficiently large N . (Since G is metabelian, adjoining furt'her 
relations in F II does not change the group . ) L t d t t Sat-S e as eno e 
S E?l . Then the commutator subgroup G' has a presentation 
(as in [62], p. 153). Then clearly G' is obtained from the group with 
presentation 
for 
as a direct limit of a sequence of amalgamated free products, and so contains 
this group as a subgroup . But this group maps onto 
?l/p?l * ?l/(p+l)?l = ( b, c bP = 1, c p+l = 1 > 
via the map sending aO to c , aN+l to b and a l , ..... , aN to 1 , and 
so can only be abelian if p or p + 1 equals 1 Thus since G was 
assumed metabel i an, it must be isomorphic to (a, t 
Two- Knots with Finite Commutator Subgroup 
As is well known, all l-knot groups are torsion- free [ 75] . This is 
not the case in higher dimensions [26]. Any finite group admitting an 
automorphism ~ with the properties listed above (in the paragraph 
"Characterization of Knot Groups " ) may occur as the commutator subgroup of 
an n-knot group for n ~ 3 (These are just the high dimensional knot 
groups with two ends [91] . ) Not every such finite group may be the 
commutator subgroup of a 2-knot . 
LEMMA. Let A be a finiteLy generated A-moduLe such that 
HomzfA , F) = 0 for alL prime fields F . Then A = 0 
.-----.. ~.. ~~------------------------------------.................................... ~~~~~ .... ~ 
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Proof. Since 1I0~(A, Ql) = 0 e very element of A is of finite order. 
Let a l , .. . , ak generate A over A , and suppose n.a . = 0 1 < j ~ k J J 
k 
Then N.A = 0 where N = ITn. Since Ho~(A, ?Z;p?Z ) = 0 A is j=l J , 
p-divisible for all primes p and therefore N.A = 0 implies A = 0 
PROPOSITION. Let X ' be the infinite cyclic cover of a compact 
(n+2) -manifold with nonempty boundary and suppose X ' satisfies Milnor 
duality for aU field coefficients . Then H (X'·?Z) = 0 • 
n+l ' 
II 
Proof. By the universal coefficient theorem Hn+l(X '; F) maps onto 
H0'E(Hn+l(X ' , ?Z), F) for all fields F ([89J,p. 243). By Milnor duality 
Hn+\X ' ; F) = 0 since HO (X ' , ax ' ; F) = 0 for all fields F . The group , 
H (X'· ?Z ) 
n+l ' is finitely generated as a A-module. Hence by the lemma, 
H (X'· ?l ) = 0 II 
n+l ' 
I . ·1 h Hn+l(X ' ., ?Z) -- 0 . t lS not necessarl y true t at Indeed if this were 
so, then Ext (Hn(X ' ; ?l), ?Z) = 0 by the universal coefficient theorem, and 
hence H (X ', ?Z) is a free abelian group (by a theorem of Stein ([30 J, p. 17<] ) 
n 
which applies since H (X ' ,?l). is countable). 
n 
dimensional over Ql , it would follow that 
Since 
H (X ', ?l) 
n 
H (X'· Ql) 
n ' 
is finite 
is a finitely 
generated abelian group . But this last condition fails for dny I-knot with 
\1\(0) \ t 1 ([72J, p. l~7) . 
THEOREM. Let k : 52 ~ [4 be a 2- knot with group G such that G' 
1.-S finite . Then G' has co homo logica l period dividing 4 . 
Proof. Let X, Y be the knot exterior and the result of surgery along 
the knot, and let X', Y ' denote their maximal abel i a n (infinite cyclic) 
-
covers , ns herore. Let X, Y be the universAl covering spaces of X, Y 
-
r espective l y . Then H*(Y; F) is finitely generated over F, as Y is a 
finite cover of Y' But Y is also the infinite cyclic cover of the 
closed 'Hnilnifold Z , where Z is the (irrer,ular) covering space of Y 
assoc iated with the image of a chosen splitting of the abelianization map 
G~?Z So by the duality theorem of Milnor Y satisfies Poincare duality 
over F with forma l dimension 3 . Let A = H2(Y,?Z) . Then A is a 
fi nitely generated A-module and by the universal coefficient theorem 
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1I0nzz ( A , F) = 0 (It is a quotient of 2 -H (Y, F) which equals 0 by 
r O illC<lI'0 dUillity -
. ) over P and the simple connectivity of Y Since t his 
is true for all prime fields F , A = 0 by the lemma. Now 
y = X U G' • D3 x If( 
G'. S2xR 
that H3(X , 7l) = 0, H3(Y ; 7l) is a subgroup of H2('(JX; 7l) = tlg (where g 
equal s the cardinality of G' ). Since H3(Y;~) = $ , it follows that 
H3cY ; 7l ) = 7l and that Y is homotopy equivalent to S3 Thus G ' , which 
acts freely on Y, has cohomological period dividing 4 ([12J, p . 358) . II 
COROLLARY. Every abelian subgroup of G' must be cyclic ([12J , 
p . 262 ). 
The method of proof of the theorem gives an easy proof of Giffen ' s weak 
unknotting theorem (asserted with an incorrect proof in [31J), that if 
TIl (S4_k(S2) ) =71 then S4 - k(S2) is homotopy equivalent to the cir cle 
~ For then X' is simply connected and acyclic, and so contractible . 
In a similar manner the assumption of J. Shaneson ' s unknotting theorem for 
3-knots [85J may be weakened to: the knot complement has the same first and 
second homotopy groups as Sl (This brings Shaneson ' s theorem into line 
with J.R. Levine ' s unkno t tinc theorem for n-kno ts, n > II [581 . ) 
There i s one further consequence of Milnor duality, due to M.S . Farber 
[22J ( but al so implicit in work of Levjne [61J) that res tricts the possible 
structure of a 2-knot group G The torsion s ubgroup T of G' IG " 
(which by Kervaire is a finite abelian group) admits a pe r f ect symmetric 
billnear pairing l : TxT + $171 which i s invariant under the automorphism 
of T induced by con jugation with a meridian , that is l(tx, ty) = lex , y ) 
for all x , yET 
Milno~ ha lis t ed all the finite groups with cohomological period 4 
and which have at most one element of orde r 2 . His list is: 
(a) Groups which a ct orthogonally on S3 (and so are 3 manifold groups) 
(1) The trivia'l group; 
Q( On) = (x , I 2 (2 ) y x = 2 ( xy) = y 7n) for all n :': 1 
(3) 
(4 ) 
( 5) 
(6) 
P 48 = ( x, y I 2 3 4 x = (xy) =y 4 x = 1> 
I* P ( I X 2 = (xy) 3 yS) = 120 = x, Y th b' . h d = , e lnary lcosa e ral 
group; 
l 
x for 
2n+l -1 1 
= 1, Y = 1, xyx = Y - ) = ( x, Y D k 
2 (2n+l) 
T(k) = =(x,y,zl 2 x 2 2 -1 = (xy) = y ,zxz = y, 
-1 3k 
zyz = xy, z 
for k ~ 1 ; 
and direct products of anyone of these with a cyclic group of relatively 
prime order. 
(b) Two other families 
(7) Q( 8n, k, l) = ( x, I 2 2 2n kZ -1 1" y, z x = (xy) = y z = 1, xzx = z , 
-1 z-l) yzy = 
where 1" :: -l(k) , 1" 
-
+l{ l.) and (8n, k, l) = 1 ; and if 
n odd n > k > l ~ 1 , if n even n ~ 2 k > l ~ 1 , 
( 8) p" an extension 
481" 1 -ll/1"ll + P~'81" + P48 + 1 with 1" odd, 
whose precise structure is irrelevant here; 
and direct products of anyone of these with a cyclic group of relatively 
prime order. 
= 
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Milnor derived his list of cand idates for finite 3-manifold groups by 
"going over the groups listed by Zassenhaus and Suzuki, eliminating those 
which do not have cohomology of period four" [66J. H. Zassenhaus had listed 
all the solvable groups with periodic cohomology ([104J, p. 179), and M. 
Suzuki had listed all the non-solvable groups [ 97J . It is not clear to me 
whether Milnor used his extra criterion on 2-torsion here, and thus whether 
the above list is a complete list of all finite groups with cohomological 
period 4, but it is worth noting that s ince all the groups in Suzuki's 
list contain a central element of order 2 [represented by 
-I E SL(2, p) ), they all satisfy this criterion . (In any case the result 
. __ . 
of Gutierrez quoted above implies thut finite 2-knot commutator subgroups 
must be in this list.) 
The groups SL (m, q) (m x m matrices with determinant lover the 
field with q = pr elements) are perfect (if (m, q) ¥ (2, 2) , [84J, 
p . 292) but 00 not appear In Suzuki ' s list , onu GO canllot be 2-knot 
commututor ~ub[',ro ups , if m::: 3 . llowevcr if m ::: 3 und 
(n, q) ¥ (3,2), ( 3, 'I) or (11,2) then 112 (SL(m, q») = 0 ([64J, pp. 78 
and 94) and the involution W of SL(m, q) mapping a matrix to the 
transpose of its inverse is such that 
« M-~(M) I M E SL(m , q») = SL(m, q) , 
and so the HNN extension SL(m, q)~W is an n-knot group for all n::: 3 . 
(The assertion about W can be verified by using the presentation for 
SL(m, q) = Stem, q) given on p. 39 of [ 64J : 
St(m, q) (x~ " 1 S i ¥ j S A E F A IJ A +IJ = n, x . .x .. = x .. 1-J q 1-J 1-J 1-J , 
rx~ " XJZ] = AIJ if 1- ¥ Z, G~j' X~z] = I 1-J Xu 
The automorphism A x .. 1-J Hence on setting 
-A 
x .. 
J1-
sends the generator to 
X = W(x) for all X it follows that X~Z = G~j' .x~J = ~~j' xzfl = 1 
for all 
1- and Z since 
ond A E F q 
m ::: 3 .) 
Notc that there j s a j different from both 
The group 1* x 1* Clearly contains noncyc lic abelian subgroups (for 
instance, i.ts centre is r;z.!ill) 2 ) and so cun not be a 2-knot commutator 
subgroup. On the other hand HI (I*) = H2(1*) = 0 (since 1* is the 
fundamental group of the Poincare homology 3-sphere) so 
Hl (l* x 1*) = H2(1* x 1*) = 0 by the Kunneth Theorem ([89J, p. 228) and the 
automorphism T : (j, 
1* x 1* is such that 
kH--+ (k, j> 
-1 I 
which interchanges the factors of 
«g T(g) g E 1* x 1*» = 1* x 1* , and so 
(1* x 1*)~T is a high dimensional knot group . 
In considering which of the groups on Milnor's list can occur as knot 
commutator s ubgroups , note first that it suffices to find those groups 
admitting meridional automorphisms, for H
2
(K) = 0 for any finite 
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3-manifold group , and the HNN extension K~ is certainly finitely 
presentable when K is finite. Secondly, the possible cyclic direct factor 
may be easily dealt with . For if K = H x J with Hand J of relatively 
prime order , then an automorphism ~ of K corresponds to a pair of 
ClutolllOrlJltiGlJIG (jiH llllU ~J of 1/ .:.md J re ~;pectivcly, alld ~ is weakly 
meridional if and only if ~H and ~J both are . Furthermore any bilinear 
pairing on (H/H') @ (J/J ' ) to (j)/?l splits as an orthogonal direct sum of 
pairings on HI H ' and on J/J ' 
Any automorphism of a cyclic group lL/mlL = (x I xm = 1> is of the form 
8 [8J : X 1---* X with 8 an integer relatively prime to m , 
meridional if and only if 8 - 1 is also relatively prime to 
case m must be odd . Furthermore any nondegenerate bilinear 
(Jl/nYl) to (j)/lL is of the form 
and [8J is 
m , in which 
pairing on 
where k is relatively prime to n , and the condition of Farber hOlds if 
and only if 8 2 = 1 modulo m which is equivalent to s = -1 modulo m 
if 8 - 1 is relatively prime to m Thus firstly no group with 
abelianization cyclic of even 'order, in particular none of the groups in 
families (3), (5) and (B), can admit a meridional automorphism, and so such 
groups can not be knot commutator subgroups. Secondly the group with 
2 5 presentation (a, t I tat- l = a , a = 1) is not a 2-knot group, although 
it is easily seen to be an n-knot group if n ~ 3. (This example was 
given by Farber.) 
If n > 1 the only elements of Q(Bn) of order 4n are powers of y 
and so any automorphism of Q(Bn) a y x and must map X to to with y 
(b, 4n) = 1 . Such an automorphism is clearly not meridional, as the 
induced automorphism of Q(Bn)IQ(Bn) ' = (lLI'27l.)2 has matrix (~~) Thus 
Q(Bn) can not occur if n > 1. This rules out also the groups in family 
(7), since the quotient of Q{ Bn, k, Z) by the characteristic subgroup 
generated by z i s Q(Bn) 
Since Q i s nilpotent, Aut(Q) maps onto Aut(Q/Q') = SL(2, 2) (cf. 
[62J, p . 350) and it is easily seen that the kernel of this map is 
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In(Q) = Q/centre(Q) = (ll/271) 2 Let A, B, C, D be the automorphisms 
-1 
-1 mapping to and x, y x , y ; x, y y, x xy, x respectively . 
Then Aut(Q) is generated by A, B, C and D , and In(C]) = h, A, B, AB} 
The meridional automorphisms are D, DA, DB, 2 D2A D2B D2AB DAB, D .. , , and 
since the only matrices M in SL(2, 2) such that det(M-I) ~ 0 are 
[~~J and [~~J = [~ ~J [~ ;J (~ ;J- l = (~ ~J-l , the images of D and D2 
respectively. These all form one conjugacy class already in Aut(Q). [It 
can be readily checked that DA = ABDB-IA- l 
D2 = ABC .D.C-lB-lA-l 
D2AB = BCDC-lB-l . ) 
DAB = BDB- l , 
The binary icosahedral group I* was first considered in the context 
of 2-knots by B. Mazur [63J . It maps onto the alternating group on 5 
letters by the map p : I* + A sending x to (12)(34) and y to 5 
(12345 ) , and the kernel of p is the centre of I* , ker p = {I, x 2 } 
The induced map Aut(p) : AutCI*) + Aut (As) is easily seen to be 1 - 1 
It is in fact onto, since Aut AS = 55 acting by conjugation in 55 ([84J, 
314), and the map sending to and -1 2 gives rise p. s x x y to y xy xy 
to an automorphism of I* mapping to conjugation by (12) in Aut AS Two 
elements of 5n are conjugate if and only if they have the same cycle 
structure ([84J, p. 298) and so AutCI*) '" 5 
rv 5 has seven conjugacy classes, 
one for each partition of 5 The first four classes (the identity, products 
or 2 disjoint 2-cycles, 3-cycles, and S-cycles) contain inner auto-
morphisms and give rise to the HNN extension ~ x I* The other three 
classes (2-cycles, products of a 3-cycle and its complementary 2-cycle, 
and 4-cycles) fill out the nontrivial coset of Out(I*) = SS/AS = ~/2~ and 
give rise to the group with presentation 
I 2 3 5 -1 ( x, y, t x = (xy) = y , txt = x, -1 -1 2 =y x yxy) 
Since I* is perfect, all the automorphisms are trivially weakly meridional. 
All except the identity automorphism are in fact meridional, for if 
«j-l~(j) I j E I*» is a proper normal subgroup of I* , then it is 
contained in and so must map x to 2a X.x and y to 2b y .x 
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It then follows immediately from the equations ~(x)2 = (~(x)~(y»)3 = (~(y»)5 
4 and the fact that x = 1 that 2a 2b x = x = 1 , and so such a non-in I* 
meridional automorphism must be the identity. 
The commutator subgroup of T(k) is generated by x and y , and is 
isomorphic to Q, so there is a short exact sequence 
1 ~Q -+- T(k) ab I I ll/lll-+- 1 . 
The centre of T(k) 
implies that both a 
has a presentation 
is generated by 2 x 
and b are even) . 
and 3 z ( a b c -1 abc since zx y z z = x y Z 
Therefore In(T(k») = T(k)/Centre T(k) 
(X, Y, Z I X2 = y2 = (Xy)2 = Z3 = 1, ZXZ- l = Y, ZYZ- l = Xy) , 
where X, Y, Z act on T(k) as conjugation by x, y, z respectively . 
This presentation is equivalent to the presentation 
( Y, Z I y2 = Z 3 = 1, [Y, Z J = [Y, [Y, ZJJ = 1) . 
Let F: Aut(T(k») -+- Aut(T(k)/T(k)') = ~/3~)* be the natural map, sending 
an automorphism ~ to the automorphism ~ induced on the abelianization. 
Then In(T(k») C ker F As no automorphism of T(k) can map x, y, z to 
± ± ab ( ) y , x , x y z respectively, every Coset of In T(k) in Ker F contains 
an automorphism a sending x, y, z 
then follows from the relations 
that 
-1 
a(z)a(x)a(z) = aCyl and 
b b 
to a b x,y,xyz respectively . 
-1 
a(z)a(y)a(z) = a(x)a(y) 
But it 
a and b ape even, so Y = x , and a b x y = 1 then follows from 
the relation 
( a b a b a b ) 3
k
-
l 
J. = x Y zx !J ZX Y z . 
since 
k 1 k-l ( a+b a+b a+b ) 3 - ( a+b a+b( )a+b 3) 3 = x zx ZX z = x y xy z 
k-l k-l k 
= (xa+bz 3)3 = x 3 (a+b)z3 = xa+b = xayb 
Th erefore In T(k) = k r F. Defin an automorphism p of T(k) by 
p(x) -1 p(y) -1 and p(z) 2 Then F(p) [2J F is onto, = y = x = z = , so 
since 2 generates ~/3~) * It now follows that Aut(T(k») is 
generated by Y, Z and p , and has a presentation 
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(Y, Z, p I i 2.l-1 = Z3 = P = 1, [Y, Z] [Y, [Y , Z]] = 1, 
-1 2 -1 pZp = Z ,pYp = [Y, Z]) . 
(This is easy to check since Aut T(k) is a cyclic extension of 
ker F = In 2'(k) . ) The conjugacy classen in Aut T(k) have the following 
representatives: 2l 2ly 2lZ 2l+l s l S k-l P , P , P , P for ° 3 Since 3 
divides 22l - 1 , the onlY 'weakly meridional automorphisms are those 
conjugate to an odd power of p, and all such are necessarily meridional. 
Since Out (T( k») = Vz/37zz) * , t wo such automorphisms are conjugate in 
Out(T(k») if and only if they are already conjugate in Aut(T(k») All of 
these meridional automorphisms give rise to n-knot groups when n > 3 , but 
k-l 
-1 
by the result of Farber only the involution 
3 
sending p X to y 
to 
-1 
x and z to -1 is possible when 2 z n = 
Orientability and Asphericity 
Suppose that ~ is a self homeomorphism of an aspherical closed 
3-manifold N such that Hl(~) - 1 and H2(~) - 1 are automorphisms of 
Hl(N) and H2(N) respectively, and such that the group G = TIl(M)JTI1(~) 
has weight 1 Then G is a high dimensional knot group and has for 
Eilenberg-Mac Lane space the mapping torus of ~ , 
M(~) = N x [0, lJ/(m~ 0> '" (~(m), 1> for all mEN) , 
y 
which is an aspherical closed 4-manifold. However not every such group is 
a 2-knot group , as will he seen from the followinG theorem. 
THEOREM. Let M be an aspherical closed 4-manifold such that 
G = TIl(M) is a 2- knot group~ and such that Hl( G ' ; ?l127l) i- 0 • Then M 
i3 oricntable . 
Proof. Let be a 2-knot with group G , and let Y be 
the r esult of surgery on k Th n Y is an oricntable closed 4-m.:lnifold 
with fundamental ~roup G ~nd so there is a map f: Y + M inducinR an 
isomorphi sm of fundamental f,roups (since M is an Eilenberg-Mae Lane space 
K(G, 1) ). The infinite cyclic covers Y' and M' each satisfy Milnor 
duality of formal dimens ion 3 with coefficients lL/27l , and the lifted map 
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f '·. y l + M' • d . h' f f d In uces an lsomorp lsm 0 un amental groups. Therefore the 
maps f{ : Hl (yl; ll/2ll ) + Hl (M'; ll l Lll) and fll : Hl(M I; lll211) + H\Y'; ll/2ll) 
are also isomorphisms . Since f ' is a 2-connected map, it follows from 
Whitehead's theorem ([89J, p. 399) that f2 : H2(yl; lll2ll) + H2(M ' ; ll/2ll) 
lS an epimorphism. Therefore the map f~[y lJ n : H\M'; ll/2ll) + H2(M ' ; lll'lll..) 
is an epimorphism, since by the projection formula 
f' [ y I J n (] = f' ([y I J n f 11 «(]) ) 3 2 . 
for all (] E Hl(M ' ; lll'271) ([89J, p. 254) . By assumption, H\M'; ll/2ll) t 0 
so f~[y l J to. The map induced on the Wang sequences by f gives rise to 
a commutative square 
-----+-I H 3 ( Y I ; ll/2ll) 
[;1 
in which the horizontal maps are isomorphisms. It follows that f 4 [YJ to, 
and so f is a degree 1 map in lll'271-homology . Since 
fl : Hl(Y ; ll/27L) + Hl(M.; ll/2ll) is an isomorphism, and since 
f is a ll/27L-(co)homology isomorphism, by 
Poincare duality over ll/2ll If P is a finite complex satisfying Poincare 
duali ty of formal dimension n with coefficients ll/2ll , then there are 
unique classes such that for 
. .n-k 
x k E fi (p; 7l/27L) , and by Wu ' s theorem, if P 
n-
all is a closed 
n- manifold then Vl(P) = Wl(P) , the orientation character of P , which is 
zero if and only if P is orientable ([89J, p. 349) . Therefore 
W
l 
(y) = rWl (M) ,since f is a ll!27l-cohomology i somorphism, and so 11 is 
orientable , since Y lS orientable and r is injective . II 
Remark. In my paper [43J I neglected to prove that f was a degree 1 
map in 7LI'lll..-homology. 
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COROLLARY. In the situation at the beginning of this Bection 3 G can 
only be a 2-knot group if N is orientable3 for otheY'tJise H\N; ?l127l) '# 0 
and M(~) ~s non-orientable . Moreover 3 if N is orientable and 
Hl(N; ?l/2?l) '# 0 3 then ~ must be orientation pre,serving. (I do not know 
whether this is still true if N is a ?l/2?l-homology 3-sphere.) 
This theorem can be used to give more examples of high dimensional knot 
groups which are not 2-knot groups. For instance, if N = Sl x Sl x Sl , 
orientation reversing self-homeomorphisms are determined by 3 x 3 integral 
matrices A E GL(3,?l ) with determinant -1 . The HNN extension is 
then a high dimensional knot group if also I det(A-I) I = 1 and 
In particular 
1 1 ~l 1 0 0 1 
is such a matrix. (Similar matrices and mapping tori have recently been 
used by Cappell and Shaneson to construct a PL ll-manifold homotopy 
equivalent but not PL-homeomorphic to IRP4 [llJ.) 
That the space M of the theorem is a manifold is not used very 
strongly. (Wu's theorem remains true if P is merely a Poincare complex in 
the sense of Wall [6J, p . 62.) It would suffice to assume that G ' were 
the fundamental group of a closed aspherical 3-manifold N (and 
Hl( G'; ?l12?l) '# 0 ); then the meridional automorphism would correspond to a 
self-homotopy equivalence ~ (unique up to homotopy) and the conclusion 
would still be that N were orientable and ~ orientation preserving . 
Once M has been proven orientable, the analogous Wang sequence and 
projection formula argument with coefficients ?l shows that the map f is 
a degree 1 map, and so a ?l- (co)homology isomorphism . It might be 
conjectured t hat f is always a homotopy equivalence; the best result I have 
thus far is the following 
THEOREM. If G ~s a Poincare duality group [4J with one end3 and if 
f =?l[GJ embeds in a division ring D which is flat as a right f-modul e 3 
then y ~s aspherical. 
Proof. The compact manifold Y is (homotopy equivalent to) a finite 
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cell complex. The cellular decompos ition lifts to the universal covering 
space 
A 
Y , and the cellular chain complex of is then a finite chain 
A 
Y 
complex of finitely generated free left r-modules 
where c i = rank r Ci is the number of ~ cells of Y Hence 
i C-l) c . = XCY) 
~ Cthe Euler characteristic of Y ) = 0 Let C* denote 
the dual complex HomrCC*, r) , a cochain complex of right r-modules. Then 
there are Poincare duality isomorphisms Cwhere A denotes 
the left r-module deduced from a right r-module A via the involution of 
A 
the group ring: y.a = ay for all a E A, Y E r ) [103J. Since Y is a 
since G has one 
It may be assumed that the 
Poincare group G is of formal dimension d ~ 3 , since the only Poincare 
duality group of dimension 1 is ~ , which has 2 ends, and no Poincare 
duality group of dimension 2 can have abelianization infinite cyclic. 
Since P Ext Cfl, f) = 0 for p 1; d [4 J the Universal Coefficient Spectral 
Sequence ~q = EX~(HqCC*), r) ~ ~+qCC*) [ 33J collapses at the E2-level 
to give in particular, an isomorphism H2CC*) + Homr(HQ(C*), r). Combining 
this with Poincare duality gives an isomorphism H2CC*) + Homr (H2(C*), r) 
Therefore H2CC*) embeds in V ~ H2CC*). On the other hand, since V is 
a flat r -mod ule V ~ H * C C *) = H * (V ~ C *) and so 
I 
i~ o 
I1 enc 
rankV(V ~ H2CC*») = r ankv(V ~ H2CC*») + rankv (V ®r~) 
i (-1) c . = 
~ 
o . 
= x(v ®r H*CC*») = 0 • 
A 
Therefor H2(C*) = 0 and so Y is acyc lic, and thus contractible . II 
COROLLARY 1. The formal dimenoion of the Poincare duaZi ty group G 
must be 4. 
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COROLLARY 2. The hypotheses of the theorem are satisfied if G is a 
torsion-free polycyclic group other than ~ J for such a group is a solvable 
Poincare duality group (and conversely any solvable Poincare duality group 
is torsion free and polycyclic) [4J J has one end (the commutator subgroup is 
finitely generated and infinite) and Farkas and Snider have shown that ~[GJ 
is then a noetherian integral domain [23J J and so has a unique field of 
fractions D which as a (left) r-module is a direct limit of free cyclic 
~[GJ-modulesJ and so is flat ([17J, p . 28). In particular, if 
G I = ~3 then the theorem applies to G 
Remark. If Y is aspherical then the second homotopy of the knot 
complement 1T 2 ( X) is generated by a longitude, as a ~[G 'J-module. For let 
" " X, Y denote the universal covering spaces of X, Y respectively. Then the 
induced covering space of Y - int X = Sl x D3 is a disjoint union of copies 
D3 H .(X, aX) " " " H .(1') of R x , and so = H .( Y , Y-int X) = = 0 if j > 1 J J J 
" Hence the natural map H2(aX) -+ H2(X) = 1T2(X) is an isomorphism of ~[GJ-
modules. Furthermore H2(aX) is clearly free of rank 1 as a ~[G' J-
module, and generated by .a longitude. 
The theorem should also be contrasted with the case when G has a 
presentation of deficiency one, for then according to Gutierrez [37J, 
H2(G I ) = o. Therefore 1T2(Y) = 1T2(Y') mus t map onto H2(Y') by Hopf's 
theorem and so is nonzero if H (yl) = H (G ' ) is infinite. This is in 1 1 
particular the case when k is obtained by spinning [8J a fibred l-knot; 
in fact Y then fibres over Sl with fibre a closed 3-manifold with free 
fundamental group . 
Construction of Fibred Two-Knots 
If ~ is a self homeomorphism of a closed n-manifold N, then the 
mapping torus M(~)=NX[O,lJ/(n,O) "oJ (~(n),l) for all nEN) isa 
fibre bundle over the circle Sl = [0, IJ/(O "oJ 1) with fibre N, via the 
map induced from the second projection N x [0, IJ -+ [0, IJ 
i s an isotopy from ho to hI then H(m, t) = ( ht(m), t ) 
preserving homeomorphism from M(~) to Mrhl~h~l) (since 
If ht : N -+ N 
defines a fibre 
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(m, 0) = T/(h;lCm), 0) must be equivdlent to H(q>h;lCm),1) = \ \q>h;lCm) , l}) . 
Conversely if F: M(<fi) + M(W) is a fibre pres-erving homeomorphism , then 
F lifts to an isotopy f t : N x [0, IJ + N x [0, IJ and so 
W = f 0 q> 1 
-1 
o fa Thus the fibre bundle N + M(q» + Sl is determined up 
to isomorphis m by the conjugacy class of q> in the homeotopy group of N, 
TIo(Homeo(N)) . Any self homeomorphism is isotopic to one that leaves fixed 
a disc, and so in particular q> may be assumed to have a fixed point P 
the fibre bundle has a cross-section represented by the inclusion of the 
circle P x Sl = P x [0, IJ/«p , 0) rv <p , 1» into M(q» Any two such 
cross sections which are freely homotopic are i so topic if n ~ 3 (but the 
'isotopy of M(q» may not respect the projection) . 
Let now W be an orientation preserving self homeomorphism of a closed 
orientable 3-manifold, with a fixed point P Then 
twt - l ,10 ( ) = '1'* W 
where W* is the map induced on TIl(M, P) by W and where the generator 
t is represented by the cross section P x ~ Since M( W) is 
orientable, P x ~ has a trivial normal bundle and so has a product 
neighbourhood (p x Sl) x D3 . ~here are essentially two distinct ways of 
framing the normal bundle since TIl (SO( 3)) =?Z/ 2?Z ([4 6 J, p . 93 ).) Let R 
denote the result of surgery on M(W) along P x Sl , that is 
R = (M(W)- (p x~) x int D3) U (D2 x S2) 
slxs2 
Then R is a closed 
orientable 4-manifold, and there is a natural embedding of S2 into R 
given by j: ~ = 0 x S2 + D2 x ~ + R . There are two essentially distinct 
ways of ident ifying the boundaries of D2 x S2 and (M( 1jJ) _ (p x sl: ) x int D3) 
~orresponding to the two possible framings of the normal bundle of P x sl 
in , M(IjJ) ) and so the embedding j: ~ + R is determined up to a possible 
ambiguity of order two by the exterior (M( 1jJ)- (p x ~) x int D3 ) [3 2J. This 
exterior is in turn determined by the conjugacy class of IjJ in the 
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homeotopy p;roup of N and the union of coniu~acy classes of the cross 
section and of its inverse in 
If q> is a meridional automorphism of a group K and t E K 
q> 
generates Hl (J(~q» = lL , the n B E K~q> is conjugate to t±l if and only if 
-1 +1 
S = Uq>(u) t - for some U E K. If U is a subgroup of a nilpotent group 
K such that « U» = K , then by the Nakayama lemma for nilpotent groups 
U = K ([ 62 J, p. 350). Therefore if N is a manifold with nilpotent 
fundamental group and if ~ induces a meridional automorphism of TIl(N) , 
then the cross-section of M(~) + 51 is unique up to isotopy, since free 
homotopy classes of maps 51 + M(~) correspond to conjugacy classes in 
TIl(M(~)) ([89J, pp. 379-386). 
The manifold R has Euler characteristic X(R) = X(M(q») + 2 = 2 
(since X(MCq») = X(N)X(;) = a [89J, p. 481)' and the fundamental group 
R is \(N, p)/«w-l~*(W) I w E 1T (N 
1 ' 
p) » . Thus if ~* is weakly 
of 
meridional R is an homology 4-sphere, and if ~* i s meridional R is an 
homotopy 4-sphere . (Instead of using the Euler characteristic, this could 
be proven via the Wang sequence and the fact that for a weakly meridional 
orientation preserving se lf map q> of a compact 3-manifold H
2
(q» - 1 is 
automatically an i somorphism, by Poincare duality.) Therefore if ~* is 
meridional, j is a 2-knot wi t h group 1Tl (N, p)~ ~* furthermore j is 
fibred s ince only mapping torus evident l y fibres over the circle . 
Each of the groups (1, Q, I*, or T(k)) x (relat ively prime odd cyclic 
group) is the fundamental group of a c losed orientable 3-manifold [66J , and 
as r emarked above can be realized as the commutator subgroup of an n-knot 
group for any n ~ 3. Furthe rmore any meridional automorphism may occur. 
I shall now s how t ha t some of t hese groups (1, lL/mlL with m odd, Q, I* 
and T(l)) and automorphisms can be r ealized by fibred 2-knots . 
Cl carly th trivial knot is fibr d a nd has commutator subgroup trivial . 
The Farber condition jmplies t hat th only allowable meridiona l automorphism 
of a cyclic group is the involution , a nd this i s r eali zable by a self-
homomorphism of a classical l ens space ([16J, p. 100). Thus all the groups 
I -1 - 1 m ( a, t tat = a , a = 1) with m odd are r eali zable by 2-knots . The 
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example of a 2-knot group with torsion given by Fox in [26J is of this form, 
w it h G' = 71./371.. (I do not know whet her Fox's knot is f ibred . ) It is 
interesting to note that the group of Fox ' s knot is a quotient of 
2 ( a, t I tat- l = a ) , the group of another 2-knot. All these groups have 
deficiency 0 (except, trivially the case m = 1 ) , for their first 
Alexander ideal is (t+l, m) which is not principal. (Kervaire made this 
remark (for m = 3 ), to show that his sufficient conditions for a group to 
be a 2-knot group were not all necessary.) 
The group Q is isomorphic to the subgroup of S3 , the group of unit 
quaternions, generated by i and j (corresponding to x and y 
respectively in the above presentation) . Conjugation of S3 by 
z = -~(l+i+j+k) passes to a self homeomorphism of the coset space S3/Q 
which fixes the trivial coset, and is orientation preserving because the 
covering map of S3 i s isotopic to the identity and hence orientation 
preserving. This map induces s : X ~ Y , Y ~ xy on Q , the 
f d t 1 f S 3/Q , for elements of un amen a group 0 correspond to 
paths in S3 starting at 1 and with end point in Q , and conjugation by 
z permutes the end points thus. (Explicitly, 
ziz- l = Z1-Z = J;;(l+i+j+k )i(l-i-j-k) = J;;(l+i+j+k)(i+l-k+j) 
= J;;(i+l-k+j-l+i+j+k-k+j-i-l+j+k+l-i) = J;;(4j) = j 
and similarly zjz-l = k = ij .) 
The group 1* is isomorphic to the s ubgroup of 
and (l+jlJ - ~i + (l-~j 4 ) corresponding to x and 
1+\15 1-1/5 
respective l y . w and w denote and 4 4 
i(w-~i+wj ) = ~ + wi + wk and 
( ~+wi+wk)3 = ( ~+wi+wk) (J.i-w 2-w2 I-l.Ji+wk+wW(ik+ki)) 
= ( ~+wi+wk)(-~+wi+wk) = -J;; 
and 
2 
w 
S3 generated by i 
y respectively . (Let 
Then . 2 = -1 , and 1-
w2 + wW(ik+ki) = -1 , 
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( L. -.)5 W--I,I-+WJ ( L... - . ) ( 2 1. -2 . 2 - . 1_-:(·· .. )) 2 = w- -pt-+wJ W --';f-W -W1- t- ww.J--J!w 1-.7+J1-
= (w-~i+wj)(-w-wi-~j)2 = (w-~i+wj)(W2_W2_~+2WWi+wj+~(ij+ji)) 
so llle I'elu t i.on ~; arc ::;.1 t 1s ried. Thu:'l L he::;e elel1len L:J gene!'.) to u quotient of 
I* which must be exactly I* since it contains a nontrivial central 
element -1.) Conjugation of 53 by an element of I* induces an 
automorphism of H = 53/I* (the Poincare homology sphere [63]) with at 
least one fixed point and orientation preserving, and inducing conjugation 
by that element on the fundamental group . Thus all the inner automorphisms 
of I* can be realized geometrically. (Note that they all have mapping 
.tori homeomorphic to H x 51 , but in general the homeomorphism does not 
commute with the projections to 51 . ) I do not know whether any outer 
automorphism can be realized (cf. Zeeman [105], §8, Question 3 ). 
The group T(l) is i somorphic to the subgroup of 3 3 generated by 
i, j and -~(l+i+j+k) corresponding to x, y, Z respectively. ( Compare 
the discussion of Q above . ) The automorphism p is realised by conjugation 
by V2 ( . . ) "'2 1--J (For V2 ( .. ). V2 ( .. ) = .k2 (i-J·)(1+k) = -J. , and likewise "'2 1--J 1- 2 -HJ 
V2 ( . . ) . V2 ( .. ) d 2 1--J J 2 -1-+J = -1- an 
V2 (i-j) (-~(l+i+j+k)) V2 (-i+j) = -~(i-j)2(k-i) = -~(l-i-j-k) . ) 2 2 
Once agnin, the induced automorphism on the coset space has all the 
desired properties . Thus there is a 2-knot group H with a presentation 
2 2 2 -1 1 3 -1-1 ( x, y, z, t I x = (xy) = y , zx Z = y, z y Z - = xy, Z = 1, txt = Y 
tyt- l -1 = x 
This presentation is equivalent to the presentation 
<x,z , t l x 3 = zxzxz, z -1 -1 -1 -1 = 1, txt = zx Z ,tzt 
(for 1 1. ing 
-1 - 1 -1 Y = zxz x = zxz.zxzxz.z = ZXZ .x . zxz = yxy, 
zyz-l = z2xz-2 = z3xzxz-l = xy, tyt- l = tzxz-lt- l 
and 
= z -1 ) 
-1 -1 
= z Y z 
-1 z ) 
= x 
-1 
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In view of Problem 1.49 on R. C. Kirby ' s li st [ 54J, it would be interesting 
to know whether t his gr oup has a presenta t ion of defic i ency 0 (Notice 
1:I1,Jl II / II" = II /(x , y) = (z, t I i zt - l = z-l, ;;:3 = U wl l i c l\ ] 8 t he gr o up o f 
Fox ' s knot , so H has defic i ency l ess t han or equa l t o o . , notice als o 
thut the (non-normal) subgr oup gener ated by x, y ,and t 2z i s i somorphic 
to t he 2-knot gro up wi t h commut ator subgroup Q.) 
I do not know whether any of the remaining cases T(k) or 
(Q, I* or T(k)) x (relat ively prime odd cyclic group) can be realized as 
2-knot commutator subgroups . 
The only closed orientable 3-manifolds with infinite fundamental group 
that seem easy to handle in the context of 2-knots are the orientable 
sl x Sl-bundles over sl , whose groups are extensions of ~ by ~2 
1 .... ~2 -+ C -+ ~ -+ 1 , where the action of ~ M 2 on ~ is given by a matrix 
M E SL( 2,~) . Since such manifolds N are irreducible (they have universal 
covering space R3 ) and sufficiently large (the first homology group is 
infinite) any automorphism of the fundamental group CM is realizable by a 
homeomorphism; moreover the natural map TIo(Homeo(N)) -+ Out(CM) is an 
isomorphism [lOlJ. The group CM admits a (weakly) meridional automorphism 
~ only if Hl(C) = ~ @ Coker(M-I) has rank greater than 1 , so M must 
have an eigenvalue 1 , and 
a su'i table bas is for ~2 , 
therefore both eigenvalues 
M has the form (~iJ with 
1 With respect to 
q ~ O. Such groups 
are exactly the infinite nilpotent fundamental groups of closed 3 manifolds. 
If ~ is a meridional automorphism of a nilpotent group K and s, t 
both generat e H (Kit ) = ~ , then 1 oJ~ s is conjugate to 
±l 
t . Hence when the 
mapping torus construction is applied to such manifolds and automorphisms, 
the cross s ection is unique up to isotopy . 
If q = 0 , then the commutator subgroup 1S ~3 , and a meridional 
automorphi sm i s g iven by a matrix C E GL(3,~) (hence in particular 
!det C! = 1 ) such that C - I is also in GL(3,~) , so that 
!det (C-I )! = 1. Such a matrix determines an isotopy class of self-
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hOll1cotnoT'phi~ms or the 3-toT'uS Sl x ",1 x .')1 , which i1rc oT'icntilt1.on 
preserving if and only if det C = +1 , which must be the case for a 2-knot 
group by the theorem above. Conversely, following Cappell [8] each 
extension of ~ by ~3 described by such a matrix C with det C = 1 and 
Idet(C-I)1 = 1 may be realized as a 2-knot group by the above construction, 
and the Alexander polynomial of the knot is the characteristic polynomial 
A(t) = det(C-tI) , which is irreducible (since it has integral coefficients, 
leading coefficient and constant term 1 , and does not vanish at ±l). By 
a theorem of Latimer and MacDuffee ([73], p. 52) the conjugacy classes of 
matrices E GL(n, ~) with given irreducible characteristic polynomial 
correspond to the ideal classes of the field generated over ~ by a root of 
the pOlynomial. Hence ~: llch a k not j s dctormin C'd amonr;s t all fibred 
2-knots with fibre a punctured 3 - torus up to a finite ambiguity by the 
first Alexander polynomial of the knot . 
If q ~ 1 the corresponding manifold is a quotient of the nilpotent 
Lie group L of strictly upper triangular 3 x 3 real matrices by a 
discrete subgroup. Define r as the group presented by q 
(x, y, z I zq = [x, y], [x, zJ = [y, zJ = 1) and let (1',8, t) denote the 
matrix 
[
1 l' t] 
018 
001 
Then r embeds in L = {( 1', 8, t) q 1', 8, t E R} as the subgroup of 
elements (m, n, p/q) with m, n, p E ~ ,with x, y, z mapping to 
(1, 0, 0), ( 0, 1, 0) and (0, 0, l/q) respectively . Since L is 
homeomorphic to R3 , the coset space L/r q is a 3 - manifold with 
fundamental group r q and the map sending the coset 
( 1', 8, t) mod r q to 
the coset (1', 8) mod~2 in R2rzl = 51 x 51 is the projection of a fibre 
bundle with fibre 51. The r,roup 
equals F(2)/F(2)[3J' If q > 1 , 
(rq [ 3] = 1) on 3 generators, and 
f1 is nilpotent on two generators , and 
r is nilpotent of class 2 also 
q 
is a normal subgroup of r q (with 
quotient group ~/q~) via the above embeddinp,s of r 1 and f q in L . In 
all cases, the centre of r q is generated by the element 
z 
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An automorphism ~ of r must induce an automorphism of the centre q 
of r q and so must milp Z 
to ±l Z Thu:-; ~ must have the form 
abe 
~ : xl-+xyz c d f g Y 1-+ X Y z , Z 1-+ Z , with g = ±l . The relation 
~([x, y]) = ~(z)q implies 
qg abe c d f -e -b -a -f -d -c z = x y z x y z z y x z·y x = abc -b d -a -d -c x y x y y x y x = 
xa(z-bqx)C(z-dqx)-ax-c = zq(ad-bc) 
so ad - bc must equa l g; otherwise a, b, c, d, e, f may be chosen 
arbitrarily. Thus automorphisms of r q correspond to pairs 
in the set GL(2,?l) X1l 2 
given by (A, E) 0 ( B, F) = 
and the product of two such automorphisms is 
(AB, B.E+(det A).F) The automorphism 
( A, E) maps m n p xyz =(m,n,p) to 
(am tcn, bm+dn, em+fn+Pq(ad-bC) abm(m-l)+cdn(n-l)+2bcmn ) 2 . 
( (xayb)m __ xmaymb., -~abm(m-l) In checking this, it is use ful to note that ~ <~ 
as follows from the matrix representation, for all m E ?l.) Clearly any 
s uch automorphism extends to an automorphism of the real Lie group L 
(allow the entrie s m, n, p to vary over R rather than ?l) and hence 
induces a diffeomorphism of the coset space L/r , which may be seen to be q 
orientation preserving by computing the sign of the Jacobian . (Alternatively, 
by a recent theorem of M. Freedman [29 J, any self homotopy equivalence of a 
non trivial circle bundle over an orientable surface other than 8
2 
orientation preserving.) 
1S 
If ~ is a meridional automorphism of r , then lP must induce q 
meridional automorphisms of -d- = (r / r ')/( torsion) and of ?l/q?l, the q q 
torsion subgroup of r / r' q q' and so if q > 1 , q must be odd and 
( ad-be) - 1 mu s t be invertible in ?l/q?l , so ad - bc = -1 The inverse 
of the automorphism ( A, E) js ( [1 , -det A. A-I E) , s o 
(A, E ) 0 ( A , F) 0 ( A , E )- l = -1 - 1 AE + det A . F ) 0 (A , -det A . A E ) 
= (A, E + cletA(A-l.F-A- l E», 
so if A - defAl i s invert ibl e , then ( A, F > is conj ugate to ( A , 0 >. The 
characteristic polynomial of a 2 x 2 integral matrix A such that 
Idet AI = Idet(A-I) 1 = 1 has the form 2 x -3x+l, 2 x - x + 1 
2 2 
x - x - 1 or x + x - 1 , and the corresponding fields Q(VS) and 
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Q(v=3) each have class number 1 [74J, hence by the theorem of Latimer and 
MacDuffee there are 4 conjugacy classes of such matrices (represented by 
(~~), (_11 ;), (~;) and ( -;~) respectively) . Thus there are at most 8 
fibred knots with commutator subgroup f l , and at most 4 with commutator 
subgroup f ,for each odd q . q 
The natural geometric questions to ask after considering the above 
examples are 
1. Is every 2-knot with finitely generated commutator subgroup 
fibred? 
2. To what extent does the group determine the knot? 
3 . Are all the homotopy" 4-spheres constructed above standard? 
The answer to the first question is not even known if the knot has group ~ 
(and so has exterior homotopy equivalent to the exterior of the trivial 
knot) . It can be broken into several perhaps more accessible parts : 
lao If G' is finitely generated is it finitely presentable ? 
lb . If C' is finit ely presentable is y ' finitely dominated? 
(If y ' is a local Poincare space in the sense of Browder , then C' is 
finitely generated, and Y ' is finitely dominated if G' is finitely 
presentable [7J . This should have an algebraic answer, especially if C is 
a Poincar~ duality group . ) 
lc . If Y ' is finitely dominated is the knot fibred? 
(This would involve proving ' an analogue of the Farr 11 fibration theorem in 
dimension 4 . P rhaps it could at least he shown that the Farrell 
obstruction in Whl(C) , which is still def ined , is zero . Note that in this 
case C is an HNN extension of a 3-manifold group, and so Wh1 (C) may well 
be small. ) 
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In general the group does not even determine the homotopy type of the 
exterior of a knot , for C.McA . Gordon has constructed 2-knots in S4 which 
are all fibred with the same fibre , and which have the same group, but for 
which the actions of the group on TI 2(X) are distinct [34] . He has else-
where constructed examples of 2-knots in S4 with homeomorphic exterior 
which are nevertheless inequivalent [35]. These examples are also fibred. 
Cappell and Shaneson have constructed 2-knots in homotopy spheres, which 
are fibred with fibre a punctured 3-torus, and which have homeomorphic 
exteriors but are inequivalent [10] . On the other hand H. Gluck showed that 
at most 2 inequivalent 2-knots may have the same exterior [32]. 
E . C. Zeeman showed that the homotopy sphere constructed by Mazur was 
standard [105]; Gordon, who used the technique of twist-spinning introduced 
by Zeeman, in the above cited papers, showed that this construction always 
leads to the standard 4-sphere [35] . Otherwise I know of no results on the 
third question . 
Some Remarks on 2-Lin ks 
, In the same paper [52], Kervaire gave analogous (partial) 
characterizations of link grQups: a group C is the group of a 
, . k L '. .,ft + ...n+2 ~-component n-lln ~ a for n ~ 3 if and only if C is 
finitely presentable, of weight ~ , Hl(C) =~~ and H2(C) = 0 For 
n = 2 these conditions are necessary; the stronger conditions that C 
have a presentation of defect ~ and C be of weight ~ are sufficient . 
(Notice that the only l-link groups satisfying the condition H2(C) = 0 
are the groups of spZit links . ) 
Since any link group maps onto the groups of each of its component 
knots with kernel the normal closure of the meridians not associated with 
that component, the above results imply further necessary conditions for a 
group to be the group of a 2-link . However I know of no other restrictions 
beyond these . 
There are two other striking gaps in our knowledge of 2-links. 
Gutierrez has shown firstly that if n ~ 4 an n-link L is triv ' al if and 
only if its gr?up is freely generated by a set of ~ meridians and 
TIj (Sn+2_im L) = 0 for 2 ~ j ~ ~;~ [39 ], and se'condly that if n > 3 
any n-link is concordant to a split link [40J. The analogues of these 
results are not known if n = 2. (The triviality criterion is valid for 
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n = 3 as a consequence of Cappell ' s splitting theorem [9J.) Gutierrez has 
also shown that every boundary 2-link is concordant to a split link [39J, 
and Kervaire has shown that every even-dimensional knot is null-concordant 
[ 51J, so the following conjectures are equivalent: 
(la) Every 2-link is concordant to a boundary link. 
(lb) Every 2-link is null-concordant. 
The triviality criterion may be conjectured to be: 
( 2 ) If L : ~S2 + S4 is a link with exterior X such that 
G = nl(X) lS freely generated by ~ meridians and such that 
n2(X) = 0 ,then L is trivial . 
This is not even known for knots (~= 1) . If the analogue of Cappell's 
splitting theorem held true for 4-manifolds, then this would be equivalent 
to the Unknotting Conjecture. (Note that the condition on the meridians 
does not follow from the freedom of the group for Poenaru has constructed a 
2-link in a homotopy 4-sphere with group free for which it fails [77J.) 
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APPENDIX 
THE KERNEL OF CupPRODUCT 
Let C be a finitely generated group , and R a commutative ring, 
cons idered as a trivial C-module. Then the low dimensional cohomology 
groups of C with coefficients in R may be computed from the standard 
o 
complex of inhomogeneous cochains to be R (C; R) = R , 
Rl(C; R) = {f : C ~ R I f(gh) = f(g)+f(h) for all g , h E C} = Hom(C, R) 
and 
R2(C; R) = {F : C2 ~ R I F(h, j)-F(gh, j)+F(g, hj)-F(g, h) = 0 
for all g , h, j E C} 
/ {af : (g, h) r+ f(g)+f(h)-f(gh) for all g, h E C If: C ~ R} 
The cupproduct of two elements f l , f2 E Rl(C; R) is represented by the 
In this appendix 
it shall be s hown that the kernel of this cupproduct (of classes in degree 
1 ) is closely related t o the second stage- C2 /C 3 of the lower central 
series of C . The connection is made essentially by dualizing the map 
sending ( gC ', hC ') to the coset -1 -1 ghg h C3 (for all g,hEC) . This 
map is skew symmetric and bilinear, and the image of 11 generates C2/C 3 
as an abelian group . Therefore if 'IT : C2/C 3 ~ R is an epimorphism , 
there 
i s a corres ponding monomorphism 
Hom(R, R) ~ A2 (C/C ', R) . (skew symmetric bilinear maps) . 
Now for any fl,f2Elil(C;R) and g,hEC, 
so cupproduct 
1 1 2 
u : R (C; R) x R (G; R) ~ R (C; R) is anticommutative 
(f u f = -f u 1 22 f l ) and so gives rise to an 
R-homomorphism (which I shall 
also call cupproduct) from Rl(C; R) ®R Rl(C; R)/D 
is the s ubmodule of the tensor product generated by 
2 to R (C; R) , where D 
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If 2 is invertible in R , the R-module ~(G; R) ~ ~(G; R)ID is just 
In general, 
A2(~(G; R)) is a quotient of this R-module, for any ring R 
There is a natural map ~ : A2(~(G; R)) + A2(GIG'; R) such that 
~(fl A f 2)(gG ' , hG') = f l (g)f2(h) - f 2(g)fl (h) for all g, h E G and 
f l , f2 E ~(G; R) , which is injective if R is a field and bijective if 
also Hl(G; R) is of finite dimension over R ([25J, p . 20), which is 
certainly the case when G is finitely generated . 
Suppose f lj , f 2j E ~(G; R) for 1 S j Snare such that 
n 
j~l f lj U f 2j = o . Then there is a map F G+R such that 
n L f l ·(g)f2 ·(h) = F(g) + F(h) - F(gh) for all g , h E G j=l J J 
(Notice that if 
F' is any other such map then F - F' is a homomorphism from G to R .) 
Then F(gk) = F(g) + F(k) = F(kg) for all g E G and all 
k E G(R) = n{ker A I A E ~(G; R) = Hom(G , R)} 
The restriction FIG(R) is a homomorphism, determined on the subgroup 
G2 ::'G(R) by 
and so FI[G, G(R )J = o. Therefore F induces a homomorphism 
and clearly Thus the kernel of 
cupproduct is mapped via ~ into the image of nR ' and so in particular 
if G is abelian and R is a field of characteristic different from 2, 
cupproduct u: A 2 (~(G~ R») -~ H2(G; R) is injective . 
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In the r emaind er of this a ppe nd ix J s hull a ssume that R is a field 
and treat the three cases char R = 0 , odd prime p , and 2 separately. 
(1) char R 0 
By the arf,ument above, ~ identifie s ker u with a subspace of 
1m IlR . I claim this subspace is all of 1m IlR ~ 1l0m(G/G3 , R) . Let 
e : G2 + R be an homomorphism such that elG3 = o. Then since ~ is 
n 
bijective , 8([g, h]) = IlR8(gG', hG') = I (flJ.(g)f2J.(h)-flJ.(h)f2J.(g») for j=l 
some f lj , f 2j E ~(G; R) (1 ~ j ~ n). It must be shown that the map 
n 
: ( g , 71) ~~ j~l flj(g)f 2/ h ) is a coboundary , that is, that there is a map 
F G + R such that for all g, h E G , 
n 
j~l f lj (g)f2j (h) = F(g) + F(h) - F(gh) . 
The map F may be ambiguous up to the addition of a homomorphism; in 
particula r it will be uniquely defined on G(R) (if it exists at all) . As 
before F(tg) and F(gt) mu.st equill peg) + F(t) for all g E G and 
t E G(R) , a nd it follows that F mu s t be defined on G2 by 
( -1 -1) F ghg h = F(gh) - F(hg ) = -8([g, h]) . He nce FI [G, G(R)] = 0 . Since 
G(R)IG2 is easily seen to be the torsion subgroup of GIG 2 , F is now 
ucL er' lIIillcu on Gun , for' if then g E G(R) 
and F(g) I f al so then with 
k E G(R)' , a nd so is in G2 ,and 
Thu s wiLh this def illitio!"l o f F Oll G(R) -as a n homomorphi sm to R , 
CO llU jt.i 0 11 (1':) i ;. :;,1 L LS r.i l'd i~11 ' 11 ' v c r' U, 11 E GU?) 
Tile Cluot .i e nt GIG(R ) i s, finit ely generated tor s ion free abelian 
group , a nd so free of rank B , s ay. Choose representatives hl , .. . , he E G 
for a hclSi s o f GIG(R) . Theil any (J E (; can he wrHten (J = (Jot where 
III 
go i s the unique s tilnuarc\ repre~ent iJ. Live of the coset gG(R) of the form 
Ws 
hS (with WI' "" Ws Ell) and t E G(R) , If F exists, 
then F(g) must equal F(go) + F(t) , and so it will suffice to define F 
on standard e l e me nts go' provided t ha t the re sult i s cons i s tent with UI}, 
If (:':) is satis fi ed whenev er g and h are standard elements, then it 
holds in gener a l, for if g = goa and h = hob with go' hO s tandard 
element s and a, b E G(R) , the n 
n 
= j~l f l } go)f2}ho) 
= F(g 0) + F(h
o
) F (g oho) ( by a ssumption) 
= F(go) + F(h
o
) - F(goho) - F[a -lhoaho) (since FI [G, G(R)] = 0) 
= F(go) + F(a) + F(h o) + FCb) - F(g ohoh;lahob) 
= F( g ) + F(h) - F(gh) , 
(Notice tha t a lthoug h goho need not it s elf be sta ndard F(gohot) will 
still equa l F(goh O) + F(t) for all t E G(R) , f or if g oho = kOs with 
ko s t a nda rd a nd s E G(R) , the n 
Furthermor e , i f condition (:':) hold s , the n by i nd uc t i on on m, 
n 
= mF(g) - m(~-l) \ f ( )f ( ) j~l Ij g 2j g 
for all g E G a nd for a ll pos itive integers m , and s ince 
n 
= -F(h) - j~l f lj (h)f2j (h) 
i t is ea s ily s een t ha t t his formula holus fo r a ll i nt eger s m Thu s once 
F(h
l
), "" F(h
S
) ar e kno wn, the condition (:':) d e t ermines F unique ly on 
<.111 pLullu..:tru 1 CIII ' IIl: :..; d llU he nce 0 11 .Ill o f G , (I'o r' .lll ::: t a nc , if 
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F(gO) = Flh:l ... h~~~l) + F(h~S] - j~l flj(h:l ... h~~~1) f2 lh~B) 
= etc . 
B ( W.) 
= L F h .1-
i=l 1-
n 
L L w,w,Pk ·qk · 
lSi<jSB k=l 1- J 1- J 
(where Pki = flk(hi ) , qkj = f 2k (h j )) 
B on w.(w.-l) n 
= L w.F (h.) - L L 1-; Pk ·qk · - L L w.w ,Pk .qk;j' .) 
i = 1 1- 1- i = 1 k = 1 1- 1- 1 Si <j S3 k = 1 1- J 1-
I claim that F(h l ), ... , F(h S) can be chosen arbitrarily . Indeed , 
let F (h.) = r. E R, 1 sis S , and if g E G can be written as 
1- 1-
got 
wl g = = h 1 
S 
F(g) = L w.r. 
i=l 1- 1-
w 
h Bt with t E G(R) S 
S n w.(w.-l) 
L L 1-; Pk ·qk . 
i=l k=l 1- 1-
define 
Then F maps G to R and the co boundary of F represents the cupproduct 
n 
L fl' u f 2j For as remarked above , it suffices to check that condition j=l J 
( :':) 
Wi 
is s tisfied when go = hl 
standard elements . The standard representative of g OhO is then 
for some k E G3 ' and s o 
are 
Therefore 
B 
= L W or 0 
i=l 'Z- 'Z-
B n Wo(W o-l) L L 'Z- 'Z-
i=l k=l 2 
Z or 0 
'Z- 'Z-
B n Zo(Zo-l) L L 'Z- 2'Z-
i=1 k=l 
nBS n (Wo+Zo) (Wo+zo-l) 
L L z oz oPk oqko - L (w o+zo)vo + L L 'Z- 'Z- 'Z- 'Z-
1
00Qk 'Z-J'Z-J 0 -z..-z.. -z.. 2 S'Z-<JS~ =1 -z..=l i=l k=l 
n 
+ L L (W o+Z 0) (W o+z ,)Pk oqk 0 
lSi<jSB k=l 'Z- 'Z- J J 'Z- J 
n [ (-Zl) f( Wl WS)-l) (( Wl WS)-l) f -Zl)] k~l flk hl Izkl h2 000 hS -flk h2 000 hS f2k lhl 
[t lk [h~:~-l hk [h~WS ]-f lk [h~llShk [h~:~-l]] n - L 
k=l 
B n n 
= L L w ozoPk oqk o + L L (w oz o+w oz o) Pk oqk o 
i=l k=l -z.. 'Z- 'Z- 'Z- l Si<jSB k=l 'Z- J J 'Z- 'Z- J 
n 
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L L 
k=l lSi<jsS 
Z oW 0 (Pk oqk o-Pkjqk 0) 
'Z- J 'Z- J 'Z-
n 
= L 
k=l 
L (woz OPk OqkjO+ZOWOPkOqkO)] 
l Si<jSB 'Z- J 'Z- 'Z- J J 'Z-
= I [t W ,Pk 0] [t Z oPk oj k=l i=l 'Z- 'Z- j=l J J n = L k=l 
Thus the second claim, and hence the first, is proven and so 
for R any field of characteristic 0 0 (For R = ~ , this statement is 
due to Sullivan [ 94], as is the key idea of using the map n·) 
(2) char R = p, P an odd prime 
The map ~ is again bijective, and so identifies ker u with a subspace 
of 1m ni? If F : G + R is a function for which there exist homomorphisms 
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f
lj , f 2j E Hom(G, R) (1 ~ j ~ n) such that 
n L f l ·(g)f2 ·(h) = F(g) + F(h) - F(gh) for all g, h E G i=l 'Z- 'Z-
then as before pIG(R) is a homomorphism and FI [G, G(R)] = 0 Furthermore, 
( Y) P (p -1 ) n _ F g- = pF(g) - 2 L f l ·(g)f2·(g) - 0 for all g E G. (Notice that i=l 'Z- 'Z-
this uses the fact that p is odd . ) Therefore FIXP(G) = 0 ,where XP(G) 
is the verbal subgroup generated by all pth powers, and so F gives rise 
to a homomorphism F G/[G, G(R)]. [xP(G) 'n G2) -+ R whose image under n~ 
is "[i~' f
'i A f2i] I claim that "(ker u) is the subspace 
n~ Hom(G 2/[G, G(R)].(XP(G) n G2), R) of 1m n~ . It is easily seen that 
G(R) = G
2
. x P (G) ,and [G, G(R)] = G3 • [G, XP(G)] C G3 • [xP(G) n G2) , so 
this subspace is i somorphic to 
(In general however this is smaller than Hom (G 21G3 , R) . ) The argument 
proceeds as in cas e one, by showing that if e: G2.X
P(G) -+ R is a 
homomorphism such that eIG3 .x
P (G) = 0 , then 
n 
e([g, h]) = L (fli( g )f2i(h)-fli(h)f2i(g») for suitable f li , f2i ' 
i=l 
and then constructing a function F : G -+ R with co boundary 
n 
F(g) + F(h) - F(gh) = L f l .(g)f2 .(h) for all g, h E G. The map F is i=l 'Z- 'Z-
uniquely definable on G'(R) , and is an homomorphism there, and is 
extendable to all of G on choosing a ~/~-basis for the finitely 
generated ~/~-vector space GIG(R) , using the formulae of case 1 read 
now being arbitrarily chosen elements of R). modulo P (and with the 
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(3) char R = 2 
The map p 1S no lonBer appropriate; consider' instead the natural map 
given by 
The map a is neither injective nor surjective (unless ~(G; R) = 0 ). 
However the image of a i s eas ily seen to be the subspace of even symmetric 
bilinear maps (bilinear maps b : (GIG ' ) x (GIG') + R such that 
b(gG ' , gG') = 0 for all g E G ), which clearly contains 1m IlR There is 
a ?ll?ll-linear map 6 ~(G; R) + Sym2(~(G; R») such that 6(f) = f 0 f 
for all f E Hl(G; R) , and clearly a 0 6 = O. As was shown in the 
chapter above for the case R = ?lIm and G abelian, the kernel of a is 
just the R-subspace generated by im 6 , which is exact l y im 6 if R is 
a perfect field (that is, if every element of R has a square root in R ). 
If P : G + R is a function for which there exist homomorphisms 
f lj , f 2j E Hom(G, R) (1 s j s n) such that 
n L f li (g )f2i Ch) = PCg) + PCh) - FCgh) for all g, h E G , i=l 
then as before FIG(R) is a homomorphism and FICG, G(R)] = O. Furthermore, 
G(R) = G2.X
2(G) = X2CG) and pIX4(G) = 0 , so F gives rise to a 
-homomorphism F 
O[i~' f
'i @ f2i] . I claim that o(ker u) is the subspace 
IlR Hom[G 21 [G, X2(G)] .X4(G) n G2, R) of 'Im, llR ' which is clearly isomorphic 
to Hom[G 2x
4CG)/[G, X2(G)] .X4(G) , R) As before, given an homomorphism 
8 : G2X
4 (G) + R s uch that 8 1 [G, X2(G)] .X4 ( C;) = 0 there are homomorphisms 
f li , f 2i : G + R (for 1 sis n ') such that 
n 
8Clg , h]) = L (fliCg)f2i Ch)+fliCh)f2iC g) ) for all g, h E G . 
i =l 
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The next step is somewhat different, as a is not injective . It must be 
n 
s hown t hat I fl~' 0. f2~' is ill the kernel of CUPPl'oJuct modulo the kernel 
i=l" v 
of a , that i s that there is a function F : G + R , homomorphisms 
... , h E HomCG, R) q and elements such that for all 
g , h E G , 
n 
I fliC g) f 2iCh) = 
i=l 
The map F is uniquely definable on G2X
4 CG) by 8 , and 1 S a homomorphism 
there. The quotient group G/G 2X
4 CG) i s a finite abelian group of exponent 
4 . , choose elements of G which represent a minimal 
generating set for this quotient , and such that xl' . .. , xa represent 
elements of order If and xa+l' . . . , Xy represent e l ements of order 
F(x.), h(x.) 
'l,. 'l,. 
can be chosen arbitrarily, 4 G/G 2X (G) . I claim that 
provided that if a+l S j S S , l so X~ E G2X4 CG) ) then 
may be written uniquely as 
o < W. S 4 
J 
if 1 S j S a 
must be defined to be 
F(gO) + F(t) ~ Jl F[X;j] 
and W. = 0 or 
J 
1 
For any element g of 
W 
t E G04 (G) x Yt with. y 
if a+l S j S S Then 
, 
2 in 
G 
and 
F(g) 
W.W [I fl'('~: .)f2· (:r:k) + t S1 hZ('1: .)hZ(:r. k)] + F(t) . J k i=l 'l,. J 'l,. Z=l" J + I l Sj<kSy 
Furthermore F(xW) depends only on the value of W mod ulo 4 , and F(x1 
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as F(x) + F(x~ . It remains to check the consistency of the coboundary 
formula. 
g, h E G , 
For ease of reading , let Pk ., qk" 1'., hl · ?.. ?.. ?.. ?.. denote 
respectively, and let t .. denote 
?..J 
It must be shown that for all 
As before, it suffices to assume that 
Wy 
and x y 
o s W ., z . S 4 for 
J J 
2y 
Xy are standard elements, with 
1 S j S a. and W., 2. = 0 or 
J J 
1 if 0.+1 S j S Y (Notice that the 
homomorphisms hl vanish on X2(G) and hence on G~4(G) .) Furthermore 
h - y Y x 
u\+Zl W +Z ~ W2 goo - xl . .. Xy _ 2 .• • 
for some k E G
3
• However this will not be the standard expression for 
goho if SOme exponent W . + 2 . is greater than or equal to 4 (if J J 
j s a. or is greater than or equal to 2 (if j ::: 0.+1 ) . Write 
w. + z. = u . + 4v. with u ., v . ::: 0 and u . < 4 if 1 S j S a. , and 
J J J J J J J 
w. + 2. = U. + 2v . with u. = 0 or 1 and v . ::: 0 if 0.+1 S j S Y 
J J J J J J 
Then 
Y 2 Y 1 2v W W ) -1 -Z ~ 
Xy UX2 ... Xy , Xl 
G
-W -2 ~ Y y-l kk' 
x ,x 1 Y y-
for some k E G3 and k ' E' [G, X2(G)] .X
4(G) . Therefore 
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F(gO) + F(hOl + F(gN + 1 Hx;iH<iJ +:i]] + it +;i] 
= I [(w.w.+z.z.+u.u.1 t .. +z .w .[¥ Pk .qk'+Pk.qk')] lSi<j~y ~ J ~ J ~ J ' ~J ~ J ' k~l ~ J J ~ 
.>.:. [WiZj £ PkiqkJ,+WjZi Y PkJ·qki+(Wiz.+w.z.)(f Slh'1. h '1')] lS~<J~y k=l k=l J J ~ l=l "~"J = 
= I [.f .f wiPkizJ.qkj + .t W ,Pk'Z ,qk .1J 
k=l ~=l J=l ~=l ~ ~ ~ ~ 
+ f Sl[.~ :f wihuz .hl . l=l . ~=l J=l J J 
It may be checked that if 1 ~ i ~ a , 
n t r w,z 'Pk,qk' + S'1w.z.h;., 
• .J ~ ~ ~ ~ . J ,,~~,,~ 
k=l l=l 
and if a+l ~ i ~ y then 
Thus F can be defined on all of C consistently with the coboundary 
formula, and so 
R)1 
J 
= ni? Hom(C 2/[C, X2(C)]. (X4(C) n c2), RJ . 
The kernel of alker I) is the intersection (ker a) n (ker u) and if 
R is a perfect field, 
( ker a) n (ker u) = {h E R '( C; R) I huh = O} . 
In particular if R = ~/2~ this subspace is the kernel of the Bockstein map 
associated with the coefficient sequence 0 --~/2~ _ ~/4~ -~/2~ -+ 0 and so 
is the image in Rl(C, ~/271) of Rl(C, ~;1+~) via the reduction modulo 2 
map ([89 J, p . 280 ). 
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REMAnK. For P an odd prime , t he group G presented by 
2 
{x, y, z I xP = l = zP = 1, [x, yJ = zP, [x, zJ = [y, zJ = l} 
satisfies G2 c xP(G) and G/G3 = 7l/p71 so 
Similarly for p = 2 , the group H pr esented by 
{ 2 2 8 4 } x, y, z x = y = z = 1, [x, yJ = z , [x, zJ = [y, zJ = 1 
Thus cupproduct may be injective even if Hom(G2/G3, R) is nonzero. 
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